
AGENDA 
 

Tuesday May 23, 2017 – 8:30 AM 
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS 
 

Special Public Business Meeting on the Urban and Rural Reserves 

 CALL TO ORDER  
 Roll Call 
 Pledge of Allegiance 

 
 
I.  PUBLIC HEARINGS (The following items will be individually presented by County staff or other 

appropriate individuals.  Persons appearing shall clearly identify themselves and the department or 
organization they represent.  In addition, a synopsis of each item, together with a brief statement of the 
action being requested shall be made by those appearing on behalf of an agenda item.) 

 
1. Approval of an Intergovernmental Agreement with Clackamas County, Metro, the City 

of Lake Oswego, the City of Tualatin and the City of West Linn Related to the 
Designation of Urban Reserves in the Stafford Area (Nate Boderman, County Counsel) 

 
2. Reading and Adoption of Ordinance No.06-2017 to Accept Revised Findings that Affirm 

the Designation of Urban and Rural Reserves in the Metro Region in Response to the 
Remand by the Oregon Court of Appeals and the Oregon Land Conservation and 
Development Commission (Nate Boderman, County Counsel) First reading was May 11, 2017 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Regularly scheduled Business Meetings are televised and broadcast on the Clackamas County 
Government Channel.  These programs are also accessible through the County’s Internet site.  DVD 
copies of regularly scheduled BCC Thursday Business Meetings are available for checkout at the 
Clackamas County Library in Oak Grove.  You may also order copies from any library in Clackamas 

County or the Clackamas County Government Channel.                         www.clackamas.us/bcc/business.html 

http://www.clackamas.us/bcc/business.html
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May 23,2017
Stephen L. Madkour

Board of county commissioners countv counsel

Clackamas County Kathteen Rastetter
Chris Storey

Members of the Board: Scott C. Ciecko
Alexander Gordon

Approval of an lntergovernmental Agreement between Clackamas County, -^.,.-:T"lda 
Keller

Meiro, the City of Lake oswego, the City of Tualatin and the City of W;iä.-"HJ;j"'iri:äT
Related to the Desiqnation of Urban Reserves in the Stafford Area shawn Litresren

Jeffrey D. Munns
Purpose/Outcomes Approve an lntergovernmental Agreement (lGA) addressing potential

future urbanization of the Stafford Area.
Dollar Amount and
Fiscal lmpact

None

Fundinq Source Not applicable
Duration December3l,2060
Previous Board
Action

Board of County Commissioners held a policy session on March 28,
2017. The IGA was discussed in connection with the remand
findings at public hearings on April 12, 19 and 26, 2017.

Strategic Plan
Aliqnment

Build public trust through good government.

Gontact Person Nate Boderman, 503-655-8364
Contract No. None

BACKGROUND:
The City of Tualatin and the City of West Linn were two of the appellants in the 2014 Oregon
Court of Appeal case that remanded the urban and rural reserve designations back to the
Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission, which in turn further remanded the
matter back to Metro and Clackamas County to take action consistent with the Court's opinion.
Those two cities persuaded the Court that the original urban reserve designation in the Stafford
area did not adequately consider potentialfuture traffic impacts. Those two cities and the City of
Lake Oswego remain concerned about the designation of Stafford as an urban reserve.

On February 22,2017, Clackamas County Administrator, Don Krupp, and Metro Chief
Operating Officer, Martha Bennett, issued a letter describing the components of a proposed
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the County and Metro that identify certain
issues which should be addressed prior to any decision to expand the urban growth boundary
into the Stafford area. Since then, in response to input from stakeholders and the community,
discussions have resulted in a revised proposalfor an IGA between Metro and Clackamas
County, with the cities of West Linn, Lake Oswego and Tualatin joining as potential parties to
the agreement.

Assistants
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The draft of the lGA, attached to this staff report, is the result of negotiations between Metro,
Clackamas County, and the cities of West Linn, Lake Oswego and Tualatin. Elected officials
from all involved jurisdictions have been instrumental in these negotiations. The attached IGA is
has been endorsed by representatives of the other parties to the agreement. The cities of Lake
Oswego and Tualatin have taken official action to approve a substantially similar version of this
Agreement. County staff believes that all affected parties will approve the version of the IGA
which has been attached to this report.

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Board approve the attached lntergovernmental Agreement.

Respectfully submitted,

an
Assistant County Counsel



INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
STAFFORD URBAN RESERVE AREAS

THIS INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made this _ day

of May 2011, by Clackamas County ("County"), Metro, the City of Lake Oswego, the City of
Tualatin, and the City of V/est Linn (individually a "City", collectively the "Cities") (together the

"Parties"). This is an addendum to the Intergovernmental Agreement between Metro and

Clackamas County To Adopt Urban and Rural Reserves entered into pursuant to ORS 195.141

and ORS 190.010 to 190.110 and dated March 3,2010 ("Reserves IGA").

RECITALS

1. The Metro Council and the Clackamas County Commission are working together to finalize
the designation of urban and rural reserves by adopting findings in supporl of the decisions

made by Metro, Clackamas County, Multnomah County, and Washington County in 2010;

2. Under state law, Metro and the three counties in the region are tasked with identifying those

areas adjacent to the existing urban growth boundary (UGB) that are best suited for providing
land to accommodate urban growth in the region over the next 40 to 50 years;

3. The Cities have long opposed the designation of Metro study areas 44, 4F,4C and 4D
("Stafford") as urban reserve because of concems with regard to efficient use of existing and

currently planned future public infrastructure investments and whether urban level public
services can be efficiently and cost-effectively provided by appropriate and financially
capable service providers;

4. The Parties recognize that resolving the dispute over the designation of Stafford will enable

the parties to focus collaboratively on planning for and providing urban services and

prioritizing the needed regional improvements to the transportation system, such as the

widening of I-205 from Oregon City to Stafford Road;

5. The Parties enter into this IGA in order to alleviate the concerns of the Cities and better

support the designation of Stafford under the Factors by ensuring an orderly process for any

urbanization of Stafford where the Cities will have control over the planning, process and

timing for the urbanization of Stafford, that the Parties will coordinate with one another and

with any affected special districts serving Stafford on the effective date of this Agreement,

and that Stafford will not be urbanized before appropriate urban services will be available;

and

6. The Parties also desire to recognize that the Stafford Hamlet and surrounding area is a unique

enclave in Clackamas County that has a long standing agricultural heritage, significant
environmental assets, and valued open space that should be preserved through the concept

planning process;

NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that the Parlies voluntarily enter into this

Intergovernmental Agreement addressing issues and concems raised by the Cities regarding the

designation of Stafford as an urban reserve. Specifically, the Parties agree as follows:
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1. City Governance. The Parties agree that Stafford will be govemed by one or more
of the Cities upon expansion of the urban growth boundary and annexation. The
governing City will have the authority to decide what land uses should be planned
for, and when and how municipal services will be provided. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary in the Reseles IGA, Exhibit B, Section 4, or Metro Code
Sections 3.01 .1105 to 3.01 J 130 ("Title 1 1 "), Metro and the County will oppose any
future effort to incorporate a new city. Metro and the County will similarly oppose
creation of any service district to provide water or sanitary sewer services in Stafford
outside of a city, unless there is no practicable alternative to creation or expansion of
a sewer district in order to remediate a health hazard created by development in
existence on the effective date of this IGA.

2. Completion of a City Concept Plan

a. The Parties recognize that the Cities will be the public bodies that have the
responsibility to plan for any future urbanization of Stafford and that the
urbanization of Stafford will only occur upon annexation to one or more of the
Cities. Prior to adding any part of Stafford to the UGB, the City that will be
responsible for annexing that parl of Stafford must first have developed a

concept plan for the area describing how the area will be planned and
developed after inclusion in the UGB. The timing for commencement and
completion of a concept plan will be up to the City.

b. The Cities will coordinate concept planning with one another and with the
County and special districts serving Stafford on the effective date of this
Agreement to determine which City or special district is the appropriate urban
services provider for each part ofStafford. The Parties agree to develop a

preliminary concept plan to address transportation, density, community
character, and infrastructure issues to help ensure that future, more detailed
sub-area "concept plans" can be developed and coordinated. The parties
agree to participate in good faith in future planning effofis for Stafford, in
coordination with each other, and with other public, private, and community
stakeholders.

Each goveming City will be responsible for determining the pace and timing
of future developrnent within an area to be incorporated into the UGB. The
form and character of development will be determined through the concept
planning process under Title 11 and Section 2 of this Agreement, and will be
consistent with community values and environmental requirements.

d. The County shall not amend the Comprehensive Plan or Zoningand
Development Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan Map or zoning
designations:

i. To allow within Urban Reserve areas, new uses that were not allowed
on the date the Urban Reserve areas were designated, except those

c
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uses mandated by amendments to the Oregon Revised Statutes or
Oregon Adrninistrative Rules enacted after designation of Urban
Reserves.

ii. To allow within Urban Reserve areas, the creation of new lots or
parcels smaller than allowed on the date Urban Reserve areas were
designated, except as mandated by amendments to the Oregon Revised
Statutes or Oregon Administrative Rules enacted after designation of
Urban Reserves. The purpose of the designation is to preserve lands
for potential future urban development, not to facilitate or expedite
their development under County zoning.

e. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Metro Code 3.07.1110(d), Metro
agrees that the concept plan or plans developed pursuant to Section 2 of this
Agreement will be used to designate 2040 design types for Stafford and to
develop conditions in the Metro ordinance that adds any Stafford territory to
the UGB. The Parties agree that the concept plans will govem amendments to
the Cities and County comprehensive plans and land use regulations following
addition of the area to the UGB.

3. Citizen Involvement. The Parties agree that future decision-making regarding the
timing and content of concept planning and the expansion of the UGB must involve
the participation of citizens from the Stafford community, as well as other
stakeholders, and will take into account public testimony about desired community
character, preservation of natural features, and other community concerns when
developing the concept plans.

4. Urban Services Agreements. At such point in time that any portion of Stafford is
inclutletl lvithin the UGB, the City thal. is respurrsitrle for urbarrizatiurr uf l.hal. area u,ill
negotiate and enter into an urban services agreement pursuant to ORS 195.065 with
any special district that is providing services to that area of Stafford on the effective
date of this Agreement or that may be created thereafter pursuant to Section 1 of this
Agreement.

5. Grant Funding for Transportation Planning. Metro and the County will undertake
a transportation planning project using the $170,000 Community Planning and
Development Grant from Metro to the County to study and plan for transportation
arrd other public int'astructure conditions and needs in the Stafford area. Work on this
planning project is anticipated to begin once Metro and the County have finalizedthe
decision on urban reserves.

6. Support for \ilidening I-205. The Parties agree to continue to support the Joint
Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation's decision to make widening I-205
from Oregon City to Stafford Road a top priority for regional transportation projects
in order to help address the significant transportation infrastructure issues related to
future urbanization of Stafford as well as other regional transpofiation needs.
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7. Transportation and Infrastructure Improvements. Urbanization and urban
development will be planned to coincide with transportation and infrastructure
improvement necessary to serve such development.

8. The Findings. This IGA will be entered into the record of the Metro and Clackamas

County proceedings on the remand of the 2010 Stafford urban reserve designation.
The Metro and County remand findings will cite this IGA as evidence necessary to

meet the designation requirement under ORS 195.1a5(5)(c) and OAR 660-027-
0050(3) that the Stafford area canbe served by urban level public facilities and

services efficiently and cost-effectively by appropriate and financially capable service
providers.

9. No Appeal by the Cities. In consideration for the promises and commitments made

herein, the Cities agree that the Cities will not challenge the designation of Stafford as

Urban Reserve either before the State of Oregon Land Conservation and

Development Commission or by appeal to the Oregon Court of Appeals.

10. Governing Law. The laws of the State of Oregon will govern this Agreement and

the Parties will submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Oregon.

1 1. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended at any time with the written consent

of all Parties.

12. Severability. If any covenant or provision of this Agreement is adjudged void, such

adjudication will not affect the validity, obligation, or performance of any other
covenant or provision which in itself is valid if such remainder would then continue
to conform with the terms and requirements of applicable law and the intent of this
Agreement.

13. Term. This Agreement shall be effective upon execution by all Parties identified
herein. This Agreement will terminate on the same date as the Reserues IGA,
December 37,2060, unless terminated earlier by agreement of the Parties. If during
the term of this Agreement there is a change in applicable law or other circumstance
that materially affects compliance with one or more provisions of this Agreement, the
Parties agree to negotiate in a good faith a revision to this Agreement to address such

law or circumstance in manner consistent with the intent of this Agreement.

ISignatures on Following Page]
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IN V/ITNESS WHEREOF, each party has caused this Intergovernmental Agreement to be

executed by its duly authorized representative on the date first mentioned above.

Dated: May _ ,2017
Metro Council

Dated: May _ ,2017
Clackamas County

Dated: May _ ,2017
City of Lake Oswego

Dated: May_ ,2017
City of Tualatin

Dated: May_ ,2017
City of West Linn
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Adoption of an Ordinance 06-2017 to Accept Revised Findings that Affirm n".n"lill::j*:i
The Designation of Urban and Rural Reserves in the Metro Region in èr,r¡"t¡n" rhacker

Response to the Remand by the Oregon Court of Appeals and the Oregon shawn Lilesren
Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) rerrrev 

T;iril,lì!
Purpose/Outcomes Adopt an ordinance for purposes of responding to Oregon Land

Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) Remand Order
14-ACK-001867.

Dollar Amount and
Fiscal lmpact

None

Fundinq Source Not applicable
Duration lndefinite
Previous Board
Action

Board of County Commissioners held a policy session on March 28,
2017 and public hearings on April 12, 19 and 26, 2017 and May 11,
2017.

Strategic Plan
Alignment

Build public trust through good government.

Gontact Person Nate Boderman, 503-655-8364
Gontract No. None

BACKGROUND:
The Board's adoption of an ordinance is necessary to accept the revised findings that support
the designation of urban and rural reserves in the Metro region. The revised findings to be
adopted by ordinance are responsive to the remand by the Oregon Court of Appeals and the
Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) resulting from the 201 1 appeal of the
original reserve designations. Barkers Five, LLC v. LCDC,261 Or App 259, 323 P3d 368
(2014).

ln February 2016, Metro adopted Ordinance 16-1368 which contained revised findings to
address the issues on remand for Urban Reserve areas 4A., 48,4C, and 4D (collectively termed
"Stafford"). On March 2 and March 16,2017, Metro held two separate public hearings to
consider additional findings in response to the remand by the Oregon Court of Appeals and
LCDC. Metro formally adopted the additional findings on April 13, 2017 as Ordinance 17-1397.

Oregon Administrative Rule 660-027-0040 requires Clackamas County and Metro to adopt a
single, joint set of findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions that explain why the
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urban and rural reserve designations are consistent with state law. Clackamas County held

óuoli. ñéàr¡ngs on Ápri 12, ãot7 and Aprir 1 9,20.17 at which time the clackamas countv Board

ãt county Cjmmissiòners accepted tesiimony related to the findings of !a9!' statements of

reasons and conclusìons aooptäo oy Metro in ordinance 16-1 368 and ordinance 17 -1397 . The

revised findings focus on three primary issues:

1) Whether the Stafford Area designation as urban reserve is supported by

substantial evidence, particularly in light of evidence in the record

suggesting that primary transportation facilities currently serving the area

*iliË" failing by 2035, and in light of claims made that sewer and water

service canñot-be efficiently and cosleffectively provided to the Stafford

Area;

2) Whether the proposed region-wide.urban reserve designations continue to

meet the "amount of land" standard; and

3) Whether the proposed region-wide urban reserve designations continue to

meet the "best achieves" standard.

Clackamas County held an additional public hearing on April 26,2017 at which time the

Clackamas County Board of County Commissioners voted 5-0 to direct staff to draft an

ordinance adopting findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions, and to add

tánguage to the fin'dings réferencing an intergovernmental agreement between Clackamas

Coüntvl Metro ano inãcities of Laké oswegò, T_ualatil 3nd west Linn as evidence that the

Staffoiá area can be served by urban levelþublic facilities and services efficiently and cost-

effectively, as required by state law'

Clackamas County held another public hearing on May 1.1, 2017 at which time the Board of

countv Commissión"r, op"n"d the record to ãccept testimony and evidence on this proposed

Ordinánce No. 06-2017 and read the ordinance by title only.

pages 41 and 44 of the findings attached to the ordinance have been updated to include a

reference to the intergovernméntal agreement as directed by the Board, and to correct a

typographical error on page 62 of the findings'

As mentioned previously, the ordinance specifically incorporates the findings that the Board

considered at its prioi pú'Ol¡. hearings with the inclusion of the two additional findings set forth

above. The ordinan"" älro acknowledges Multnomah County's revised findings, which are

attached to this staff report. This acknõwledgment is for the purpose of complying with oregon

Administrative Rule OOö-OzZ-0040, which requires Metro and the affected counties to adopt a

,inélé, joint set of fìnoings. oregon Administrative Rule 660-027-0080 separately requires Metro

unð tné applicable .ounii"r to jóintly and concurrently submit their adopted ordinances

implementing the urban and rural reserve designations to the oregon Land Conservation and

Developmen-t Commission for review. For purposes of fulfilling the requirements of that

particulär administrative rule, the ordinance specifically authorizes Metro to assemble the

adopted findings and make the joint submittal to LCDC on behalf of Clackamas County.
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RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Board adopt the attached ordinance

Respectfully submitted,

Assistant County Counsel

Attachments:
Clackamas County Ordinance No. 06-2017
Public Hearing Staff Report to the Board of County Commissioners
lntergovernmental Agreement with Metro, and the cities of Tualatin, Lake Oswego and West
Linn
Multnomah County's findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions



ORDINANCE NO. 06.2017

An Ordinance for the Purpose of Responding to the Remand from the Oregon Court of
Appeals and the Land Conservation and Development Commission Regarding the

Designation of Urban and Rural Reserves in the Metro Region

WHEREAS , in 2OO7 the Oregon Legislative Assembly enacted SB 101 1 , authorizing Clackamas
County, Multnomah County, Washington County and Metro to designate urban and rural

reserves; and

WHEREAS, between 2008 and 2010 Metro and the three counties conducted an extensive
public process bringing together citizens, stakeholders, local governments and state agencies to
consider and apply the urban and rural reserve factors to land surrounding the Metro urban
growth boundary (UGB); and

WHEREAS , in 2010 Metro and each of the three counties entered into intergovernmental
agreements mapping the areas that were determined to be most appropriate as urban and rural
reserves under the applicable factors; and

WHEREAS , in 2Q11 Metro and the three counties submitted ordinances and findings formally
adopting the urban and rural reserve designations to LCDC for acknowledgement, and those
designations were approved and acknowledged by LCDC in 2012; and

WHEREAS , in 2014 the LCDC acknowledgement order was remanded by the Oregon Court of
Appeals, and the Oregon Legislative Assembly enacted HB 4078, which legislatively designated
a revised map of urban and rural reserve areas in Washington County; and

WHEREAS , in 2015 LCDC issued an order remanding the remaining urban and rural reserve
designations to Metro, Multnomah County, and Clackamas County for further review consistent
with the Court of Appeals opinion; and

WHEREAS, in 2016 the Metro Council addressed the remand issues arising out of Clackamas
County via Ordinance No. 16-1368, which adopted findings concluding that the urban reserve
study areas identified as areas 4A,48,4C, and 4D (generally referred to as "Stafford") were
correctly designated as urban reserve areas; and

WHEREAS, in April 2017, Metro adopted additional findings addressing two state rule
requirements that apply to the designation of urban and rural reserves across the entire region,
in light of (a) the Metro Council's adoption of newer regional urban growth projections in the
2Q14 Urban Growth Report, and (b) the reduction of urban reserve acreage in Washington
County via HB 4078; and

WHEREAS, Clackamas County held public hearings on April 12,2017 and April 19,2017 al
which time the Clackamas County Board of County Commissioners accepted testimony related
to the findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions that address the remand issues
arising out of the Court of Appeals opinion and other issues associated with the urban and rural
reserve designations in the Metro Region; and



WHEREAS, Clackamas County held an additional public hearing on April 26,2017 at which

time the Clackamas County Board of County Commissioners voted 5-0 to direct staff to draft an

ordinance adopting findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions, and to add

language to the findings referencing an intergovernmental agreement between Clackamas

County, Metro and the cities of Lake Oswego, Tualatin and West Linn as evidence that the

Staffoid area can be served by urban level public facilities and services efficiently and cost-

effectively, as required by state law; and

WHEREAS, Clackamas County held a public hearing on May 11,2017 at which time the Board

of County Commissioners opened the record to accept testimony and evidence on this
proposed Ordinance No. 06-2017 and read the ordinance by title only; and

WHEREAS, the Clackamas County Board of County Commissioners have reviewed the staff
report, the testimony submitted by interested parties, and all other materials in the record, and

now concludes that the findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions attached as

Exhibit A are sufficient to respond to the remand issues arising out of the Court of Appeals and

demonstrate that the urban and rural reserve designations adopted in 2011 by Clackamas

County Ordinance No. ZDO-223, as modified by the 2014 Oregon legislature in House Bill 4078,

are consistent with state law; and

WHEREAS, Oregon Administrative Rule 660-027-0040 requires Clackamas County and Metro

to adopt a single, joint set of findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions that explain

why the urban and rural reserve designations are consistent with state law; and

WHEREAS, Oregon Administrative Rule 660-027-0080 requires Metro and the applicable

counties to jointly and concurrently submit their adopted ordinances implementing the urban and

rural reserve designations to the Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission for
review; now therefore,

The Board of Commissioners of Clackamas County ordains as follows:

Section 1:

Section 2:

Section 3:

Clackamas County Ordinance No. ZDO-223, which includes the revised findings

of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions dated April 21, 2011, previously

adopted by the Clackamas County Board of County Commissioners, is hereby
re-affirmed, continued, and, to the extent necessary to maintain uninterrupted
continuity in the effectiveness of such ordinance and for any other reason, re-

adopted.

The findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions in Exhibit A, attached

and incorporated into this ordinance, explain how the urban and rural reserve
designations adopted by Clackamas County Ordinance No. ZDO-223, as

modified by the 2014 Oregon legislature in House Bill 4078, are consistent with
state law.

The findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions set forth in Metro

Ordinance Nos. 16-1368 and 17-1397 are adopted'

The findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions set forth in
Multnomah County Ordinance No. 1246 are adopted.

Section 4:



Section 5:

ADOPTED and EFFECTIVE this 23rd day of May,2017

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Chair

Recording Secretary

Metro is authorized to compile, as necessary, all adopted findings of fact,
statements of reasons and conclusions, and conclusions of law relating to this
matter of Urban and Rural Reserve Designations and file the same with the
Oregon Land Conservation and Development Commission on Clackamas
County's behalf.



Ordinance 06-2017

Exhibit A

REASONS FOR DESIGNATION OF URBAN AND RURAL RESERVES IN
CLACKAMAS COUNTY

The Metro Council adopts these findings for the purpose of responding to the decision of the

Oregon Court of Appeals in Barkers Five LLC v. Land Conservation and Development

Commission,26l Oiepp Z5g (2014) and LCDC's Remand Order 14-ACK-001867 regarding

certain urban reserve dèsignations in Clackarnas County. These findings include the original

findings adopted by the M"tro Council in2011 providing the reasons for designating urban and

rural reserves, as well as new and supplemental findings that address the issues identified by the

Court of Appeals regarding designation of the Stafford area in Clackamas County as urban

reserve. These findiãgs also include supplemental findings regarding the supply of urban

reserves in the entireiegion and the regionwide balance findings required under oAR 660-027-

0040(10).

Metro,s supplemental findings regarding the supply of urban reserves and the regionwide

balance r.qrri..*"nts are set-forth below in Section V. Metro's supplemental findings regarding

the Stafford urban reserve designation are set forth below in Section VIII. To the extent any of
the new supplemental findingsln Sections V and VIII are inconsistent with other findings in this

document that were previously adopted in2011, the supplernental findings shall govern.

Those portions of Metro's original 2011 findings providing reasons for designation of urban and

rural reserves in Washington County have been removed from this document, because the

Washington County reserve areas were established and acknowledged by the Oregon Legislature

in20l4via House Bill 407g. porlions of the 2011 findings providing reasons for designation of
urban and rural reserves in Multnomah County have also been removed, because Multnomah

County is undertaking its own process to address the Court of Appeals remand regarding rural

reserve designations in that county.

I. BACKGROUND

The200i Oregon Legislature authorized Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington

Counties ("partner gÑ.rn*.rrts") to designate urban reserves and rural reserves following the

process seì 
-forth 

in 
-ons 

ß5 .137 - lg5 .r45 (Senate Bill 1 01 1 ) and implementing rules a<lopted

ty the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) (oAR 660 Division2T). The

Legislature enacted the new authority in response to a call by local governments in the region to

imirove the methods available to them for managing growth. After the experience of adding

ovèr 20,000 acres to the regional urban growth boundary (UGB) following the soil-capability-

based priority of lands in ons Ig7.298, cities and the partner governments wanted to place more

emphasis o., th" suitability of lands for sustainable urban development, longer-term security for

agriculture and forestry outside the UGB, and respect for the natural landscape features that

define the region.



The new statute and rules make agreements among the paflner governments a prerequisite for
designation of urban and rural reserves. The remarkable cooperation among the local
govemments of the region that led to passage of Senate Bill 1011 and adoption of LCDC rules

continued through the process of designation of urban reserves by Metro and rural reserves by

Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington Counties. The partners' four ordinances are based upon

the separate, formal intergovemmental agreements between Metro and each county that are part

of our record, developed simultaneously following long study of potential reserves and thorough

involvement by the public.

The four goveÍrments submitted their ordinances with designated reserves to LCDC in periodic

review on June 23,2010. On October 29,2010, the Commission gave its oral approval to the

reserves designated in Clackamas and Multnomah Counties and to the rural reserves and most of
the urban reserves in Washington County. The Commission, however, rejected the designation

of Urban Reserve 7I, north of Cornelius, and directed reconsideration of Urban Reserve 78,
north of Forest Grove. The Commission authorized Metro and Washington County to consider

designating as urban reserve, or leaving undesignated, land the County had previously designated

rural reserve or left undesignated. In order to provide flexibility, the Commission also returned

the rural reserves in Washington County for further consideration.

V/ashington County and Metro responded to LCDC's oral decision by revising the

intergovemmental agteement between them and adopting ordinances amending their respective

comprehensive plan and regional framework plan maps (Washington County Ordinance No. 740;

Metro Ordinance No. 1I-1255). The ordinances made the following changes:

o The designation of Area 7I as urban rsselve (623 acres) was removed

o 263 acres of AreaTlwere designated rural reserves

o 360 acres of Area 7I were left undesignated

o The urban reserve designation of the 2}-acre portion of Area 7B that lies east and north

of Council Creek was removed; the portion was left undesignated

o 352 acres of undesignated land north of Highway 26, south of West Union Road, east of
Groveland Road and west of Helvetia Road were designated urban reserve

. The rural reserve designation of 383 acres of Rural Reserve 6E south of Rosedale Road,

west of 209th Avenue and north of Farmington Road was removed; the portion was left
undesignated.

Metro Supp Rec. 798.

These revisions reduced the acres of urban reserves in Washington County by 299 acres, reduced

the acres of rural reserves by I20 acres and increased the acres adjacent to the UGB left
undesignated by 391 acres, all compared with the reserves submitted to LCDC in June, 2010.

Overall, there are 13,525 acres of urban reserves and 151,209 acres of rural reserves in
Washington County, in part reflecting refinements of boundaries as they relate to street rights-of-
way, floodplains and improved tax lot alignments' Metro Supp Rec. 799'
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II. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

With adoption of Metro Ordinance No. 11-1255, Metro has designated28,256 gross acres as

urban.rrê*"r, including urban reserves in each county. Metro Supp Rec. 799. These lands are

now first priority for addition to the region's UGB when the region needs housing or

employmènt capacity. As indicated in new policy in Metro's Regional Framework Plan in

BxtriUit A to Ordinance No. 10-12384, the urban reserves are intended to accommodate

population and employment growth for 50 years, to year 2060.

Clackamas County Ordinance No. ZDO-233 designates 68,713 acres as rural reserves in
Clackamas County. Multnornah County Ordinance No. 2010-1161 designates 46,706 acres as

rural reserves in Multnomah County. Washington County Ordinance No. 740, which revised the

county's designation of rural reserves following LCDC's remand of urban and rural reserves in

the county, désignates 751,209 acres of rural reserves. Metro Supp Rec. 798. As indicated in
new polióies in ihe Regional Framework Plan and the counties' comprehensive plans, these rural

reserves -266,628 acres in total - are now protected from urbanization for 50 years' Metro

Srpp. Rec.798. The governments of the region have struggled with the urban-farm/forest

intèrface, always searching for a "hard edge" to give farmers and foresters some certainty to

encourage investment in their businesses. No road, stream or floodplain under the old way of
expanding the UGB offers the long-term certainty of the edge of a rural reserve with at least a

5g-year lifespan. This certainty is among the reasons the four goveÍìments chose the longer, 50-

year, reseryes period.

The region's governments have also debated how best to protect important natural landscape

features at the edges of the urban area. The partners' agreements and these ordinances now

identify the features that will define the extent of outward urban expansion.

The region's urban and rural reserves are fully integrated into Metro's Regional Framework Plan

and the Comprehensive Plans of Clackamas, Multnomah and V/ashington counties' Metro's plan

includes a map that shows urban and rural reserves in all three counties. Each of the county

plans includes a map that shows urban and rural reserves in the county. The reserves shown on

èach county map are identical to the reserves shown in that county on the Metro map. Each of
the four plans contains new policies that ensure accomplishment of the goals for the reserves set

by the four local governments and by state law. These new policies are consistent with, and

carry out, the intergovernmental agreements between Metro and the three counties signed in

February, 2010, and the supplemental agreement between Metro and Washington County signed

on March 15,2011. Metro Supp. Rec. 285'

Together, these reserves signal the region's long-term limits of urbanization, its commitment to

stewardship of farmland and forests, and its respect for the natural landscape features that give

the people-of the region their sense of place. Urban reserves, if and when added to the UGB, will
take some land from the farm and forest land base. But the pafiners understood from the

beginning that some of the very same characteristics that make an area suitable for agriculture

also make it suitable for industrial uses and compact, mixed-use, pedestrian and transit-

supporlive urban development. The rnost difficult decisions made by the four governments
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involved Foundation Agricultural Landl near the existing UGB and the circumstances in which

this land should be designated as urban reserve to accommodate growth in a compact form and

provide opportunities for industrial development, difficult or impossible on steep slopes. Metro

ãesignateã 15 areas composed predorninantly of Foundation Land as urban reserve, totaling

1 1,551 acres.2

Some important numbers help explain why the partners came to agree that the adopted system, in

its entirety, best achieves this balance. Of the total28,256 acres designated urban reserves,

approximat ely 13,624 acres are Foundation (1 1,551 acres) or Important (2,073 acres)

Agricultural Land. This represents only four percent of the Foundation and Important

Agricultural Land studied for possible urban or rural reserve designation. If all of this land is

added to the UGB over the next 50 years, the region will have lost four percent of the farmland

base in the three-county area. Metro Supp.Rec.199;804-05.

There is a second vantage point from which to assess the significance for agriculture of the

designation of urban reserves in the three-county region: the percentage of land zoned for

exclusive farm use in the three counties that is designated urban reserve. Land zoned EFU3 has

emerged over 35 years of statewide planning as the principal land base for agriculture in the

counties, and is protected for that purpose by county zoning. The inventory of Foundation and

Important Agricultural Lands includes land that is "exception land," no longer protected for

agriculture for farming. Of the 28,256 acres designated urban reserves, some 13,746 acres are

zóned EFU. Even including the 3,532 acres of these EFU lands that are classified by ODA as

"conflicted", these 13,746 acres represent slightly more than five percent of all land zoned EFU

(266,372 acres) in the three counties. If the "conflicted" acres are removed from consideration,

the percentage drops to less than four percent. Metro Supp.Rec. 799;804-05.

A third vantage point adds perspective. During an approximately 30-year period leading to

establishmenlof the statewide planning program and continuing through the acknowledgement

and early implementation of county comprehensive plans, the three counties lost more than

150,00gacrés of farmland. Metro Supp.Rec. 799; 804-05. By contrast, if all the zoned fannland

that is designated urban reserve is ultimately urbanized. the regional will have lost only 13,746

acres over 50 years.

If the region's effort to contain urban development within the existing UGB and these urban

reserves for the next 50 years is successful, the UGB will have accommodated an estimated 74

percent increase in population on an 11-percent increase in the area within the UGB. No other

I Those lands mapped as Foundation Agricultural Land in the January,2007, Oregon Department of
Agficulture t"pott to Metro entitled "Identification and Assessment of the Long-Term Commercial

Viability of Metro Region Agricultural Lands."

2 1C (East of Gresham, portion); 1F (Boring); 5A (Sherwood North); 5B (Sherwood West); 6A (Hillsboro

South, portion); 6B (Cooper Mt. Southwest); 6C (Roy Rogers West); 6D (Beef Bend South); 7B (Forest

Grove Ñorth); 7C (Cornelius East); 7D (Cornelius South); 7E (Forest Grove South); 8A (Hillsboro

North); BB (Shute Road Interchange and new Area D); BC (Bethany West)

3 lncludes all farm zones acknowledged to comply with statewide planning Goal 3, including Washinglon

County's AF-20 zone.
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region in the nation can demonstrate this growth management success. Most of the borders of
urban reserves are defined by a 5O-year "hard edge" of266,628 acres designated rural reserves,

nearly all of which lies within five miles of the existing UGB. Of these rural reserves,

approximately 248,796 acres are Foundation or Important Agricultural Land. Metro Supp. Rec.

799;804-05.

Why did the region designate anyFoundation Agricultural Land as urban reserve? The

explanation lies in the geography and topography of the region, the growing cost of urban

services and the declining sources of revenues to pay for them, and the fundamental relationships

among geography and topography and the cost of services. The region aspires to build "gfeat
communities." Great communities are those that offer residents a range of housing types and

transportation modes from which to choose. Experience shows that compact, mixed-use

communities with fully integrated street, pedestrian, bicycle and transit systems offer the best

range of housing and transportation choices. State of the Centers: Investing in Our

Communities,Ianuary,2009. Metro Rec. 181-288. The urban reserves factors in the reserves

rules derive from work done by the region to identify the characteristics of great communities.

Urban reserve factors (1), (3), (4),and (6)a especially aim at lands that can be developed in a
compact, mixed-use, walkable and transit-supportive pattem, supported by efficient and cost-

effective services. Cost of services studies tell us that the best landscape, both natural and

political, for compact, mixed-use communities is relatively flat, undeveloped land. Core 4

Technical Team Preliminary Anølysis Reports for Ií/ater, Sewer and Transportation, Metro Rec.

1 1 63 - I 187 ; Regional Infrastructure Analysis , Metro Rec. 440-48 1 .

The region also aspires to provide family-wage jobs to its residents. Urban reserve factor (2)

directs attention to capacity for a healthy economy.) Certain industries the region wants to

attractprefer large parcels of flat land. Staff Report, June 9, 2010, Metro Ptec.172-778. 
'Water,

sewer and transportation costs rise as slope increases. Core 4 Technical Team Preliminary
Analysis Reports for lhater, Sewer and Transportation, Metro Rec. 1 163-1 1 87; Regionøl

Infyastructure Analysis, Metro Rcc. 440-481. Converting existing low-density rural residential

tlevulup¡rent into compact, mixed-usc communitics through infill and re development is not only
very expensive, it is politically difficult. Metro Rec. 289-300.

Mapping of slopes, parcel sizes, and Foundation Agricultural Land revealed that most flat land in
large parcels without a rural settlement pattern at the perimeter of the UGB lies in Washington

County, immediately adjacent to Hillsboro, Comelius, Forest Grove, Beaverton, and Sherwood.

These same lands provide the most readily available supply of large lots for industrial

development. Business Coalition Constrained Landþr Development and Employment Map,

4 
11¡ Can be developed at urban densities in a way that makes efficient use of existing and future public

and private infrastructure investments;
(3) Can be efficiently and cost-effectively service with public schools and other urban-level public

facilities and services by appropriate and financially capable providers;
(4) Can be designed to be walkable and service with a well-connected system of streets, bikeways,

recreation trails and public transit by appropriate services providers;
(6) Includes sufficient land suitable for a range ofneeded housing types.

5 (2) Includes sufficient development capacity to support a healthy economy.
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Metro Rec. 301; 1105-1110. Almost all of it is Foundation Agricultural Land. Metro Supp.

Rec.799. Had the region been looking only for the best land to build great communities, nearly

all the urban reserves would have been around these cities. It is no coincidence that these cities

told the reserves partners that they want significant urban reserves available to them, while most

other cities told the partners they want little or no urban reserves. Washington County Cities'
Pre-Quatified Concept Plans, WashCo Rec. 3036-3578. These facts help explain why there is

more Foundation Agricultural Land designated urban reserve in Washington County than in
Clackamas or Multnomah counties. Had Metro not designated some Foundation Land as urban

reserve in Washington County, it would not have been possible for the region to achieve the

"livable communities" purpose of reserves in LCDC rules IOAR 660-02]-0005(2)1.

Several urban reserves factors focus on the efficient, cost-effective installation, operation and

maintenance of public services to urban reserves once they are included within the UGB.6 Urban

reserve factor (6) calls for land suitable for needed housing types. The partners began the

analysis by examining lands within five miles of the UGB. Most of these lands initially studied

are beyond the affordable reach of urban services. As noted above, water, sewer and

transportation costs rise as slope increases. Core 4 Technical Team Preliminary Analysis
Reports þr Water, Sewer and Transportation, Metro Rec. 1163-1187; Regional Infrastructure

Analysis,Metro Rec. 440-481. Not only does most of the Important Agricultural Land and the

Conflicted Agricultural Land within five miles of the UGB exhibit steeper slopes than the

Foundation Land close to the UGB; these non-Foundation Lands also exhibit rural residential

development pattems on smaller parcels ("exception lands"). Metro Stpp. Rec.799; 807;

WashCo Rec. 1891-1894;2905. With one exception (small portion of Urban Reserve 1F),

designated urban reserves lie within two miles of the UGB. Metro Supp. Rec.806.

Despite these geopolitical and cost-of-services realities, the reserves partners designated

extensive urban reserves that are notFoundation Agricultural Lands in order to meet the farm

and forest land objectives of reserves, knowing these lands will be more difficult and expensive

to urbanize. 'l'he tbllowrng urban reserves are principally Conflicted and Important Agticultural
Land:

o Urban Resele lD east of Damascus and south of Gresham (2,716 acres), ClackCo Rec.

1123;
o Urban Reserve 2A south of Damascus (1,239 acres), ClackCo Ptec' 1722;

o Urban Reserves 38, C, D, F and G around Oregon City (2,232 acres), ClackCo Rec.

1718-1720;
o Urban reserves 4A,B and C in the Stafford area (4,699 acres), ClackCo Rec. 1716;

o Urban reserves 4D,8, F, G and H southeast of Tualatin and east of Wilsonville (3,589

acres), ClackCo Rec. 600;
o Urban Reserve 5F between Tualatin and Sherwood (572 acres); WashCo Rec. 3517;

2998;
o Urban Reserve 5G west of Wilsonville (203 acres) ClackCo Rec. 711-772; and

. Urban Reserve 5D south of Sherwoo d (441 acres), WashCo Rec. 3481 ;2998.

6 Urban Reserve factors (l) (efficient use of public infrastructure); (3) (efficient and cost-effective public

services); (4) (walkable, bikeable and transit-supportive)'
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These non-Foundation Lands designated urban reserve, which total approximately 15,700 acres,

(55 percent of all lands designated urban resere), are the most selviceable among the non-

Foundation Lands within the initial study area. Metro Supp Rec.804-05;WashCo Re. 3006-

3010;3015.

Many areas of Important and Conflicted Agricultural Lands were not designated urban reserve in
part because the presence of steep slopes, bluffs, floodplains, streams and habitat, limiting their

suitability or appropriateness for urbanization:

o Rural Reserve 1B (West of Sandy River): the Sandy River Canyon and the county's

scenic river overlay zoîe. MultCo Rec. 2961-2965;2973-2985;
o Rural Reserve 2B (East Clackamas County): steep bluffs above the Clackamas River.

ClackCo Rec. 560-5 63; 568-57 1;

o Rural Reserve 3E (East of Oregon City): steep slopes along Abemethy, Clear and Newell
Creeks. ClackCo Rec. 748-755;

o Rural Reserve 3H (South of Oregon City): steep slopes drop to Beaver and Parrot Creeks.

ClackCo. Rec. 557; l7l8;
o Rural Reserve 4I (Pete's Mtn.): steep slopes. ClackCo Rec.74l-743;
o Rural Reserve 5C (East Chehalem Mtns): steep slopes and floodplain of Tualatin River;

WashCo Rec. 2998-3027;
o Rural Reserve 5I (Ladd Hill): steep slopes and creek traverses. ClackCo. Rec. 592-595;

o Rural Reserve 6E (Central Chehalem Mtns.): steep slopes and floodplain of Tualatin

River. WashCo Rec. 2998-3027;
o Rural Reserve 7G (West Chehalem Mtns.): steep slopes and floodplain of Tualatin River.

WashCo P.ec. 2997 ; 3006-301 0 ; 3021 ;

¡ Rural Reserve 7H (West Fork of Dairy Creek); steep slopes on David Hill. WashCo.

Rec. 3013; 3029;3107;
o Rural Reserves 9A-9C (Powerlines/Germantown Road-South): steep slopes, many stream

headwaters and courses. MultCo. Rec. 1 l;329-330; 3004-3015;

o Rural Reserve 9D (West Hills South): steep slopes, many stream headwaters and courses.

MultCo Rec. 2993-3033.

Metro Supp Rec. 806.

Urban reserve factors (5), (7) and (8)7 seek to direct urban development away from important

natural landscape features and other natural resources. Much of the Important and some

Conflicted Agricultural Lands are separated from the UGB by, or include, important natural

landscape features or rural reserves on Foundation or Important Agricultural Land:

7 
1S) Can be designed to presele and enhance natural ecological systems;

(7) Canbe developed in a way that preserves imporlant natural landscape features included in urban

reselves;
(8) Can be designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects on farm and forest practices, and adverse

effects on important natural landscape features, on nearby land including land designated as rural

reserves.
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o Rural Reserve 1B (West of Sandy River): the Sandy River Canyon (Wild and Scenic

River). MultCo Rec. 296 1 -2965; 297 3 -2985;

o Rural Reserve 2B (East Clackamas County): Clackamas River and canyons of Deep,

Clear and Newell Creeks. ClackCo. P.ec.1722;

o Rural Reserve 3E (East of Oregon City): Willamette River and canyons of Abernethy,

Clear and Newell Creeks. ClackCo Rec' 560-563;

o Rural Reserve 3H (South of Oregon City): V/illamette Narrows, Canemah Bluffs and

canyons of Beaver and Parrot creeks. clackco. Rec. 553-554;

¡ Rural Reserve 4I (Pete's Mtn.): Willamette Narrows on eastern edge. ClackCo. Rec. 596;

. Rural Reserve 5C (East Chehalem Mtns): Chehalem Mtns., floodplain of Tualatin River

and Tualatin River National Wildlife Refuge. 
'WashCo Rec. 2988-3027;9677-9679;

¡ Rural Reserve 5I (Ladd Hill): Panett Mtn., Willamette River, Tonquin Geological Area.

ClackCo. Rec. 592-595;
o Rural Reserve 6E (Central Chehalem Mtns.): Chehalem Mtns., floodplain of Tualatin

River. WashCo Rec. 2998-3021;
o Rural Reserve 7G (West Chehalem Mtns.): Chehalem Mtns., floodplain of Tualatin

River. WashCo Rec. 3029; 3095; 3103;

. Rural Reserves 9A-9C (Powerlines/Germantown Road-South): steep slopes (Tualatin

Mountains), stream headwaters (Abbey Creek and Rock Creek) and courses. MultCo.

Rec. 1 | ; 329 -330; 3 004-3 0 1 5 ; 3224-3225 ; 3250-3253 ; 9322-9323 ;

o Rural Reserve 9D (West Hills South): steep slopes, many stream headwaters (Abbey

creek and Rock creek) and courses. Multco Rec. 2993-3033.

Metro Supp. Rec. 800-01; 821.

Third, much of the Important and Conflictecl Agricultural Lands rates lower against the urban

rcscrvcs factors in comparison to areas designatecl tlrban reserve, or remain undesignated for

possible designation asìrban reserve if theiegion's population forecast proves too low:8

o Clackamas Heights, ClackCo Rec.1721;
o East Wilsonville, ClackCo Rec. 1715;

o West Wilsonville, ClackCo Rec' 1713;

¡ Southeast of Oregon City, ClackCo Rec. 1719;

o Southwest of Borland Road, ClackCo Piec.740-747;

o Between Wilsonville and Sherwood, ClackCo;

o powerline/Germantown Road-south, Multco Rec. 2909-2910

8 ,,Retaining the existing planning and zoning for rural lands (and not applying a rural or an urban

reserves designation) is appropriate for lands that are unlikely to be needed over the next 40 years' or

(conversely) that are not subject to a threat of urbanization." Letter from nine state agencies to the Metro

Regional Reserves Steering Committee, October 74,2009, page l5'
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Lastly, some of the Important and Conflicted Agricultural Lands lie adjacent to cities in the

region that have their own UGBs and want their own opportunities to expand over time:

o Estacada
. Sandy

The partners also considered the rural reserve factors when considering whether to designate

Foundation Agricultural Land as urban reserve. The first set of rural reserve factors focuses on

the suitabilityãnd capability of land for agriculture and forestry. The factors in this set that

address agricultural suitability and capability derive from the January, 2007, Oregon Department

of Agriculture report to Metro entitled "Identification and Assessment of the Long-Term

Commercial Viability of Metro Region Agricultural Lands." All of the Foundation Lands

designated urban r"5g*. are potentially subject to urbanization [rural factor (2Xa)] due to their

proxìmity to the UGB and suitability for urbanization, as described above. See, e.g., WashCo

i{ec. 29g4-2985;2glI-2972; 3013-3014. All of the Foundation Lands designated urban reserve

are also capable of sustaining long-term agricultural or forest operations [factor (2Xb)]. WashCo

rec. 29i2-2973;2985;3015. Similarly, all of the Foundation Lands designated urban reserve

have soils and access to water that render them suitable ffactor (2Xc)] to sustain agriculture. See,

e.g.,'WashCo Rec. 2972-2975;2985;2998;3016-3018. These lands also lie in large blocks of
agricultural land and have parcelization, tenure and ownership patterns and agricultural

infrastructure that make them suitable for agriculture. WashCo Rec.2975;2985;3019-3024;

3027. The identification of these lands as Foundation Agricultural Land by the Oregon

Department of Agriculture is a reliable general source of information to support these findings.

See also WashCo Ptec. 297 6-2983 ; 3019-3025.

Notwithstanding these traits that make these lands suitable for agriculture and forestry, some of
the urban reserves on Foundation Land rate lower on the rural reserve factors than Foundation

Land not designated urban reserve. WashCo Rec. 2918;3025. Urban Reserves óA (portron),

68, 6C,6D, 54, 5B and lF lie within Oregon Water Resources Department-designated Critical or

Limited Groundwater Areas and have less ready access to water ffactor (2Xc)]. WashCo Rec.

2294-2302;2340;2975-2979;3019-3023;3025;3058-3061;3288;3489-3490' MetroSupp.

Rec. 799-800; 809. Urban Reserves 84, 88 (with new Area D, 6A (portion), 68, 6D (porlion),

54, 58, 1C and 1D are not within or served by an irrigation district. Metro Supp. Rec.799; 808'

WashCo Rec. 2340; 3019-3023;3025IJrbanReserve 6A contains the Reserves Vineyards Golf

Course. Metro Supp. Rec.799.

The second set of rural reserve factors focuses on natural landscape features. All of the

Foundation Lands designated urban reserve are potentially subject to urbanization ffactor (3Xa)]

due to their proximity to the UGB and their suitability for urbanization, as described above. The

identification of these lands as Foundation Agricultural Land by the Oregon Deparlment of
Agriculture is a reliable general source of information to support this finding. Because urban

,"r.*", are intended forlong-term urbanizalion, the partners \Mere careful to exclude from urban

reserves large tracts of land constrained by natural disasters or hazards incompatible with urban

development. M"tto Rec. 301; I105-1110; WashCo Rec. 2986. Small portions of these urban

,.r.*á, are wlnerable to hazards, but city land use regulations will limit urban development on
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steep slopes, in floodplains and areas of landslides once the lands are added to the UGB. Metro
Supp. Rec.821; WashCo Rec. 2986.

Little of these Foundation Lands are mapped as significant fish, plant or wildlife habitat ffactor
(3Xc)], the mapping of which is largely subsumed on the landscape features map. For the same

reasons, little of these lands arenpanan areas or wetlands. As with all lands, these lands are

important for protection of water quality. But the lands are subject to local, regional, state and

federal water quality regulations. See, e.g., WashCo Rec.2986-2981.

There are several inventoried natural landscape features ffactor (3Xe)] within the Foundation
Lands designated urban reserve. Rock Creek flows through a porlion of Urban Reserve 8C
(Bethany West). The IGA between Washington County and Metro included a provision to limit
development on approximately 115 acres of constrained land within the portion of the watershed
in 8C, through application of the county's Rural/1.{atural Resources Plan Policy 29 and Clean
Water Services programs developed to comply with Title 13 (Nature in Neighborhoods) of
Metro's Urban Growth Management Functional Plan. Metro Rec.821. Urban Reserue 6B
includes portions of the slopes of Cooper Mountain. Metro's Cooper Mountain Nature Park lies
within this area and protects much of the mountain's slopes. Metro Supp. Rec.821. Urban
Reserve 6D includes a segment of Tualatin River floodplain. King City will apply its floodplains
ordinance to limit development there. WashCo. Rec.3462-3463; Metro Supp. Rec.821. There
are such inventoried natural landscape features at the edges of Urban Reserves 6A (South

Hillsboro, Tualatin River), 6C (Roy Rogers West, Tualatin River), 6D (Beef Bend, Tualatin
River), 7C (Comelius East, Dairy Creek), 7D (Cornelius South, Tualatin River), 7E (Forest

Grove South, Tualatin River and Lower Gales Creek) and 8A (Hillsboro North, McKay Creek);
Metro Supp. Rec.821. These features serve as edges to limit the long-term extent of urbanization
and reduce conflicts with rural uses ffactor (3XÐ] .

Urban Reserves lF, 8A and 8B (new Area D) lessen the separation [factor (:Xg)] between the

Metro urban area and the cities of Sandy and North Plains, respectively. But significant
separation remains (Sandy: approximately 9,000 feet; North Plains: approximately 2,000 feet).
Metro Supp. Rec.803; WashCo Rec. 2987. Finally, because private farms and woodlots
comprise most of these Foundation Lands, they do not provide easy access to recreational
opportunities as compared to Important and Conflicted Lands.

As indicated above and in county findings in sections VI through VIII, these 15 urban reserves

on Foundation Agricultural Land rate highly for urban reserves and rural reserves. In order to
achieve a balance among the objectives of reserves, Metro chose these lands as urban reserves

rather than rural reserves. The characteristics described above make them the best lands for
industrial use and for compact, mixed-use, pedestrian-friendly and transit-supportive
communities. Designation of these areas as urban reserve will have little adverse impact on
inventoried natural landscape features. Notwithstanding the loss of these lands over time,
urbanization of these lands will leave the agricultural and forest industries vital and viable in the
region.

The record of this two and one-half-year effort shows that not every pafiner agreed with all urban
reserves in each county. But each partner agrees that this adopted system of urban and rural
reselves, in its entirety, achieves the region's long-range goals and a balance among the
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objectives of reserves: to accommodate growth in population and employment in sustainable and

prosperous communities and neighborhoods, to preserve the vitality of the fanns and forests of
the region, and to protect defining natural landscape features. The partners are confident that this

system of reserves will allow the continuation of vibrant and mutually-reinforcing farm, forest

and urban economies for the next 50 years. And the partners agree this systern is the best system

the region could reach by mutual agreement.

III. OVERALL PROCESS OF ANALYSIS AND PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

A. Analysis and Decision-Making

The three counties and Metro began rsserves work as soon as LCDC adopted the new rules on

reserves (OAR Division 27). The four govemments formed committees and began public

involvement to raise awareness about reserves and help people learn how to engage in the

process. Each of the four govemments selected one of its elected officials to sele on the "Core

4", established to guide the designation process and formulate recommendations to the county

boards and the Metro Council. The four governments also established a "Reservss Steering

Committee" (RSC) to advise the Core 4 on reserves designation. The RSC represented interests

across the region - from business, agriculture, social conservation advocacy, cities, service

districts and state agencies (52 members and alternates).

The four goverïrments established an overall Project Management Team (PMT) composed of
planners and other professions from their planning departments. Each county established an

advisory committee to provide guidance and advice to its county board, staffed by the county's

planning department.

As part of technical analysis, staff gathered providers of water, sewer, transportation, education

and other urban services to consider viability of future service provision to lands within the study

area. The parks and open space staff at Metro provided guidance on how best to consider natural

features using data that had been deeply researched, broadly vetted and tested for social and

political acceptance among Willamette Valley stakeholders (Oregon Wildlife Conservation

Strategy, Pacific Northwest Research Consortium, Willamette Valley Futures, The Nature

Conservancy's Ecoregional Assessment). Business leaders, farm bureaus and other

representative groups were consulted on an ongoing basis.

The first major task of the Core 4 was to recommend a reserves study arcato the county boards

and the Metro Council. With advice from the RSC, the county advisory committees and public

comment gathered open houses across the region, the Core 4 recommended for further analysis

some 400,000 acres around the existing urban area, extending generally five miles from the

UGB. The four governments endorsed the study area in the fall of 2008. Then the task of
applying the urban and rural reserve factors to specific areas began in earnest.

The county advisory committees reviewed information presented by the staff and advised the

staffand county boards on how each "candidate area" rated under each reserves factor. The

county staffs brought this work to the RSC for discussion. After a year's worth of work at

regular meetings, the RSC made its recommendations to the Core 4 in October,2009.
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Later in the fall, each elected body held hearings to hear directly from their constituents on

proposed urban and rural reserves. Public involvement included six open houses, three Metro

Council hearings around the region and a virtual open house on the Metro web site, all providing

the same maps, materials and survey questions.

Following this public involvement, the Core 4 submitted its final recommendations to the four
governments on February 8, 2010. The recommendation included a map of proposed urban and

rural reserves, showing reserves upon which there was full agreement (the large majority of
proposed reserues) and reserves upon which disagreements were not resolved. The Core 4

proposed that these differences be settled in bilateral discussions between each county and

Metro, the parties to the intergovernmental agreements (IGAs) required by ORS I95.141. Over

the next two weeks, the Metro Council reached agreement on resetves with each county. By
February 25,2070, Metro had signed an IGA with Clackamas, Multnomah and'Washington

counties. Metro Rec.302; 312;404.

The IGAs required each government to amend its plan to designate urban (Metro) or rural
(counties) reserves and protect them for their intended purposes with plan policies. The IGAs

also set times for final public hearings on the IGA recommendations and adoption of ordinances

with these plan policies in May and June. The four goveÍtments understood that the IGAs and

map of urban and rural reserves were not final decisions and, therefore, provided for final
adjustments to the map to respond to public comment at the hearings. By June 15, 2010, the four
governments had adopted their reserves ordinances, including minor revisions to the reserves

map.

B. Public Involvement

From its inception, the reserves designation process was designed to provide stakeholders and

the public with a variety of ways to help shape the process and the final outcome. Most

significantly, the decision process required 22 elected officials representing two levels of
govelrrment and 400,000 acres of territory to craft maps and agreements thal amajority of them

could support. These commissioners and councilors represent constituents who hold a broad

range of philosophical perspectives and physical ties to the land. Thus, the structure of the

reserves decision process provided motivation for officials to seek a final compromise that met a

wide array of public interests.

In the last phase of the reserve process - adoption of ordinances that designate urban and rural

reserves - each govemment followed its established procedure for adoption of ordinances: notice

to citizens; public hearings before its planning commission (in Metro's case, recommendations

from the Metro Planning Advisory Committee) and public hearings before its goveming body.

But in the more-than-two years leading to this final phase, there were additional advisory bodies

established.

The RSC began its work in early 2008. RSC mernbers were expected to represent social and

economic interests to the committee and officials and to sele as conduits of communication

back to their respective communities. In addition, RSC meetings were open to the public and

provided an additional avenue for citizens to voice their concems-either by asking that a
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steering committee member represent their concern to the committee or by making use of the

public testimony period at the beginning of each meeting'

Once the three county advisory committees got underway, they, like the RSC, invited citizens

were to bring concerns to committee members or make statements at the beginning of each

meeting.

Fulfilling the requirements of DLCD's administrative rules on reserves and the reserves work

prog.urr¡ the thrèe counties and Metro developed a Coordinated Public Involvement Plan in early

äOOî tfrít provided guidance on the types of public involvement activities, messages and

communications meihods that would be used for each phase of the reserves program. The plan

incorporated the requirements of Oregon law and administrative rules governing citizen

involvement and reilects comments and feedback received from the Metro Council, Core 4

members, each jurisdiction's citizeninvolvement committee, other county-level advisory

committees and the RSC. The Citizenlnvolvement Advisory Committee of the Oregon Land

Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) reviewed and endorsed the Public

Involvement Plan.

The four governments formed a public involvement team, composed of public involvement staff

from each county and Metro, to implement the Public Involvement Plan. The team cooperated in

all regional efforts: 20 open houses, two "virtual open houses" on the Metro web site, additional

onliné surveys, presentaiions, printed materials and analysis and summaries of comments. The

team members also undertook separate county and Metro-specific public engagement activities

and shared methodologies, materials and results.

Elected officials made presentations to community planningorganizations, hamlets, villages, city

councils, advocacy organtzattons, civic gfoups, chambers of commerce, conferences, watershed

councils, public aifai.s forums, art and architecture forums, and many other venues. Staff and

elected officials appeared on television, on radio news broadcasts and talk shows, cable video

broadcasts and was covered in countless news articles in metro outlets, gaining publicity that

encouraged public engagement. Booths at farmers' markets and other public events, counter

displayJat rãtail outletsln rural areas, library displays and articles in organization newsletters

nrirei publicized the opportunities for comment. Materials were translated into Spanish and

distribjed throughout al-t thr"e counties. Advocacy organizations rallied supporters to engage in

letter email 
"u*puignr 

and to attend public meetings. Throughout the reserves planning process

the web sites of eaci county and Metro provided information and avenues for feedback. While

there have been formal public comment periods at key points in the decision process, the

reserves project team invited the public to provide comment freely throughout the process'

In all, thå four govemments made extraordinary efforts to engage citizens of the region in the

process of designating urban and rural reserves. The public involvement plan provided the

public with moie than t80 discrete opportunities to inform decision makers of their views urban

and rural reserves. A fuller account of,the public involvement process the activities associated

with each stage may be found at Staff Report, June 9,2070, Metro Rec' 123-155; Metro Supp.

Rec.47.
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Following remand of Urban Reserves 1B and 7I in Washington County by LCDC on October 29,

z}l},Metro and Washington County signed a supplemental IGA to re-designate urban and rural

reserves in the county. Metro Supp. Rec. 285. Each local goverrunent held public hearings prior
to adoption of the supplemental IGA and prior to adoption of their respective ordinances

amending their maps of urban and rural reserves. Metro Supp. Rec. 328; 604.

IV. AMOUNT OF URBAN RESERVES

A. Forecast

Metro developed a 5O-year "tange" forecast for population and employment that was coordinated

with the 2}-year forecast done for Metro's UGB capacity analysis, completed in December,

2009. The forecast is based on national economic and demographic information and is adjusted

to account for regional growth factors. The partner govemments used the upper and lower ends

of the 5O-year range forecast as one parameter for the amount of land needed to accommodate

households and employment. Instead of aiming to accommodate a parlicular number of
households or jobs within that range, the partners selected urban reserves from approximately

400,000 acres studied that best achieve the purposes established by the Land Conservation and

Development Commission (set forth in OAR 660-027-0005(2)) and the objectives of the partner

governments.

B. Demand and Capacity

Estimating land demand over the next 50 years is difficult as a practical matter and involves
much uncertainty. The Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) recognizes

the challenge of estimating long-term need even for the2}-year UGB planning period. In the

section of OAR Division 24 (tJrban Growth Boundaries) on "Land Need", the Commission says:

"The 2}-year need determinations are estimates which, although based on the best available

information and methodologies, should not be held to an uffeasonably high level of precision."

OAR 660-024-0040(l). The uncefiainties loom much larger for a 40 to 5O-year estimate.

Nonetheless, Metro's estimate of need for a supply of urban reserves sufficient to accommodate

housing and employment to the year 2060 is soundly based in fact, experience and reasonable

assumptions about long-range trends.

The urban reserves estimate begins with Metro's UGB estimate of need for the next 20 years in
itslJrbanGrowthReport2009-2030,January,20l0(adoptedDecember17,2009). MetroRec.
646-648;715. Metro relied upon the assumptions and trends underlyingthe2}-year estimate

and modified them where appropriate for the longer-term reserves estimate, and reached the

determinations describ ed below.

The 50-year forecast makes the same assumption on the number of households and jobs needed

to accommodate the population and ernployment coming to the UGB from the seven-county

metropolitan statistical area(MSA) as in the (Jrban Growth Report: approximately 62 percent of
the MSA residential growth and70 percent of the MSA ernployment growth will corne to the
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metro area UGB. COO Recommendation, Urban Rural Reserves, Appendix 3E-C, Metro Rec.
599;Appendix 3E-D, Metro Rec. 606-607.

Metro estimates the demand for new dwelling units within the UGB over the next 50 years to be
between 485,000 and 532,000 units. COO Recommendation, Urban Rural Reserves, Appendix
3E-C, Metro Rec. 599. Metro estimates between 624}00 and 834,100 jobs will locate within the
UGB by 2060. COO Recommendation, Urban Rural Reserves, Appendix 3E-D, Table D-3,
Metro Rec. 607. Staff Report, June 9,2070, Metro Rec.l2l-122.

The region will focus its public investments over the next 50 years in communities inside the
existing UGB and, as a result, land within the UGB would develop close to the maximum levels
allowed by existing local comprehensive plan and zone designations. This investment strategy is
expected to accommodate 70 to 85 percent of growth forecasted over that period. No increase in
zoned capacity within the UGB was assumed because, at the time of adoption of reserves
ordinances by the four governments, the Metro Council will not have completed its decision-
making about actions to increase the capacity of the existing UGB as part of Metro's 2009
capacity analysis. For those areas added to the UGB between2002 and2005 for which
comprehensive planning and zoning is not yet complete, Metro assumed the areas would
accommodate all the housing and employment anticipated in the ordinances that added the areas

to the UGB over the reserves planning period. Fifty years of enhanced and focused investment
to accommodate growth will influence the market to use zoned capacity more fully.

Consistent with residential capacity analysis in the Urban Growth Report, vacant land in the
existing UGB can accommodate 166,600 dwelling units under current zoning over the next 50
years. Infill and re-development over this period, with enhanced levels of investment, will
accommodate another 212,600 units. This would leave approximately 152,400 dwelling units to
be accommodated on urban reserves through 2060. COO Recommendation, Urban Rural
Reserves, Appendíx 3E-C, pp. 5-6, Metro Rec. 602-603.

Based upon the employment capacity analysis in the Urban Growth Report, the existing UGB
has sufficient capacity - on vacant land and through re-development over the 5O-year reserves
period - for overall employment growth in the reserves period. However, this supply of land
does not account for the preference of some industrial employers for larger parcels. To
accommodate this preference, the analysis of the supply of larger parcels was extrapolated from
the Urban Growth Report. This leads to the conclusion that urban reserves should include
approximately 3,000 acres of net buildable land that is suitable for larger-parcel industrial users.

COO Recommendation, Urban Rural Reserves, Appendix 3E-D, Metro Rec.609-610; Staff
Repofi, June 9, 2010, Metro P..:c.722.

Metro assumed residential development in urban reserves, when they are added to the UGB over
time, would develop at higher densities than has been the experience in the past, for several
reasons. First, the region is committed to ensuring new development at the edges of the region
contributes to the emergence of "great communities", either new communities or as additions to
existing communities inside the UGB. Second, because many urban reserves are "greenfields",
they can be developed more efficiently than re-developing areas already inside the UGB. Third,
demographic trends, noted in the Urban Growth Report that is the starting point for Metro's
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2010 capacity analysis, indicate increasing demand for smaller housing units. This reasoning

leads to the assumption that residential development will occur in reserves, when added to the

UGB, at 15 units per net buildable acre overall, recognizing that some areas (centers, for

example) would sãttle at densities higher than 15 units/acre and others (with steep slopes, for

"*u-pl"; 
would settle at densities lower than 15 units/acre. COO Recommendation, Urban

Rural Reserves, Appendix 3E-C, pp. 6-7; Staff Report, June 9,2A10, Metro P.ec' l2l-122'

Metro also assumed greater efficiencies in use of employment lands over the next 50 years. The

emerging shift of industrial activity from production to research and development will continue,

*"uning *ore industrial jobs will be accommodated in high- floor-to-area-tatio (FAR) offices

rather than low-FAR general industrial space. This will reduce the need for general industrial

and warehouse building types by 10 percent, and increase the need for office space. Office

space, however, wilt be used more efficiently between 2030 and2060, reducing that need by five

plrcent. Finally, the analysis assumes a2}-percent increase in FARs for new development in

centers and corridors, but no such increase in FARs in industrial areas. COO Recommendation,

(Jrban Rural Reserves, Appendix 3E-C, Metro Rec. 603-604; Staff Report, June 9, 2010, Metro

P.ec.l2l-122.

These assumptions lead to the conclusion 1hat28,256 acres of urban reserves are needed to

accommod atè lll,860 people and employment land targets over the 50-year reserves planning

period to 2060. COO Recommendation, (Jrban Rural Reserves, Appendix 3E-C, Metro Rec.

OOt-OO3; Appendix 3E-D, Metro Rec.607-610; Staff Report, June 9,2010, Metro Rec.I2l-122.

The nine riui. ug"n"ies that served on the Reserves Steering Committee said the following about

the amount of urban land the region will need over the long-term:

"The state agencies support the amount of urban reserves recommended by the Metro COO.

That recommendation is for a range of between 15,000 and 29,000 acres. We believe that Metro

and the counties can develop findings that, with this amount of land, the region can

accommodate estimated urban population and employment growth for at least 40 years, and that

the amount includes sufficient development capacity to support a healthy economy and to

provide arange of needed housing types." Letter to Metro Regional Steering Committee,

October 14, 2009, Metro Rec. 1373.

Based upon the assumptions described above about efficient use of land, the four govemments

believe the region 
"un 

u."otnmodate 50 years worth of growth, not just 40 years of growth'

V. SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS REGARDING sO-YEAR SUPPLY OF URBAN

RESERVES AND REGIONWIDE BALANCE

The findings in this Section V supplement the findings adopted by the Metro Council in support

of the original 2011 approval of urban and rural reserves via Metro Ordinance 11-1255. To the

extent any of the findings in this section are inconsistent with other findings in this document

that werepreviously adopted in20t1, the findings in this Section V shall govern. These findings

address isiues related to the regionwide supply of urban reserves and the overall balance of
reserves in light of (a) the Metro Council's adoption of the current Urban Growth Report in

2015, and (b) the Oregon Legislature's enactment of House Bill4078.
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On April 2I,2011, Metro enacted Ordinance 1l-1255 adopting the urban and rural reserve

designations agreed upon by Metro and the three counties, and submitted that ordinance and

accompanying findings to LCDC for acknowledgement. On August 19,2011, LCDC voted to

approve and acknowledge the reserve designations made by Metro and the counties, and LCDC
issued Acknowledgment Order 12-ACK-001819 on August 14,2012. Twenty-two parties fìled
appeals of the LCDC Order, and on February 20,2014 the Oregon Court of Appeals issued its
opinion in the Barkers Five case, affirming LCDC's decision regarding the majority of the26
assignments of error raised by the opponents, and remanding the LCDC Order on three
substantive issues.

First, the court concluded that LCDC incorrectly approved V/ashington County's application of
the rural reserve factors pertaining to agricultural land, because the county relied on factors that
were different from those required by statute for determining whether lands should be designated

as rural reserve. The court held that the county's error required remand of all urban and rural
reserves in Washington County for reconsideration.

Second, the court held that LCDC incorrectly concluded that Multnomah County had adequately
considered the rural reserve factors pertaining to Area 9D. The court found that the county's
findings were not sufficient to explain why its consideration of the applicable factors resulted in
a designation of rural reserve for all of Area 9D, given the fact that property owners in that area

had identified dissimilarities between the northem and southern portions of the study area.

Finally, the court held that LCDC did not correctly review Metro's urban ressrve designation of
the Stafford area for substantial evidence. The court concluded that Metro failed to adequately
respond to evidence cited by opponents from Metlro's 2035 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)

indicating that traffic in the Stafford area was projected to exceed the capacity of certain roads by
2035.

Immediately after the Court of Appeals issued its opinion, work began on legislation designed to
resolve issues regarding the remand of urban and rural reserves in Washington County. On
March 7,2074 the Oregon Legislature passed House Bill 4078, which legislatively approved
Metro's 201 1 UGB expansion, added an additional 7,178 acres of urban reserves to the UGB,
and made other revisions to the reserves map in Washington County.

As described in Section IV of these findings, when Metro and the three counties adopted their
maps of reserve areas, they agreed on a total of 28,256 acres of urban reserves, which reflected
Metro's estimate of the acÍeage that would be required to provide a 50-year supply of
urbanizable land as contemplated under ORS 195.145(4). The specific forecast described above

in Section IV is for arange of between 484,800 and 531,600 new dwelling units over the 50-year
period ending in2060. Metro relied on the high point of that forecast range in estimating that the
region would need a supply of urban reserves sufficient to provide for approximately 152,400
new dwelling units outside of the existing UGB throudþ2060.

After LCDC voted to approve Metro's findings and acknowledge the designation of 28,256 acres

of urban resetves in August of 2011, Metro relied on those designations to expand the UGB onto
approximately 2,015 acres of urban reserves in Washington County. However, that expansion
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was called into question by the Court of Appeals decision in Barkers Five,which reversed and

remanded all of the urban and rural reserve designations in Washington County.

The compromise reflected in House Bill 4078 included legislative approval and state

acknowlådgement of the 2,015 acres of 2011 UGB expansions in order to provide certainty to the

cities regÑing their ability to urbanize those expansion areas. In addition to acknowledging the

UGB expansion areas already approved by Metro, House Bill 4078 included the following

changes to the reserves map in Washington County:

o Converted2,449 acres of urban reserves to rural and undesignated

o Converted 411 acres from rural reserve to urban reserve

o Converted 883 acres of undesignated areas to rural reserve

. Added 1,178 acres of urban reserye to the UGB

In the fìnal accounting, HB 4078 resulted in the net reduction of 3,210 acres of urban reserves

below the amount remaining after Metro's 2011 UGB expansion. The remaining acreage of
urban reserves in the Metro region is now 23,031.

The legislature's removal of 3,270 acres of urban reserves via HB 4078 potentially implicates

two elements of state law governing reserves. First, ORS 195.145(4) requires the designation of
a sufficient amount of urban reserve areas to provide the Metro region with a 40 to 50 year

supply of urbanizable land. Second, OAR 660-021-0040(10) requires Metro and the counties to

uaoþin"Aings explaining why the reserve designations achieve the objective stated in OAR 660-

OZ/-OOOSçZñf a balance in urban and rural reserves that "best achieves" livable communities,

viability and vitality of farm and forest industries, and protection of important natural landscape

features.

Regarding the requirement for a 40 to 50 year supply of urban reserves, the applicable state rule

,"q.rir", Metro's èstimate of the projected long-range need for urban reserve aareage to be based

on the analysis in Metro's most recent Urban Growth Report (UGR). The projected need for

urban reserves adopted by Metro and the counties in20l1 was based on the regional growth

forecast set forth in Metro's 2009 UGR. Since that time, in 2015 the Metro Council adopted the

current 2014 UGR, which provides the current residential and employment growth projections

for the region.

The findings below address the status of existing urban reserve acreage in light of the newer

growth proJections in the 2014 UGR, as well as the impact of HB 4078 on both the amount of
urban rér"*", and the regionwide balance of urban and rural reserves under the "best achieves"

standard.

A. Amount of Land Designated urban Reserve in the Metro Region

The state rules governing the designation of urban and rural reserves require that the amount of
land designated as urban reserves must be planned to accommodate estimated urban population

and emplãyment growth in the Metro region for between 20 and 30 years beyond the 2}-year

period ior which Metro has demonstrated a buildable land supply inside the UGB in its most
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recent Urban Growth Report. OAR 660-021-0040(2). The Metro Council adopted the current

2014 UGR via Ordinance No. 15-1361 on November 12,2015.

In order to update the 5O-year need analysis for urban reserves to 2065 by applying the most

current growth projections, Metro planning staff prepared a memorandum dated February 22,

20Il ,*tri"h waì attached to the staff report for Metro's public hearing on March 2,2011 . That

memorandum provides an updated assessment of potential long-term demand for urban reserves,

and concludes that the existing amount of urban reserves, combined with buildable land akeady

inside the UGB, can provide a sufficient amount of land to accommodate expected urban growth.

Specifically, the staff memorandum includes an analysis of projected long-term need for

residential and employment land, and concludes that the existing 23,031 acres of urban reserves

can reasonably be expected to accommodate projected household and employment growth over

the next 40 to 50 years. The staff analysis forecasts a potential need for 24,827 acres of urban

reserves by 2065, Only for demonstrative purposes of placing that acreage in perspective on a

5g-year planning horizon, assuming that an equal amount of urban reserve acreage is converted

annually over 50 years, the existing 23,031 acres of urban reserves would provide a 46-year

supply of land for urban growth in the Metro region. However, for the reasons described above

in Section IV of these findings regarding more efficient use of land, including the likelihood of
land developing at densities of higher than l0 dwelling units per net developable acre, the Metro

Council finãs that the existing 23,031acres of urban reserves are intended to provide a supply of
land for 50 years from the date of adoption of the 2014 UGR in20l5.

As explained in the staff memo, any prediction about how much land will be required for urban

growth in the region over a 5O-year planning horizon is necessarily a rough estimate. The nature

óf tnir exercise requires Metro to predict what growth and development trends might look like

over the next 50 years, based on the available data. State law does not provide any particular

formula or methodology for estimating the future need for urban reserves. As explained by

LCDC in its 2012 order regarding Metro's compliance with the requirement to provide a 40 to

5g-year supply of urban reselves, the statutes and rules provide Metro "a substantial degree of
disóretion concerning ... the methods and policy considerations that Metro uses to project future

population and employment." (LCDC Compliance Acknowledgment Order 12-ACK-001819,

page26).

The 5g-year regional growth estimate provided in the February 22,2017 Metro staff

memorandum is based on the analysis and projections in the2014 UGR. The UGR forecast is

then subjected to a series of predictions about what will happen in the future, based on multiple

levels of assumptions regarding an array of factors that affect how much residential and

employment growth might be expected in the region, such as capture rate, vacancy rate, and

projected share of single-family and multifamily housing types. Minor changes in the underlying

assumptions regarding these factors will necessarily change the results'

The Metro Council also notes that the intergovernmental agreements between Metro and each of
the three counties regarding the designation of reserves provide for a review of existing urban

reserves in each county 20 years after the date of adoption, or sooner if agreed to by Metro and

all three counties. Therefore, the adequacy of the amount of land designated for future
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urbanization can and will be revisited, and additional lands may be added if necessary, much

sooner than2065.

Based on the analysis and projections provided in the Metro staff rnemorandum dated

February 22,2011 , the Metro Council concludes that the existing 23,031 acres of urban reserves

across the region, combined with buildable land already inside the UGB, will provide a sufficient

amount of land for urban growth in the region until 2065.

B. Balance in the Designation of Reserves that "Best Achieves" Certain Goals

Included among the state rules governing urban and rural reserves is a requirement that Metro

and the counties must explain how the urban and rural reserve designations achieve the following

objective:

"The objective of this division is a balance in the designation of urban and rural

reserves that, in its entirety, best achieves livable communities, the viability and

vitality of the agricultural and forest industries and protection of the important

natural landscape features that define the region for its residents." OAR 660-027-

000s(2).

During the proceedings before LCDC regarding its adoption of the remand order in 2015, some

parties argued that the reduction in urban reserve acreage in Washington County via House Bill
4078 created a shift in the balance of urban reserves that implicates the "best achieves" standard.

The following two sections of these findings address the application of the best achieves standard

in light of HB 4078.

First, in adopting HB 4078 the legislature enacted a new statute that acknowledged the new

balance of urban and rural reserves across the region as being in compliance with state law, and

therefore a new analysis by Metro and the counties is not required. Second, in the svent such an

analysis is required, that standard is still met.

l. The oobest achieves'o rule is satisfied through HB 4078

The enactment of HB 4078 resulted in the legislative acknowledgement of the new amount of
urban reserves and the new balance of urban and rural reserves as being in compliance with all

aspects of state law. Therefore, in the absence of any changes to the existing mapped acreage of
urbutr and rural reserves in Clackamas County and Multnornah County, the existing balance of
reserves across the region meets all applicable state requirements and there is no need for Metro

to revisit the standards related to the "best achieves" requirement as part of these findings'

In the Barkers Fíve opinion, the Court of Appeals remanded the designation of all urban and

rural reserves in Washington County for reconsideration. As a result of this wholesale remand of
the entire Washington County reserves package, the court also noted that "any new joint

designation" of reserves by the county and Metro on remand would also require new findings

addressing the "best achieves" standard in OAR 660-021-0005(2). Barkers Fíve at333.
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Thus, the court's opinion provides that the best achieves standard would only be triggered in the
event there are any new designations of reserve areas on remand that are different from what was
approved in the original decision. That is because the stated purpose of the best achieves
standard is to ensure that the overall "balance in the designation of urban and rural reserves"
across the entire region "best achieves" liveable communities, vitality of farm and forest uses,

and protection of natural features that define the region. Thus, any changes in the "balance" of
those designations by Metro and the counties on remand would require a reassessment of
whether and how those objectives are still met. But, in the absence of any changes to the reserve
maps, no fuilher assessment would be required.

This aspect of the Court of Appeals decision was overridden with respect to Washington County
by the enactment of HB 4078, which legislatively established a new map of the locations of the
UGB and urban and rural reserves in Washington County. This legislative action negated the
courl's directive requiring remand to Metro and V/ashington County for reconsideration of the
reserve designations. The enactment of HB 4078 also negates any need to reconsider or reapply
the best achieves standard, which is an administrative rule requirement that was necessarily
preempted by the legislature as part of its decision to redesignate substantial portions of the
Washington County reserve areas. As long as the remand proceedings regarding Clackamas
County and Multnomah County do not result in changes to the reseryes maps in those counties,
there is no need to reconsider the best achieves standard to account for the HB 4078 revisions.

The Oregon legislature is presumed to be aware of existing law when it enacts new legislation.
Blanchana, LLC v. Bureau of Labor and Industries,354 Or 676,691 (2014); State v. Stark,354
Or 1, 10 (2013). This presumption also applies to administrative rules adopted by LCDC. Beaver
State Sand & Gravel v. Douglas County, 187 Or App 24I,249-50 (2003). When the legislature
adopted revisions to the V/ashington County reserves map as part of HB 4018, it is presumed to
have been aware of LCDC's administrative rule requiring that there be a balance in reserve
designations that "best achieves" the stated goals. The adoption of HB 4078 ueated a statutory
requirement regarding the location of reserves in V/ashington County that takes precedence over
LCDC's "best achieves" rule and does not require subsequent action by LCDC, Metro or the
counties to explain why the statute satisfies an administrative rule requirement, because statutes
necessarily control over administrative rules.

The express terms of HB 4078 also indicate a legislative intent to preempt existing land use law.
Each section of HB 4078 that establishes new locations for reserve areas or the UGB begins with
the phrase "For purposes of land use planning in Oregon, the Legislative Assembly designates
the land in Washington County...." HB 4078, Sec 3(1), (2), (3) (2014). The legislature was
aware that its actions in redrawing the UGB and reserve maps had the effect of acknowledging
the new maps as being in compliance with state law, and thereby preempting other land use
planning rules (including for example LCDC's Goal 14 rules regarding UGB expansions). The
legislature included this language to clearly state that its action in adopting the new maps
constituted acknowledgment of compliance with state law, and that it need not demonstrate
compliance with other existing land use statutes, goals or rules, including the "best achieves"
rule and the statutory requirement to provide a 40 to 50 year supply of urban reserves.
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For these reasons, so long as there are no revisions on remand to the reserve maps in Clackamas

County or Multnomah County, the HB 4078 revisions to the reserve designations in Washington

County do not create a need to reconsider compliance with the "best achieves" standard or the

sufficiency of the supply of urban reseryes.

2. The balance in the designation of reserves still achieves the stated goals

The meaning and application of the "best achieves" rule was the subject of considerable debate

in the appeals filed with LCDC in2011 and with the Court of Appeals in2012. Ultimately, in the

Barkers Five opinion, the Court of Appeals agreed with the positions taken by LCDC and Metro

that the "best achieves" standard provides significant discretion to Metro and the counties, and is

satisfied through their site-specific findings conceming the application of the urban and rural

reserye factors. Specifically, the Court of Appeals identified and agreed with the following four

legal premises regarding the application of the standard'

First, the best achieves standard is a qualitative standard, rather than a quantitative one. The court

agreed with LCDC that the standard "is not a balance in terms of the quantitative amount of
urban and rural reserve acreage,but a balance between encouraging fuither urban expansion

versus land conservation." The court explained that Metro and the counties are not required to

justify a quantitative "balance" in the specific amount of acreage of urban reserves and rural

reserves.

Second, the best achieves standard applies to Metro and the counties' designation of reserves "in
its entirety" and not to the designation of individual properties or areas as urban or rural reserves.

Third, the best achieves standard allows for a range of permissible designations, and not a single

"best" outcome. The court agreed with LCDC and Metro that the standard does not require a

ranking of alternative areas from worst to best. The court specifically rejected arguments

presented by the cities of West Linn and Tualatin that the word "best" requires a comparative

analysis that identifies a single highest-ranked designation'

Fourth, the court held that Metro and the counties must explain how the designation satisfies the

best achieves standard through their findings conceming the application of the urban and rural

reserve factors to specific areas. The court agreed with LCDC that there is a close relationship

between the "factors" that Metro and the counties must consider for urban and rural reserve

designations and the overall "best achieves" objective, and that the best achieves standard is

satisfied through findings explaining why particular areas were chosen as urban or rural reserves.

Under the four legal prernises stated by the Court of Appeals in Barkers Five,Metto and the

counties have broad discretion in reaching a conclusion regarding whether the regionwide

balance of urban and rural reserves achieves the identified objectives of creating livable

communities while protecting farms, forest, and natural landscape features'

Some parties have argued that the reduction in urban reserve acreage in Washington County via

HousaBill 4078 inherently caused a shift in the "balance" of urban reserves that runs afoul of the

best achieves standard. However, under the above-stated first premise of the Court of Appeals,

that is incorrect. The court held that the best achieves standard does not require quantitative
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balancing of the specific amount of urban reserve acreage in one county or another. Thus, the
reduction of urban reseryes in Washington County by 3,210 acres does not inherently raise
concerns under this standard.

Metro and the counties have adopted detailed findings regarding the consideration of all urban
and rural reserve factors, explaining why particular areas were chosen as urban or rural reseryes,
and explaining how the regional partners came to agree that the overall package of urban and

rural reserves reflects a balance that best achieves the objectives of creating livable communities
while protecting farms, forest, and natural landscape features. Those findings are consistent with
the fourth premise identified by the Courl of Appeals regarding compliance with the best
achieves standard, and the findings continue to demonstrate that the objectives stated in the rule
are being achieved through the selected designations.

Metro and the counties have also adopted detailed findings that explain why the urban and rural
reserves adopted by the region satisfy the best achieves standard, which are set forth above in
Section II of these findings. Those findings note that urban reselves, if and when added to the
UGB, are likely to take some land from the farm and forest base. However, Metro and the
counties also recognized that some of the same characteristics that make an area suitable for
agriculture also make it suitable for livable communities under the best achieves standard,
including mixed-use pedestrian and transit-supportive urban development, as well as industrial
uses. For the reasons described below, the findings in Section II are still valid and are not
impacted by the reduction of urban reserves in Washington County under House Bill 4078.

The designation by Metro and the counties of urban and rural reserves achieves the objectives
required under the state rule, in part, by adopting 266,628 acres of rural reserves across the
region that establish the long-term limits of urbanization in the Metro area. As described above,
consistency with the "best achieves" standard does not require a quantitative balancing of the
amount of rural and urban reserve acïeage. However, the designation of a significant amount of
rural reserve areas around the region, with the vast majority (248,796 acres) being foundation
and important agriculturalland, demonstrates the region's commitment to achieving the
objectives of ensuring viability and vitality of the agricultural and forest industries and

corresponding protection of important natural landscape features. As described in the Court of
Appeals opinion, LCDC's intent when it created the best achieves standard was to provide
another level of review specifically designed to protect foundation farmland in the region:

"fCommissioner Worrix] explained that the best achieves standard was seen as

'the best solution' for the agricultural industry that had expressed 'a strong
concern ... that there needed to be something that highlighted the importance of
foundation land and gave them that little extra bit of scrutiny."' Barkers Five,26l
Or App at312.

Regarding important natural landscape features, the process associated with achieving a balance
in the designation of urban and rural reserves also provided a significant amount of weight to the
protection of natural features. Three of the urban reserve factors - (5), (7) and (8) - seek to direct
urban development away from important natural landscape features, and away from farm and

forest practices. This provides an example of the close relationship between the factors for urban
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and rural reserve designations and the "best achieves" objective (as described in the fourth

premise adopted by the Court of Appeals), and demonstrates how the best achieves standard may

ùe satisfied ihrough fìndings explaining why particular areas were chosen as urban or rural

reserves. Similarly, the rules that apply to rural reserve designations include very specific

directives regarding how natural landscape features must be reviewed and considered. OAR 660-

O2i-0060(3). Section II of these findings includes a bullet-point list of areas where important

natural landscape features are located that are protected with rural reserve designations.

Two of the three objectives that the best achieves standard requires to be balanced are primarily

achieved through rural reserve designations: (a) protection of farm and forest and (b) protection

of important natural resource features. The region's ability to achieve these two objectives

through rural reserve designations is not impacted by the reduction of urban reserve acreage that

occurred via House Bill 4078. In fact, that legislation enhanced the region's ability to achieve

those two standards by adding approximately 2,780 acres of new rural reserves in Washington

County, all of which is foundation agricultural land.

The third objective that must be balanced as part of the best achieves analysis is "livable

communities." This objective is primarily achieved by designating areas across the region that

will be the best locations to build "great communities" through application of the urban reserve

factors. As discussed in Section II of these findings, great communities are those that offer

residents arange of housing types and transportation modes from which to choose. To that end,

urban reserve factors (1), (3), (4) and (6) are aimed at identifying lands that can be developed in

a compact, mixed-use, walkable and transit-oriented pattern, supported by efficient and cost-

effective services.

The reduction of urban reserves in Washington County by 3,210 acres does not impact the

region's ability to build livable communities across the region over the next 40 to 50 years. The

q.tutrtitutil e aspect of urban reserve planning is addressed by the rule discussed above that

requires sufficient acreage for up to 50 years of urban growth. Meanwhile, the directive of the

best achieves standard to provide livable communities is aimed at designating highest quality of
locations that can provide arange of housing types and transportation modes, as well as efficient

public services. Ai discussed above, the existing urban reserve acreage in the region still

provides a sufficient amount of land for urban growth over the next 40 to 50 years. The fact that

Horrr" Bill 4078 reduced the amount of urban reserves from26,24I to 23,031 acres has no effect

on the region's ability to plan and build livable communities on those 23,031 acres over the next

several dècades. Therefore, the balance in the designation of urban and rural reserves, in its

entirety, still achieves the goals of providing livable communities, viability and vitality of farm

and forest industries, and the protection of important natural landscape features that define the

region.

In2011, the region concluded, acting together, that the agreed-upon urban and rural reserve

designations provide a balance that achieves the objectives of building livable communities

while protecting farms, forests, and natural features. The findings adopted by Metro and the

countiès support a conclusion that the best achieves standard has been met, and that conclusion is

not impactða Uy the changes to urban and rural reserve aereage that occurred via House Bill
4018.
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C. Responses to Issues Raised by Opponents

During the proceedings leading up to the Metro Council's adoption of Ordinance No. 17 -1397 ,

."u.rul parties submitted testimony raising legal issues regarding the Metro staff analysis set

forth inihe February 22,2}ll memorandum to the Metro Council concerning the amount of
urban reserves remaining in the region. Responses to these arguments are provided in the Metro

staff memorandum dated March 23,2077, which is included in the record and hereby

incorporated as part of these findings'

A common theme in letters submitted by attorneys for the Maletis Brothers and Barkers Five,

LLC arises out of Metro's reliance on the 2014 UGR for purposes of determining whether the

amount of urban reserves is sufficient to provide a 40 to 50 year supply of urbanizable land.

These parties contend that the 2014 UGR is flawed for various reasons and therefore does not

providè an adequate basis to forecast the future need for residential and employment land

between now and 2065.

A fundamental problem with arguments about the adequacy of the future growth projections in

the2014 UGR is that those projections were developed through a multi-year and extensively

peer-reviewed process culminating in adoption of the 2014 UGR by the Metro Council via

Ordinance No. 15-1361. That decision was not appealed by any party, and therefore the UGR is

acknowledged by LCDC as providing a legally valid forecast that is in compliance with all state

requirements. To the extent that opponents are attempting to challenge the adequacy of the

assumptions and projections in the adopted and acknowledged 2014 UGR, those arguments are

impermissible collateral attacks. The applicable rule establishing the requirement for a 40 to 50

yeår supply of urbanizable land does not require Metro to generate a new UGR for purposes of
êstimatìng the future need for urban reserves. Rather, it directs Metro to rely on the land supply

analysis in the most recently adopted 2014 UGR, which is exactly what Metro has done.

Many of the staff responses in the memorandum dated March 23,2017 to issues raised by

coun^sel for the Maletis Brothers also apply to issues raised by counsel for Barkers Five, LLC in a

letter dated March 23,20Il.Nearly all of the issues raised by Barkers Five are based on

arguments regarding why they believe the 2014 UGR is not accurate. As addressed above, Metro

isãntitled to rely on the adopted and acknowledged 2014 UGR forecast and to apply that forecast

to the urban reserve analysis. Responses to specific issues raised by counsel for Barkers Five,

LLC areincluded in a separate memorandum from Metro staff dated April 6, 2011, which is

included in the record and hereby incorporated as part of these findings.

VI. IMPLEMENTING URBAN RESERVES

To ensure that urban reserves ultimately urbanize in a manner consistent with the Regional

Framework Plan, Ordinance No. 10-12384 amended Title 11 (Planning for New Urban Areas)

(Exhibit D) of Metro's Urban Growth Management Functional Plan to require planning of areas

of urban reserve prior to inclusion into the UGB. Title 11 now requires a "concept plan" for an

urban reserye area prior to UGB expansion. A concept plan must show how development would

achieve specified outcomes. The outcomes derive from the urban reserve factors in OAR 660-
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027-0050, themselves based in part on the characteristics of "great communities" identified by

local govemments of the region as part of Metro's "Making the Greatest Place" initiative. Title
11 sets forth the elements of a concept plan, including:

o the general locations of types of uses

o the general locations of the urban services (including transportation systems) needed to

support the uses

o estimates of the cost of the seruices to determine the feasibility of urbanization and to

allow comparisons of urban reserves

o the locations of natural resources that will be subject to Title 3 and 13 of the UGMFP

. agreement among local governments and other service providers on provision of services

to the area

. agtreement among the local governments on annexation of the area to a city or cities and

responsibility for planning and zoning.

Title 11 continues to limit development in areas added to the UGB to protect the opportunity for

efficient urbanizalion during the time needed to adopt new local govefiìment plan provisions and

land use regulations. Title 11, together with the comprehensive plans of the receiving local

governments and Metro's Regional Framework Plan (including the 2035 Regional

Transportation Plan), will ensure land use and transportation policies and designations will allow

mixed-use and pedestrian, bicycle and transit-supportive development once urban reserve areas

are added to the UGB. Staff Report, June 9,2010, Metro Rec.8-13.

VII. REASONS FOR URBAN AND RURAL RESERVES IN CLACKAMAS COUNTY

A. Introduction

Brief Ou of Clackamas Process.

Working in conjunction with Metro Staff, and staff from the other two Metro counties,

Clackamas County staff initially identified a study arealarge enough to provide choices for

urban reservss, along with areas threatened by urbanization for consideration as rural reseryss'

(ClackCo Rec. 26) The initial study area was over 400,000 acres. (ClackCo Rec.25l-256.)

The county then convened a Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) made up of 21 members

representing cities, citizen orgarizations and other stakeholders. Clackamas County Record 18-

20. The PAC met 22 times over a year and a half before forwarding its recommendations to the

Board of County Commissioners. The record of materials before the PAC included close to a

thousand pages of information addressing each of the reserves factors. (ClackCo Rec. 1 to 995).

At its second meeting, the PAC was informed that the standards in OAR Division 27 were tobe
applied as factors, rather than as individual criteria. (ClackCo Rec. 27.)

The PAC adopted an initial screen of rural reserve areas in January, 2009.(ClackCo Rec. 354 to

356.) In May and June of 2009, the PAC and staff fuilher evaluated the rural reserve candidate

areas and forwarded a more detailed recommendation to the BCC. (ClackCo Rec. 529-676).
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The PAC began its more detailed evaluation of Urban Reserves through the summer of 2009,

specifìcally evaluating each urban reserve candidate area considering each ofthe urban reserve

factors. (ClackCo Rec. 677 to 851).

In the summer of 2009, the Clackamas County Planning Commission held three meetings to

discuss and make recommendations on both Urban and Rural Reserves. (ClackCo Rec. 1835 to

1e6o).

The PAC and Planning Commission recommendations were forwarded to the Board of County

Commissioners in September , 2009. The board evaluated all of the potential reserves areas, and

forwarded its own recommendation to Metro's Reserves Steering Committee (RSC). (ClackCo

Rec. 1589-1729).

Between September 2009 andFebruary, 2010, the recommendations were refined and discussed

both regionally and within the county. (ClackCo Rec.I729 -1807). See timeline of "milestones"

at Clackamas County Record 1807. On February 25, the county authorized its chair to sign an

Intergovernmental Agreement with Metro agreeing to specific reserves designations in
Clackamas County. (ClackCo Rec. 1817-1833) ("Reserves IGA").

After the Reserves IGA was signed, the county and Metro further refined the reserves map,

ultimately adopting the reserves designations that were submitted to DLCD in June.

B. Clackamas County: Urban Reserves

The factors for designation of urban reserves are set forth at OAR 660-027-0050:

(Jrban Reserve Factors: When identifying and selecting lands for designation as urban

reserves under this division, Metro shall base its decision on consideration of whether

land proposedþr designation as urban reserves, alone or in coniunction with land inside

the UGB:

(1) Can be developed at urban densities in a way that makes fficient use of existing and

future public and private infrastructure investments;

(2) Includes sfficient development capacity to support a healthy economy;

(3) Can be fficiently and cost-ffictively served with public schools and other urban-

level public focilities and services by appropriate and financially capable service

providers;

(4) Can be designed to be walkable and served with a well-connected system of streets,

bikewøys, recreation trails and public transit by appropríate service providers;

(5) Can be designed to preserve and enhance natural ecological systems;

(6) Includes sfficient land suitableþr a range of needed housing types;
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(7) Can be developed in a way that preserves important natural landscape features
included in urban reserves; and

(8) Can be designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects on farm and forest practices,

and adverse fficts on important natural landscape features, on nearby land including

land designated as rural reserves'

It is important to note that the reserves factors are not criteria to be met individually' Rather, the

factors are considerations to be weighed and balanced in light of the overall pu{pose of the

reserves decision, and the regional context. There are a number of areas which might be

designated as either urban reserve or rural reserves, and the designations are interdependent, in

the sense that land designated as a rural reserve is no longer among the options available for rural

reserves.

Urban Reserves lD and lF: Boring

General Description: This Urban Reserve comprises approximately 4,200 acres, bordered by the

cities of Gresham on the north and Damascus on the west. The eastern-most boundary of this

Urban Reserve is located approximately two miles from the City of Sandy's Urban Reserve. The

community of Boring, which is identified as a Rural Community in the County Comprehensive

Plan, is located in the southern part of this area, and its boundary is the southern edge of this

Urban Reserve. Highway 26 forms the northern boundary of this Urban Reserve.

Development in this area is focused in the community of Boring, which has several commercial

and emplo¡rment uses and a small residential community. There is also an area of non-

conforming commercial uses located at the eastern edge of this Urban Reserve, along the north

side of St. Hwy. 2I2.Ruralresidential homesites mixed with smaller farms charactenze the area

west of 282nd Avenue. The area east of 282nd Ave., north of Boring, has several larger, flat
parcels that are being farmed.

There are two significant buttes located in the northwest part of this Urban Reserve. These

buttes have been identified as important natural landscape features in Metro's Februaty 2007

"Natural Landscape Features Inventory". These buttes are wooded. Existing rural homesites are

scattered on the slopes. There is minimal development potential on these buttes.

The area west of SE 282nd Ave., outside Boring, is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land.

The area east of SE 282nd Ave, (ArealF) is identified as Foundation Agricultural Land. This is

the only Foundation Agricultural Land in Clackamas County included in an Urban Reserve.

Conclusions and Analysis: Designation of the Boring Area as an Urban Reserve is consistent

with OAR 660-021. The Boring Urban Reserve provides one of Clackamas County's few

identified employment land opportunities. The larger, flat parcels in Area 1F are suitable as

employment land. This area is served by St. Hwy. 26 and St. Hwy 272, transportation facilities

thal have been identified by ODOT as having additional capacity. Development of this area for

employment uses also would be a logical complement to the Springwater employment area in

Gresham.
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Portions of this Urban Reserve also satisfy some of the factors for designation as a Rural
Reserve. Area 1F is comprised of Foundation Agricultural Land. Two buttes located in the

northwest somer of this Urban Reserve are included in Metro's February 2007 "Natural
Landscape Features Inventory". The City of Sandy has requested a Rural Reserve designation

for Area lF, to rnaintain separation between the Portland Metro Urban Growth Boundary and the

City's urban area.

On balance, designation as an Urban Reserve is the appropriate choice. As explained below,
designation as an Urban Reserve meets the factors for designation provided in OAR 660-021'
0050. Area 1F is the only Urban Reserve in Clackamas County containing Foundation

Agricultural Land. While this area does contain commercial farms, it also is irnpacted by a
group of non-conforming commercial uses located near the intersection of the two state

highways. The area west of SE 282nd is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land. The two
state highways and the rural community of Boring provide logical boundaries for this area.

The Boring Urban Reserve and the Urban Reselve that includes the Borland Area (Area 4C) are

the only areas containing a significant amount of larger, flatter parcels suitable for employment

uses. The Principles for concept planning recognize the need to provide jobs in this part of the

region, and also recognize that the Boring Urban Reserve is identified principally to meet this

need. There are no other areas with land of similar character in the eastem part of the region.

Designation of Areas lD and lF as an Urban Reserve is necessary to provide the opportunity for
development of employment capacity in this part of the region. These facts justify including this

small area of Foundation Farmland in the Urban Reserve, in accord with OAR 660-027-

oo40(1 1).

The two buttes have little or no potential for development. While they could be designated as a

Rural Reserve, such a designation would leave a small Rural Reserve located between the

existing Urban Growth Boundary and the remainder of the Boring Urban Reserve. The buttes

can be protected by the city which will govern this area when it is added to the Urban Growth
Boundary. The Principles also recognize the need to account for these important natural

landscape features during development of concept plans for this area.

The City of Sandy has objected to the designation of Area lF as an Urban Reserve. ClackCo

Rec.3286-3288. The City points to a 1998 Intergovemmental Agreement among Metro, Sandy,

Clackamas County and, the Oregon Department of Transportation.e Among other things this

IGA states a purpose to "designate areas of rural land to separate and buffer Metro's Urban
Growth Boundary and Urban Reserve areas from the City's Urban Growth Boundary and Urban
Reserve areas. The IGA also recognizes the desire to protect a view conidor along Hwy 26. The

parties are negotiating an update to this agreement.

The Principles require concept planning for the Boring Urban Reserve to "recognizethe need to
provide and protect a view corridor considering, among other things, landscaping, signage and

building orientation...." The two miles between the Boring Urban Reserve and the City of
Sandy's Urban Reserve area is being designated as a Rural Reserve, assuring separation of these

two urban areas.

e The agreement was never signed by the Oregon Department of Transportation
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Designation of the Boring Urban Reserve is consistent with the factors for designation provided

in OAR 660-027-0050

1) The Boring Urban Reserve can be developed at urban densities in a way that makes

effrcient use of existing and future public and private infrastructure investments'

Metro's Urban Study Area Analysis (Map A) demonstrates the relatively large amount of
land suitable for development in this urban Reserve, particularly in Area 1F and the

eastern half of Area lD. The existing community of Boring also provides a focal point

for commercial and residential development in this Urban Reserve. The buttes in the

northwestern corner of this area, adjacent to Damascus and Gresham, have very little
potential for additional urban-level development, but most of the rest of this Urban
^R.r"*", 

comprised of larger lots with moderate or flat terrain, can be developed at urban

densities.

2) The Boring Urban Reserve includes sufficient development capacity to support a healthy

economy. This is one of the few areas in Clackamas County, adjacent to the Urban

Growth Boundary, with access to a state highway, and possessing larger parcels and flat

tenain conducive to development of employment uses. The area also is proximate to the

Springwater employment area in Gresham. The existing community of Boring provides

the opportunity for redevelopment providing the commercial uses supportive of a

complete communitY.

3) The Boring Urban Reserve can be efficiently and cost-effectively provided with public

facilities necessary to support urban development. V/hile substantial investment will be

necessary to provide facilities, compared to other areas in the region, the Boring Urban

Reserve Area has a high or medium suitability rating (see Sewer Serviceability Ratings

Map and Water Serviceability Map). ODOT has indicated that this area is "moderately

suitable" for urbanization, which is one of the higher ratings received in the region'

While the buttes and steeper terrain on the west will be difficult to develop with a road

nctwork, the rest of the Ilrhan Reserve is relatively flat and unencumberecl,

4) Most of the Boring Urban Reserve can be designed to be walkable and served with a

well-connected system of streets, bikeways, recreation trails and public transit by

appropriate service providers. The buttes and associated steep slopes would be difficult to

dèïelóp. The rest of the Urban Reserve has few limitations to development of rnulti-

modal, urban neighborhoods.

5) The Boring Urban Reserve can be planned so that natural ecological systems and

important natural landscape features can be preserved and enhanced. The buttes and

associated steep terrain are the most significant features in this Urban Reserve.

Parcelizalion and existing development, in addition to the physical characteristics of these

areas make development potential extremely limited. The Principles note the need to

recognizethese important natural landscape features when a concept plans are developed.

6) The Boring Urban Reserve includes sufficient land suitable to provide for a range of
housing types. This Urban Reserve has more land suitable for development than other
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Urban Reserves in Clackamas County. There is an existing community that will provide

a focal point for the eventual.urbanization of the Boring Urban Reserve.

1) Concept planning for the Boring Urban Reserve can be designed to avoid or minimize
adverse effects on important farm and forest practices and on important natural landscape

features on nearby land. The area along the westem half of this Urban Reserye is

identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land and is adjacent to the cities of Gresham and

Damascus. The northern boundary is clearly delineated by Hwy 26. Most of the

southem boundary is formed by the existing developed community of Boring. Hwy 212

provides a clear demarcation from the rest of the area south of this Urban Reserve. The

size of this area also will allow planning to design the urban form to minimize effects on

the agricultural areas to the north and east.

Urban Reserve : Damascus South

General Description: The Damascus South Urban Reserve is approximately 1,240 acres. This

Urban Reserve is adjacent to the southem boundary of the City of Damascus. Approximately 500

acres is located within the City of Damascus, although outside the Urban Growth Boundary. The

southern and western boundaries of the Urban Reserve are clearly demarked by the steep terrain

characterizing the Clackamas Bluffs, which are identified as an important natural landscape

feature in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features Inventory." The eastern

boundary of the Urban Reserve is established by the Deep Creek Canyon, which also is

identified as an important natural landscape feature.

This urban reserve is comprised of moderately rolling terrain, with a mix of farms and scattered

rural residential uses on smaller parcels. There are several larger ownerships located east of SE

282"d Avenue. The entire area is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land.

Analysis and Conclusions: Designation of the Damascus South Urban Reserve area is a logical
extension of thc City of Damûscus, providing additional opportunity for housing and

employment uses. Portions of this atea are already located in the City of Damascus. Additional
areas were identified as important developable urban land in the Damascus Concept Plan. The

boundaries of the Damascus South Urban Reserve are fotmed by important natural landscape

features.

This area was considered for designation as a Rural Reserve, but does not satisfy the factors

stated in OAR 660-021-0060. The entire area is designated as Conflicted Agricultural Land.

Some of the land is located within the City of Damascus. The southem boundary of the Urban
Reserve is established to exclude the Clackamas Bluffs, which are identified in Metro's February

2007 "Natural Landscape Features Inventory''. The eastern boundary excludes the Noyer and

Deep Creek canyons, which also were included in this inventory.

As explained in the following paragraphs, designation as an Urban Reserve is consistent with
the factors for designation set forth in OAR 660-021-0050.
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oAR 660-027-0050

1) The Damascus South Urban Reserve can be developed at urban densities in a way that
makes efficient use of existing and future public and private infrastructure investments.
A large part of this area akeady is located within the City of Damascus. Pafis of the
Urban Reserve were planned for urban development in the Damascus Concept Plan.
While there are several older subdivisions scattered throughout the area that may be
difficult to redevelop, most of this area is comprised of larger parcels suitable for
development at urban densities, with mixed use and employment uses. The terrain for
most of the area is gently rolling, and there are no floodplains, steep slopes, or landslide
topography that would limit development potential.

2) There is sufficient development capacity to assist in supporting a healthy economy. The
eastem part of this area, in particular, is characterizedby larger parcels, with few
development limitations, that are suitable for development of employment uses.

3) The Damascus South Urban Reserve can be efficiently and cost-effectively served with
public schools and other urban-level public facilities and services by appropriate and
financially capable service providers. There have been no comments from local school
districts indicating any specific concerns regarding provision of schools to this area,

although funding for schools is an issue throughout the region. Technical assessments

rate this area as having "high suitability" for the provision of sewer. Addition of the
eastern part of this Urban Reserve will facilitate the provision of sewer to the existing
urban area within the City of Damascus. ClackCo Rec. 795- 796. This area is rated as

having "high and medium suitability'' for the provision of water. The ability to provide
transpofiation facilities is rated as "medium" for this area, which has few physical
limitations. ClackCo Rec. 7 97 -7 98.

4) The Damascus South Urban Reserve can be developed with a walkable, connected
system of streets, bikeways, recreation trails and public transit, provided by appropriate
service providers. As previously explained, the physical characteristics of this area will
be able to support urban densities and intensities necessary to create a multi-modal
transportation system. Previous planning efforts, including the Damascus Concept Plan,
demonstrate this potential.

5) Development of the Damascus South Urban Reserve can preserve and enhance natural
ecological systems. The boundaries of this Urban Reserve avoid the steeper terain of the
Clackamas Bluffs and the Deep Creek Canyon. The area is large enough to provide the
opportunity for flexibility in the regulatory rneasures that create the balance between
protection of important natural systems and development.

6) The Damascus South Urban Reserve includes sufficient land suitable for a range of
needed housing types. As previously explained, there are few physical impediments to
development in this Urban Reserve. This area also is adjacent to the developing urban
area of Damascus, which also will be providing housing for this area.
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7) There are no important natural landscape features identif,red Metro's 2007 "Natural
Landscape Features Inventory" located in the Damascus south Urban Reserve. The
boundaries of this Urban Reserve are designed to exclude such features from the Urban
Reserve.

S) Development of this Urban Reserve can be designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects

on farm and forest practices, and adverse effects on important natural landscape features,

on nearby land including land designated as rural reserves. This area is identified as

Conflicted Agricultural Land, prirnarily because it is physically isolated from other
nearby agricultural land. The Deep Creek and Noyer Creek canyons provide a physical
boundary from nearby agricultural areas to the east. Similarly, these areas, and the
Clackamas Bluffs, are not identified as areas where significant forest operations are

occurring.

Urban Reserves 38, 3C, 3D, 3F and 3G: Holcomb, Holly Lane, Maple Lane, Henrici, Beaver

Creek Blufß in Oregon City Area.

General Descriptio¡¿: These five areas comprise approximately 2150 acres, located adjacent to
the City of Oregon City. The Holcomb area is approximately 380 acres, along SE Holcomb Rd.,

adjacent to Oregon City on the east. Terrain is varied, with several flat parcels that could be

developed in conjunction with the Park Place area, which was recently included in the Urban
Growth Boundary. This area is developed with rural residences. The area is comprised of
Confl icted Agricultural Land.

The Holly Lane areais approximately 700 acres, and includes the flatter parcels along SE Holly
Lane, Hwy.2I3, and the steep canyon bordering Newell Creek, which is identified as an

important natural landscape feature in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features

Inventory". There are landslide arcas identified along the Newell Creek callyoll (see Metro
Urban and Rural Reserve Stutly Areas Landslide Ha'¿arJ Mop). Duvcluptleut iu tLis arsa is

sparse, except for rural residences developed along SE Holly Lane. This area is identified as

Confl icted Agricultural Land.

The Maple Lane area is approximately 480 acres, located east of Oregon City. Terrain is
characterized as gently rolling, with a few larger flat parcels located adjacent to Oregon City.
The area is developed with rural residences, with a few small farms. The area is identified as

Conflicted Agricultural Land.

The Henrici arca is approximately 360 acres, located along both sicles of Henrici Roacl.,

immediately south of Oregon City. Terrain for this area is moderate, and most of the area is
developed with residences on smaller rural lots. There are a few larger parcels suitable for
redevelopment. This area contains Conflicted Agricultural Land.

The 220 acre Beaver Creek Bluffs area is comprised of three separate benches located
immediately adjacent to the City of Oregon City. The boundaries of this area generally are

designed to include only tax lots on the plateau that drops down to Beaver Creek. Development
in this area consists of rural residences and small farms. The area is identified as Important
Agricultural Land.
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Conclusions and Analysis: Designation of the Oregon City Urban Reserves is consistent with
OAR 660-027. These five smaller areas have been identified in coordination with the City of
Oregon City, and are designed to complete or augment urban development in the City. The areas

designated take advantage of existing services inside the Urban Growth Boundary. In most
cases, the boundaries of the reserves are formed by steep slopes (Henrici Road being the
exception). While terrain poses some limitations on development, each area has sufficient
developable land to make service delivery feasible.

None of the identified areas meet the factors of OAR 660-027-0060, for designation as Rural
Reserves. With the exception of the Beaver Creek Blufß, the Oregon City Urban reserve is
Conflicted Farmland. The Beaver Creek Bluffs area, which is identified as having Important
Agricultural Land, includes only those tax lots with land located on the plateau above the flatter
area south of Oregon City. The important natural landscape features in the area (Newell Creek,

Abernethy Creek and Beaver Creek) generally are excluded from the Urban Reserve.

The most significant issue for debate is whether or not to include the Newell Creek Canyon in
the Urban Reserve. There is little or no development potential in this area, because of steep

terrain and landsli dehazard. The Principles recognize that concept planning for this area will
have to recognize the environmental and topographic constraints posed by the Newell Creek

Canyon. It also makes governance more sensible, allowing the City of Oregon City to regulate

this area, instead of leaving an island subject to County authority.

Designation of the Oregon City Reserves is consistent with OAR 660-021-0050.

1) The Oregon City Urban Reserves can be developed at urban densities in a way that
makes efficient use of existing and future public and private infrastructure investments.
All of the Urban Reserve area is adjacent to the City of Oregon City. Oregon City has

indicated both a willingness and capability to provide service to these areas. Each area is
appropriotc to complcmcnt or complete neighborhoods plannod or existing rvithin Oregon
City. In the case of the Holly Lane area, much of the Urban Reserve has little potential

for development. The area along SE Holly Lane, however, does have flatter topography
where urban development can occur, and Holly Lane has been identified by the City as an

important transportation facility.

2) The Oregon City Urban Reserves, when considered in conjunction with the existing
urban area, includes sufficient development capacity to support a healthy economy. The
Henrici area has some potential for additional employment uses. The remaining areas are

smaller additions to the existing urban form of the City of Oregon City and will complete
existing neighborhoods.

3) The Oregon City Urban Reserve can be efficiently and cost-effectively provided with
public facilities necessary to support urban developrnent. This Urban Reserve Area is
considered to have a "high" suitability rating for sewer and water facilities. Oregon City
has indicated an ability to provide these selices, and the areas have been designed to

include the most-easily served land that generally is an extension of existing development
with the Urban Growth Boundary. Transportation is more difficult, as there is no

additional capacity on I-205, and improvements would be costly. As previously noted,
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this is the case for most of the region. While topography may present some difficulty for
developing a complete transportation network, this Urban Reserve area has been designed
to take advantage of existing transpofiation facilities within Oregon City.

4) Most of the Oregon City Urban Reserve can be designed to be walkable and served with
a well-connected system of streets, bikeways, recreation trails and transit. It most cases,

development of this area will be an extension of urban development within the existing
neighborhoods of Oregon City, which will allow completion of the described urban form.
Newell Creek Canyon will remain largely undeveloped, so such facilities will not need to
be provided in this area.

5) The Oregon City Urban Reserve can be planned so that natural ecological systems and
important natural landscape features can be preserved and enhanced. Abernethy Creek
and Beaver Creek and the steep slopes around these two creeks have been excluded from
designation as an Urban Reserve. As previously explained, the Newell Creek Canyon
has been included in the Urban Reserwe. The Principles will assure that concept planning
accounts for this important natural landscape feature, the area is recognized as having
very limited development potential, and Oregon City is the logical goveming authority to
provide protective regulations.

6) Designation of these five areas as an Urban Reserve will assist Oregon City in providing
arange of housing types. In most cases, development of this Urban Reserve will add
additional housing.

7) Concept planning for the Oregon City Urban Reserve can be designed to avoid or
minimize adverse effects on important farm and forest practices and on important natural
landscape features on nearby land. The Beaver Creek Blufß area is separated from the
farmland to the south hy a steep hillside sloping down to Beaver Creek. The other areas
are adjacent to Conflicted Agricultural land. There are scattered small woodlots to the
east, identified as "mixed Agricultural/Forest Land on ODF's Forestland Development
ZoneMap, but these are generally separated by distance and topography from the Holly
Lane, Maple Lane, and Holcomb areas. Important landscape features and natural areas in
the vicinity generally form boundaries for the Urban Reserves. Concept planning can
assure that development within the Urban Growth Boundary protects these features.

Urban Reserves 4A.48 and 4C: Stafford. Rosemont and Borland

General Description' These three areas comprise approximately 4,700 acres. Area 4A
(Stafford) is located north of the Tualatin River, south of Lake Oswego, and west of West Linn.
Area 48 (Rosemont) is a 162 acre area located adjacent to Vy'est Linn's recently urbanized
Tanner Basin neighborhood. Area 4C (Borland) is located south of the Tualatin River, on both
sides of I-205. Area 4C is adjacent to the cities of Tualatin and Lake Oswego on the west and
'West Linn on the east. As a whole, this area is bounded by existing cities and urban
development on three sides. The southern boundary generally is framed by the steeper terrain of
Pete's Mountain. East of Stafford Road, the adjacent area is not designated as either an Urban or
Rural Reserve. West of Stafford Road, the adjacent area is designated as an Urban Reserve
(Area 4D, Norwood).
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Much of this area is developed with rural residences on large parcels. The Borland area also

includes several churches and schools. The terrain of this area is varied. Most of area 4B is

gently rolling, while the rest of the area east of Wilson Creek has steeper terrain. The area south

of Lake Oswego, along Stafford Rd and Johnson Rd., generally has more moderate slopes. The

Borland area, south of the Tualatin River, also is characlerized by moderate slopes'

Wilson Creek and the Tualatin River are important natural landscape features located in this

area. These two features and their associated riparian areas and floodplains are included in

Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features Inventory".

This entire area is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land, even though approximately 1100

acres near Rosemont Road are zoned Exclusive Fatm Use. Commercial agricultural activity in
this area is limited and mixed; wineries, hay production, horse raising and boarding, and

nurseries are among the farm uses found in the Stafford, Rosemont and Borland areas' The

Oregon Department of Forestry DevelopmentZone Map does not identify any Mixed

Forest/Agriculture or Wildland Forest located with this Urban Resele.

Conclusions and Analys¿s: After weighing the factors, we find that the designation of these three

areas as an Urban Resele is consistent with OAR 660-021-0050. The specific factors for

designation stated in OAR 660-027-0050 are addressed in following parts of this analysis.

No area in Clackamas County engendered as much public comment and diversity of opinion as

this Urban Reserve. The Stafford and Rosemont areas were of particular concefil to property

owners, neighborhood groups, cities and the Stafford Hamlet citizens group. Interested parties

provided arguments for designation of some or all of the area north of the Tualatin River as

èith.r an Urban or Rural Resele, or requested that this area remain undesignated. The cities of
'West Linn, Tualatin and Lake Oswego consistently expressed opposition to designation of any of
this area as an Urban Reserve. This Urban Reserve does have several limitations on

development, including areas with steep slopes and floodplains.

After weighing the factors, designation as an Urban Reserve is the most appropriate decision. In

evaluating this area, it is important to keep in mind the context and purpose of the urban and

rural reserves designations. Because urban reserves are intended to provide a land supply over a

5g-year time horizon, it is important to evaluate areas based on their physical characteristics

rather than the current desires of various jurisdictions. It is also important to evaluate areas in
light of the overall regional context. Designation of this 4,700 aare area as an Urban Reserve

avoids designation of other areas containing Foundation or Important Agricultural Land. It
would be difficult to justify urban reserve designations on additional Foundation Agricultural
Land in the region, if this area, which is comprised entirely of Conflicted Agricultural Land,

were not designated as an urban Reserve (see oAR 660-021-0040(11)).

In fact, the three counties have applied the rural reserve factors and designated significant

portions of the three-county area as rural reserve. Those areas do not provide viable altematives

to Stafford.

While acknowledging that there are impediments to development in this area, much of the area

also is suitable for urban-level development. There have been development concepts presented

for various parts of this area. ClackCo Rec. 3312, An early study of this area assessed its
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potential for development of a"gteat community" and specifically pointed to the Borland area as

an areasuitable for a major center. ClackCo Rec. 371. Buildable land maps for this area

provided by Metro also àemonstrate the suitability for urban development of parts of this Urban

R.r"*. See, "Metro Urban Study Area Analysis, Map C". The County was provided with
proposed development plans for portions of the Stafford area. For example, most of the property

õ*.t"rr in the Borland have committed their property to development as a "town center

community." ClackCoRec. 3357-3361. Another property owner completed an "Urban

Feasibility Study" showing the urban development potential of his 55-acre property. ClackCo

Rec. 3123-314g. Those plans provide examples of the ability to create urban-level development

in the Stafford areas.

An imporlant component of the decision to designate this area as an Urban Reserve are the

"princþ1es for Concept Planning of Urban Reserves", which are paft of the Intergovemmental

Agreement between Clackamas County and Metro that has been executed in satisfaction of
OÀn OOO-027-0020 and 0030. Among other things, these "Principles" require participation of
the three cities and citizeninvolvement entities-such as the Stafford Hamlet-in development

of concept plans for this Urban Reserve. The Principles also require the concept plans to provide

for govemance of any area added to the Urban Growth Boundary to be provided by a city. The

Prin-oiples recognizethe need for concept plans to account for the environmental, topographic

and habitat areas located within this Urban Reserve'

Designation of this atea as a Rural Reserve has been advocated by interested parties, including

the City of 'West Linn. Application of the factors for designation (OAR 660-021-0060) leads to a

conclusion that this area should not be designated as a Rural Reserve. The entire area is

comprised of Conflicted Agricultural Land, and is not suitable to sustain long-term agricultural

and forestry operations, given land use pattems, the lack of agricultural infrastructure and the

adjacent land use pattem. OAR 660-027-0060(b)-(d).

There are important natural landscape features in this area (Tualatin River and Wilson Creek).
protection of these areas is a significant issue, but can be accomplished by application of
regulatory programs of the cities that will govem when areas are added to the Urban Growth

Bõundary, ãs contemplated by OAR 660-027 -0050(l). The Principles specifically require

recognition of the development limitations imposed by these natural features, in the required

development of concePt Plans.

Designation of the Stafford, Rosemont and Borland areas as an Urban Reserve is based upon

application of the factors stated in OAR 660-027-0050'

1) This Urbarr Resele can be developcd at urban densities in a way that makes efficient use

of existing and future public and private infrastructure investments in conjunction with

land inside the urban growth boundary. Physically, this area is similar to the cities of
West Linn and Lake Oswego, which are developing at urban densities. The area abuts

existing urban development on much of the perimeter, facilitating logical extensions of
that development. 

'Wè recognizethat the development potential of portions of this Urban

Reserve is constrained by steep slopes and by the Tualatin River and Wilson Creek

riparian areas. However, there are sufficient developable areas to create an urban

cómmunity. The Borland Area has been identified as a suitable site for more intense

urban development, including a town center. The Rosemont Area complements existing
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development in the Tanner Basin neighborhood in the City of West Linn. The Stafford

Area hãs sufficient capacity to develop housing and other uses supportive of the more

intense development in the Borland Area. As previously noted, potential development

concepts have been submitted demonstrating the potential to develop this area at urban

densities sufficient to make efficient use of infrasttucture investments.

2) This 4700-acre Urban Reserve contains sufficient development capacity to suppofi a

healthy economy. The Borland Area has been identified as being suitable for a mixed-

use, employnent center. ClackCo Rec. 371. There are a number of larger parcels in the

area which may have potential for mixed use development. While densities would not

be uniform across the landscape of this 4J00 acre area, together, Stafford and Borland

provide the opportunity to create a mix of uses, housing types and densities where the

natural features play a role as amenities.

Testimony submitted by the cities of Tualatin and West Linn ("Cities") asserts that the

level of pâr celizalion, combined with existing natural features, means that the area lacks

the capacity to support a healthy economy, a compact and well-integrated urban form or

a mix of needed housing tYPes'

However, much of the area consists of large parcels. For example, the West Linn

Candidate Rural Reserve Map shows that, of a2980-acre "focus area," 1870 acres are in

parcels larger than five acres, and 1210 acres in parcels larger than 10 acres' The map is

indexed at Metro Ftec.2284 and was submitted by the Cities of Tualatin and West Linn

with their objections. With the potential for centers, neighborhoods and clusters of higher

densities, foi example in the Borland area, we find the area does have sufficient land and

sufficient numbers of larger parcels to provide avariety of housing types and a healthy

economy.

Cities also argue that the amount of natural features render the area insufficient to provide

for a variety of housing types. Cities contend that the amount of steep slopes and stream

buffers renders much of the area unbuildable. We find that cities overstate the amount of
constrained land in *te area, and the effect those constraints have on housing capacity'

For example, cities' analysis applies a uniform 200-foot buffer to all streams. Actual

buffers váry by stream type. See Metro Code $ 3.07 .360. Similarly, cities assert that the

slopes in the area mean that the area lacks capacity. Slopes are not per se unbuildable, as

demonstrated by the existing development in West Linn, Lake Oswego, Portland's West

Hills and other similar areas. Moreover, only 13o/o of the "focus area" consists of slopes

of over 25o/o, andthese often overlap with stream corridors. Stafford Area Natural

Features Map,indexed at Metro Record 2284, and submitted by the Cities of Tualatin

and West Linn with their objection'

3) This Urban Reserve can be efficiently and cost-effectively served with public schools and

other urban- level public facilities and services by appropriate and financially capable

service providers over a 5O-year horizon. As with all of the region's urban reserves,

additional infrastructure will need to be developed in order to provide for urbanization. It
is clear that development of new public infrastructure to accommodate 50 years of
growth will not be "cheap" anywhere. Relative to other areas under consideration for
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designation, however, this Urban Reserve area is suitable. Technical assessments rated

this area as highly suitable for sewer and water. ClackCo Rec. 795-796; Metro Rec. 1163,

1168-1180. The July 8, 2009, technical memo prepared by Clackamas County also

demonstrates the suitability of this area for various public facilities. ClackCo Rec. 704.

This area can be served by the cities of Tualatin, 'West Linn and Lake Oswego. These

cities have objected to designation of this area as an Urban Reserve, but have not stated

that they object because they would not be able to be an urban service provider for some

part of the area.

The cities of Tualatin and West Linn argue that the area should not be designated as an

Urban Reserve, citing the cost of providing transportation infrastructure. It is true that

transportation infrastructure will be the most significant challenge. This is the case for
most of the region. ODOT noted that most area state highway transportation corridors
have either low or medium potential to accommodate growth. (Clackamas County
Record 800 - 801). An April6,2009letter from six state agencies to the Metro Reseles
Steering Committee notes that most transportation corridors have severe transportation
issues. ClackCo Rec. 843. Moreover, we make this decision after consideration of
regional consideration of relative transporlation costs. See, Regional Infrastructure
Analysis 2008, Metro Record, starting on page 440; Memo and Maps regarding
Preliminary Analysis of Providing Urban Level Transportation Service within Reserves

Study Area, Metro Rec., starting on page 1181; ODOT Urban Reserve Study Area
Analysis, Metro Rec., page 1262.

This Urban Reserve has physical characteristics - steep terrain, the need to provide
stream crossings - that will increase the relative cost of transportation infrastructure. I-
205 and I-5 in this area will need substantial improvements with consequent "huge"
costs. ClackCo Rec. 850. However, considering those costs, and in light of reserves

designations elsewhere in the region, urban reserves designation of Stafford is still
appropriate. Most other comparable areas are either urban or rural reserves, and don't
provide viable alternatives to Stafford.

Cities argue that the 2035 Regional Transportation Plan ("RTP") indicates that much of
the transportation infrastructure in the area will be at Level of Service "F" by 2035, and

that therefore the Stafford area cannot be served at all. The RTP is a prediction of and

plan to address traffic flows for a25-year period. Conversely, the Reserves Designations

are intended to address a 5O-year time frame, rather than a 25-year time frame. Metro
Rec. 1918. The record reflects that the transpofiation system will necessarily change in
25 years. In that vein, the "Regional High Capacity Transit System" map identifies a

new light rail line in the vicinity of I-205 as a "next phase" regional priority. See

ClackCo Rec. 734; 822-833.

Similarly, Metro's panel of sewer experts rated the entire Stafford area as having a"high"
suitability for sewer selvice. See, e.g., Metro Rec.1114. We find this analysis more
probative for comparisons across areas than the analysis submitted by cities. Moteover,
since the analysis of urban reserves addresses a 50-year time frame, we do not find that

the curent desire of neighboring cities to the serve the area influences the question
whether the area "can bs served."
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4) This Urban Reserve can be planned to be walkable, and served with a well-connected

system of streets, bikeways, recreation trials and public transit, particularly in
ionjunction with adjacent areas ínside the urban growth boundary as contemplated by

the administrative rule. The Borland Area is suitable for intense, mixed-mixed use

development. Other areas suitable for development also can be developed as

neighbãrhoods with the above-described infrastructure. The neighborhoods themselves

canbe walkable, connected to each other, and just as important, connected to existing

development in the adjacent cities. Stafford abuts existing urban level development on

three sides, rnuch of it subdivisions. See West Linn Candidate Rural Reserve Map,

indexed at Metro Record 2284, and submitted by the city with its objection. There are

few areas in the region which have the potential to create the same level and type of
connections to existing development. There is adequate land to create street, bicycle and

pedestrian connections within and across the area with appropriate concept planning. In

making this finding, we are aware of the natural features found within the area.

However, those features do not create impassable barriers to connectivity.

5) This Urban Reserve can be planned to preserve and enhance natural ecological systems

and preserve important natural landscape features. The significance of the Tualatin River

and Wilson Creek systems has been recognized. The Principles specifically identify the

need to plan for these features, and recognize that housing and employment capacity

expectations will need to be reduced to protect important natural features. Urbanization

will occur in a city, which is obligated by state and regional rules to protect upland

habitat, floodplains, steep slopes and riparian areas, as contemplated by OAR 660-027-

0050(7). However, we find that, even with those protections, there is sufficient

development capacity in this 4100-acre area to warrant inclusion in the urban reserve.

6) This Urban Reserve in conjunction with the Urban Reserve to the south (Area 4D,

Norwood), includes sufficient land to provide for a variety of housing types. In addition

to the developable areas within the Stafford, Rosemont and Borland areas, this Urban

Reserve is situated adjacent to three cities, and will augment the potential for housing in

these existing cities.

i) This Urban Reserve can be developed in a way that avoids or minimizes adverse effects

on farm and forest practices and adverse effects on important natural landscape features,

on nearby land. Viewed in the regional context, this factor militates strongly in favor of
the inclusion of Stafford as an Urban Reserve. This Urban Reserve is situated adjacerrt to

three cities, and along l-205. It is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land, and is

adjacent on the south to another Urban Reserve and an undesignated area that is

comprised of Conflicted Agricultural Land. The Stafford area is separated from areas of
founiation and important farmland by significant distances, a freeway and other natural

and man-made barriers. The eventual urbanization of Stafford will avoid the

urbanization of much higher-value farmland elsewhere. Adverse impacts on the

imporlant natural landscape features within Stafford may be avoided or minimized

through the application of the provisions of Metro Titles 3 and 13.
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This separation from significant agricultural or forest areas rninimizes any potential
effect on farm or forest practices. The Urban Reserve also is separated from other
important natural landscape features identified on Metro's February 2007 "Natural
Landscape Features Inventory". The ability to plan for protection of the Tualatin River
and Wilson Creek has been discussed.

8) The Cities of Lake Oswego, Tualatin, and West Linn have testified extensively regarding
their concern that designation of Stafford as urban reserve will create pressures for
urbanization before the required public facilities, particularly with regard to
transportation, are planned for and can support urban development. This concem is
based upon the fact that designation of Stafford as urban reserve will make it first priority
for inclusion in the Metro UGB under ORS 192.298 and the fact that Metro must
consider expansion of the Metro UGB every six years under ORS 197.299. So even
though the planning period for urban reserves is twenty to fifty years into the future,
Stafford will become eligible for inclusion each time Metro considers an urban growth
boundary expansion. To alleviate these concerns Metro, Clackamas County, and the
three Cities have entered into a five-party intergovemmental agreement ("IGA") that
provides for governance of Stafford by the cities, requires concept planning and public
facilities planning prior to the addition of Areas 4A, 4B and/or 4C to the urban growth
boundary, and a requirement for robust citizen involvement and preservation of
community character pursuant to the concept planning process. This IGA, which is
incorporated into the record, will ensure that Stafford "can be developed at urban
densities in a way that makes efficient use of existing and future public infrastructure
investments," "can be served by . . . urban level public facilities and services efficiently
and cost-effectively by appropriate and financially capable service providers," and "can
be designed to preserve and enhance natural ecological systems" and "important natural
landscape features." Acknowledging the constraints to wbanization discussed above,
the existence of the IGA and the promises contained therein is necessary to support the
determination by Metro and Clackamas County that the designation of Stafford Areas
4A, 4B and 4C as urban reserve is, on balance, supportable under the urban reserve
factors contained in ORS 195.145(5) and OAR 660-027-0050.

Urban Reserves 5G, 5H, 4H and 4D: Grahams Ferry, SW Wilsonville, Advance and Norwood

General Descríptiou This Urban Reserve is comprised of three smaller areas adjacent to the
City of Wilsonville (Grahams Ferry, SW Wilsonville and Advance), and a larger area located
along SW Stafford Rd., north of Wilsonville and southeast of Tualatin (Norwood Area). The
Norwood area is adjacent to an Urban Reserve in Washington County (I-5 East Washington
County, Areas 4F,,4F and 4G). Area 5G is approximately I20 acres, relatively flat, adjacent to
services in Wilsonville, and defined by the Tonquin Geologic Feature, which forms a natural
boundary for this area. It is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land.

Area 5H is a srnall (63 acre) site that is adjacent to services provided by the City of Wilsonville.
Corral Creek and its associated riparian area provide a natural boundary for this area. It is
identified as Important Farmland. Area 4H comprises approximately 450 acres, and is located
adjacent to the City of Wilsonville. This part of the Urban Reserve has moderate terain, and a
mix of larger parcels and rural residences. This area is identified as Important Agricultural Land.
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Area 4D comprises approximat ely 2,600 acres, and is adjacent to a slightly smaller Urban

Resetve in Washington County. This area is parcelized, generally developed with a mix of
single family homes and srnaller farms, and has moderately rolling terain. All of this area is

identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land.

Conclusions and Analysis; Designation of these four areas as Urban Reserve is consistent with
OAR 660-027. The three smaller areas are adjacent to the City of Wilsonville, and have been

identified by the City as appropriate areas for future urbanization. ClackCo Rec.1174.The

boundaries of these three areas generally are formed by natural features. No Foundation

Agricultural Land is included in any of the four areas. While Area 4D has limitations that reduce

its development potential, inclusion as an Urban Reserve is appropriate to avoid adding land that

is identified as Foundation Agricultural Land.

Area 5G does not satisfy the factors for designation as a Rural Reserve. The boundary of this

area reflects the boundary of Tonquin Geologic Area, which is an important natural landscape

feature identified as a Rural Reserve. Area 5H does meet the factors for designation as a Rural

Reserve, but its proximity to existing services in Wilsonville and the natural boundary formed by
Corral Creek, separating these 63 acres from the larger Rural Reserve to the west, support a

choice to designate this area as an Urban Reserve.

Similarly, parts of Area4H could meet the factors for designation as a Rural Reserve. Again, the

area also is suitable for designation as an Urban Reserve, because of its proximity to Wilsonville,
which has indicated this as an area appropriate for urbanization. The eastern limits of this area

have been discussed in some detail, based on testimony received from property owners in the

area. The northeastem boundary (the Anderson property) is based on a significant creek. South

of Advance Rd., the decision is to leave four tax lots west of this creek undesignated (the Bruck

property), as these lots comprise over 70 acres of land designated as Important Agricultural
Land. The part of this Urban Reserve south of Advance Road contains smaller lots, generally

developed with rural residences.

Area 4D does not meet the factors for designation as a Rural Reserve. The entire area is

comprised of Conflicted Agricultural Land, and has no important natural landscape features

identified in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features Inventory."

This Urban Reserve does meet the factors for designation stated in OAR 660-027-0050.

1) The Wilsonville Urban Reserve (total of the Grahams Ferry, SW Wilsonville, Advance

Rd. and Norwood Areas) can be developed at urban densities in a way that makes

efficient use of existing and future public and private infrastructure investments. The

three smaller areas adjacent to the City of 'Wilsonville all will take advantage of existing

infrastructure. The City of Wilsonville has demonstrated an ability to provide necessary

seryices and govem these three areas. The information provided by the City and Metro's
Urban Study Area Analysis (Map Cl) show that these three areas have physical

characteristics that will support urban density. These three areas also will complement

existing development in the City of Wilsonville.

2) The larger Norwood area, which has rolling terrain, and a mixture of smaller residential

parcels and farms, will be more difficult to urbanize. This area is adjacent to Urban
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Reserves on the west, north and south. The Borland Road area, adlacent on the north is

expected to develop as a center, with potential for employment and rnixed-use

development. The Norwood area canbe urbanized to provide residential and other uses

supportive of development in the Borland and I-5 East Washington County Urban

Reserve areas.

3) The Wilsonville Urban Reserve contains land that generally will provide development

capacity supportive of the cities of Wilsonville and Tualatin, and the Borland and I-5 East

Washington County Urban Reserve areas. Viewed individually, these four areas do not

have physi cal size and characteristics to provide emplol'rnent land. As has been

explained, and as supported by comments from the City of Wilsonville, developrnent of
these areas will complement the urban form of the City of Wilsonville, which historically
has had sufficient land for employment. The 2004 decision added to the Urban Growth

Boundary between the cities of Wilsonville and Tualatin, land which was contemplated

to provide additional employment capacity, The Wilsonville Urban Reserve, and in
particular the Norwood area, will provide land that can provide housing and other uses

supportive of this employment area.

4) The V/ilsonville Urban Reserve can be efficiently and cost-effectively provided with
public facilities necessary to support urban development. The comments from the City of
Wilsonville and the Sewer Serviceability and Water Serviceability Maps demonstrate the

high suitability of the three smaller areas adjacent to Wilsonville. The Norwood area

(Area 4D) is rated as having medium suitability. Transportation facilities will be

relatively easy to provide to the three areas adjacent to the City of Wilsonville. The

steeper terrain and location of the Norwood area will make development of a network of
streets more difficult, and ODOT has identified the I-5 and I-205 network as having little
or no additional capacity, with improvement costs rated as "huge". The decision to

include this area as an Urban Reserve is based, like the Stafford area, on the need to

avoid adding additional Foundation Agricultural Land. There are other areas in the

region that would be less expensive to serve with public facilities, especially the

necessary transportation facilities, but these areas are comprised of Foundation

Agricultural Land.

5) The'Wilsonville Urban Reserve areas can be planned to be walkable and served with a

well-connected system of streets, bikeways, recreation trails and public transit. As has

been discussed, the three smaller areas adjacent to the City of V/ilsonville can be

developed to complete or complement existing and planned urban development in
Wilsonville. The Norwood area will be somewhat more difficult to develop, but the

terrain and parcelization are not so limiting that the desired urban form could not be

achieved. Like Stafford, this part of the V/ilsonville Urban Reserve will be more difficult
to develop with the desired urban form, but is being added to avoid adding additional

foundation Agricultural Land.

6) The Wilsonville Urban Reserve can be planned so that natural ecological systems and

irnportant natural landscape features can be preserved and enhanced. The boundaries of
the areas comprising the Wilsonville Urban Reserve have been designed with these
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features providing the edges. The three areas adjacent to the City of Wilsonville will take
advantage of existing plans for protection of natural ecological systems.

1) The Wilsonville Urban Reserve, in conjunction with land within adjacent cities, includes
sufficient land suitable to provide for a range of housing types. The SW Wilsonville and

Advance Road areas are pafiicularly suited to provide additional housing, as they are

located adjacent to neighborhoods planned in Wilsonville. As has been previously
discussed the Norwood areahas physical limitations, but these should not restrict as

substantially the potential for housing.

8) Concept planning for the Wilsonville Urban Reservs can avoid or minimize adverse

effects on important farm and forest practices and on important natural landscape features

on nearby land. The boundaries of this Urban Reserve have been designed to use natural
features to provide separation from adjoining Rural Reserves that contain resource uses.

9) The Cities of Lake Oswego, Tualatin, and West Linn have testified extensively regarding
their concem that designation of Area 4D, in conjunction with Areas 4A,4P, andlor 4C,

as urban reserve will create pressures for urbanization before the required public
facilities, particularly with regard to transportation, are planned for and can support urban
development. For the same reasons as expressed under Finding 8 for Areas 4A,48 and

4C,the execution of the of the five-party IGA and the promises contained therein is
necessary to support the determination by Metro and Clackamas County that the
designation of Area 4D as Urban Reserve is, on balance, supportable under the urban
reserve factors contained in ORS 195.145(5) and OAR 660-021-0050.

The Sherwood School District requested an Urban Reserve designation be applied to an area just
south of the County line and the City of Sherwood. ClackCo Rec. 2504. Clackamas County and

Metro agree to leave this area undesignated. This decision leaves the possibility for addition of
this land to the Urban Growth boundary if the School District has a need for school property in
the future and is able to demonstrate compliance with the standards for adjustments to the Urban
Growth boundary.

C. Clackamas County: Rural Reserves

Rural Reserve 5I: Ladd Hill

General Descriptioz: This Rural Reserve Area is located west and south of 'Wilsonville, 
and

adjacent to the French Prairie Rural Reserve (Area 4J). There is also a small parl of this Rural
Reserve located north of 'Wilsonville, extending to the County line, recognizingthe Tonquin
Geologic Area. The northern boundary of Area 5J is located along the boundary between the
delineations of Conflicted and Important Agricultural Land. All of this Rural Reserve is located
within three miles of the Portland Metro Urban Growth Boundary.

The area west of Ladd Hill Road contains the steeper slopes of Parrett Mountain, which is

identified as an important natural landscape feature in Metro's February 2007 "Natural
Landscape Features Inventory". The remainder of the area has moderately sloping terrain. The
entire area is traversed by several creeks (Mill Creek, Corral Creek, Tapman Creek), which flow
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into the Willamette River, which also is identified as an important natural landscape feature.

FEMA floodplains are located along the Willamette River. Landslide hazards are identified

along Corral Creek.

With the exception of the Tonquin Geologic Area, all of Rural Reserue Area 5I is comprised of
Important or Foundation Agricultural Land. The part of this area lying south of the Willamette

River contains the Foundation Agricultural Land. The area contains a mixture of hay, nursery,

viticulture, orchards, horse farms, and small woodlots. The Oregon Department of Forestry

DevelopmentZoneMap identifies scattered areas of mixed forest and agriculture, and wildland
forest (particularly on the slopes of Panett Mountain).

Conclusions and Analysis: Designation of the Ladd Hill area as a Rural Reserve is consistent

with OAR 660, Division2T. Except for the Tonquin Geologic Area, all of Rural Reserve Area

5I contains Important or Foundation Agricultural Land, and is located within three miles of an

urban growth boundary. Pursuant to OAR 660-021-0060(4), no further explanation is necessary

to justify designation as a Rural Reserve, with the exception of the Tonquin Geologic Area,

which is identified as Conflicted Agricultural Land.

Designation of the Tonquin Geologic Area as a Rural Reserve is consistent with the Rural

Reserve Factors stated in OAR 660-027-0060(3). This area has not been identified as an area

suitable or necessary for designation as an Urban Reserve. The boundaries of the Rural Reserve

have been established to recognize parcels that have physical characteristics of the Tonquin

Geologic Area, based on testimony received from various property owners in the area, and the

City of Wilsonville. ClackCo Rec. 2608. For these stated reasons and those enunciated below,

designation of this part of the Tonquin Geologic Area as a Rural Reserve is consistent with the

factors provided in OAR 660-027-0060(3).

Rural Reserve : French Prairie

General Descriptiou This Rural Reserve Area is located south of the Willamette River and the

City of Wilsonville, and west of the City of Canby. It is bordered on the west by I-5. This area

is generally comprised of large farms. The area is generally flat. The Molalla and Pudding

Rivers are located in the eastern part of this area. The Willamette, Molalla and Pudding Rivers

and their floodplains are identifìed as important natural landscape features in Metro's February

2007 Natural Landscape Features Inventory."

All of this Rural Reserve is classified as Foundation Agricultural Land (identified in the ODA
Report as part of the Clackamas Prairies and French Prairie areas). This area contains prime

agricultural soils, and is characteized as one of the most important agricultural areas in the State.

Conclusions and Analysis: Designation of Area 4J as a Rural Reserve is consistent with OAR
660, Division2l, This entire area is comprised of Foundation Agricultural Land located within
three miles of an urban growth boundary. Pursuant to OAR 660-027-0060(4), no fuither
explanation is necessary to justify designation of this area as a Rural Reserve.

However, county staff and the PAC also evaluated the French Prairie area under the other rural

reserves factors, and found that it rated "high" under all ofthe factors related to long-term
protection for the agriculture and forest industries. ClackCo Rec. 590-592. The analysis is set

forth as follows:
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(a) Are situated in an area that is otherwise potentially subject to urbanization during the

applicable period described in OAR 660-027-0040(2) or (3) as indicated by proximity to a

ÚCg ot proximity to properties with fair market values that significantly exceed agricultural

values for farmland, or forestry values for forest land;

The French Prairie area is adjacent to the Portland Metropolitan Urban Growth Boundary, and

has access to Interstate 5 and Highway 99F', andhas a high potential for urbanization, as

evidenced by the submittals of proponents of designating the area as an urban reserve.

(b) Are capable of sustaining long-term agricultural operations for agricultural land, or are

capable of sustaining long-term forestry operations for forest land;

The French Prairie area is identified as Foundation agricultural land, and is part of alarge

agricultural region.

(c) Have suitable soils where needed to sustain long-term agricultural or forestry operations and,

for agricultural land, have available water where needed to sustain long-term agricultural

operations; and

The area is predominantly Class II soils, and much of the area has water rights for irrigation.

(d) Are suitable to sustain long-term agricultural or forestry operations, taking into account:

(A) for farm land, the existence of a large block of agricultural or other resource land with a

concentration or cluster offarm operations, or, for forest land, the existence ofa large block of
forested land with a concentration or cluster of managed woodlots;

The French Prairie area is alargeblock of agricultural land with large parcels' There is some

localized conflict with nonfatm uses.

(B) The adjacent land use pattem, including its location in relation to adjacent non-farm uses or

non-forest uses, and the existence of buffers between agricultural or forest operations and non-

farm or non-forest uses;

(C) The agricultural or forest land use pattern, including parcelization, tenure and ownership

patterns; and

The Willamette River provides and effective edge for much of the area, and much of the area is

in large lots.

(D) The sufficiency of agricultural or forestry infrastructure in the area, whichever is applicable

The French Prairie area is close to the agricultural centers of Canby, Hubbard and St. Paul, and

has excellent access to transportation infrastructure. There are some issues with movement of
farm machinery on heavily used routes.
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Therefore, on balance, we would designate Area 4J as a rural reserve even in the absence of
oAR 660-027-0060(4).

Rural Reserves 3E and 3H: Oreqon Cit]¡

General Descriptior¿: This area lies east and south of the City of Oregon City. This area is
bounded by the V/illamette River on the west. The southern boundary generally is a line located
three miles from the Portland Metro Area Urban Growth Boundary. A substantialpart of Area
3H also is located within three miles of the City of Canby's Urban Growth Boundary.

Area 3E, located east of Oregon City, is characterized by a mix of rural residential homesites,
small farms, and small woodlots. Most of the area has a moderately rolling terrain. The area
includes porlions of the Clear Creek Canyon, and Newell and Abemethy Creeks, all of which are
identified as important natural landscape features in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape
Features Inventory". Part of Area 3E also is identified by the Oregon Department of Forestry as

a mixed forest/agricultural development zone. Most of Area 3E is identified as Conflicted
Agricultural Land. There is an area identified as Important Agricultural Land, in the southeast
corner of Area 3E.

Area 3H, located south of Oregon City, is characterized by larger rural residential homesites,
particularly in the western part of this area, and farms. Beaver Creek and Parrot Creek traverse
this area in an east-west direction. The Willamette Narrows and Canemah Bluff are identified as

important natural landscape features in the Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features
Inventory" and form the western boundary of Area 3H. The Oregon Department of Forestry
designates the Willamette Narrows as wildland forest. All of this area is classified as Important
Agricultural Land, except for the area immediately east of the City of Canby, which is
designated as Foundation Agricultural Land.

Conclusions and Analyszs: The designation of Areas 3E and 3H as a Rural Reserve is consistent
with OAR 660-021, Division 27. All of Area 3H is Important or Foundation Farmland, located
within three miles of an urban growth boundary. Pursuant to OAR 660-027-0060(4), no further
explanation is necessary to justify designation of Area 3H as a Rural Reserve.

The designation of Area 3E is appropriate to protect the Important Farm Land in the southeast
corner of this area, and the area identified as mixed forest/agricultural land by ODF.
Designation as a Rural Resele also is justified to protect Abernethy Creek, Newell Creek and
Beaver Creek and their associated riparian features, which are identified as important natural
landscape features. Designation as a Rural Reserve of the portions of Area 3E not identified as

Foundation or Important Agricultural Land, is consistent with the Rural Resele Factors stated in
OAR 660-027-0060(3), for the following reasons:

1) Abernethy Creek and Newell Creek and their associated riparian areas are identified as

important natural landscape features in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape
Features Inventory". A portion of Beaver Creek also is located in this area; Beaver Creek
was added to this inventory in a 2008 update.
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2) This area is potentially subject to urbanization during the period described in OAR 660-

027-0040(2), because it is located adjacent to and within three miles of the City of
Oregon City.

3) Most of this area has gently rolling terrain, but there also are several steeply-sloped

areas. There are several landslide hazard areas located within Rural Reserve Area 3E

(see ll25l09 Metro Landslide Hazard Map).

4) The designated Rural Reserve area comprises the drainage area for Abemethy and Newel

Creeks which provide important fish and wildlife habitat for this area.

Rural 3H loarts) 4J^2C 3I: Canbv. Estacada and Molalla

General Description: Rural Reserves have been designated adjacent to the cities of Canby (parts

of Areas 3H and 4J) Estacada and Molalla. These Rural Reserves were designated after

coordinating with all three cities, and the cities do not object to the current designations.

Rural Reserve Area2C is located adjacent to the westem boundary of the City of Estacada. This

area includes the Clackamas River and Mclver State Park. It is identified as Important

Agricultural Land. Most of this Rural Reserve also is identified as wildland forest on the ODF

Forestland DevelopmentZone Map. All of this Rural Reserve is located within three miles of
Estacada's Urban Growth BoundarY.

Rural Reserves are located on the south, west and eastem boundaries of the City of Canby. All
of this area is identified as Foundation Agricultural Land. The area north of the City, to the

Willamette River, has been left undesignated, although this area also is identified as Foundation

Agricultural Land. This area was left undesignated at the request of the City of Canby, in order

to provide for possible future expansion of its Urban Growth Boundary. The Oregon

Department of Agriculture preferred leaving the area north of the City undesignated, instead of
aî area east of the City, which also was considered. All of the designated Rural Reserves are

within three miles of the City of Canby.

Area 3I is located north and east of the City of Molalla. This area is located within 3 miles of
Molalla's Urban Growth Boundary. All of the designated Rural Reserve is identified as

Foundation Agricultural Land.

Conclusions and Analysis: Designation of the Rural Reserves around Canby and Estacada is

consistent with OAR 660, Division2l. In the Case of Canby, the entire area is identified as

Foundation Agricultural Land, and is located within three miles of Canby's Urban Growth

Boundary. In the case of Estacada, the entire Rural Reserve area is identified as Important

Agricultural Land, and is located within three miles of Estacada's Urban Growth Boundary'

Rural Resen¡e 3I, near Molalla, is located within three miles of the urban growth boundary and

also is identified as Foundation Agricultural Land. Pursuant to OAR 660-021'0060(4), no further

explanation is necessary to justify the Rural Reserve designation of these areas.
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4I: Pete' North of

General Description: This Rural Reserve is bounded by the V/illamette River on the east and

south. On the north, Area 4l is adjacent to areas that were not designated as an Urban or Rural

Reserve. There are two primary geographic features in this area. The upper hillsides of Pete's

Mountain comprise the eastern part of this area, while the western half and the Peach Cove area

generally are characterizedby flatter land. The Pete's Mountain area contains a mix of rural
residences, small farms and wooded hillsides. The flat areas contain larger farms and scattered

rural residences. All of Area 4I is located within three miles of the Portland Metro Urban

Growth Boundary.

All of Rural Reserve 4I is identified as Important Agricultural Land (the "east Wilsonville
area"), except for a very small area located at the intersection of S. Shaffer Road and S.

Mountain Rd... The Willamette Narrows, an important natural landscape feature identified in
Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features Inventory", is located along the eastern

edge ofArea 4I.

Conclusions and Analyszs: Designation of this area as a Rural Reserve is consistent with OAR
660-027 , Division 27. With the exception of a small area at the intersection of S. Shaffer Rd.

and S. Mountain Rd., all of this area is identified as Important Agricultural Land and is located

within three miles of an urban growth boundary. Pursuant to OAR 660-027-0060(4), the area

identified as Important Agricultural Land requires no further explanation to justify designation as

a Rural Reserve. The few parcels classified as Conflicted Agricultural Land are included to

create a boundary along the existing public road.

1E and Area2B

General Descriptiou This area lies south of the boundary separating Clackamas and

Multnomah Counties. This area generally is comprised of a mix of farms, woodlots and

scattered rural residential homesites. Several large nurseries are located in the areanear Boring.
The area south of the community of Boring and the City of Damascus contains a mix of
nurseries, woodlots, Christmas tree farms, and a variety of other agricultural uses.

Most of the area is identified as Foundation or Important Agricultural Land. The only lands not
identified as Foundation or Important Agricultural Land are the steeper bluffs south of the City
of Damascus. Much of this steeper area is identified by the Oregon Department of Forestry as

mixed farm and forest.

There are several rivers and streams located in this area. The Clackamas River, Deep Creek,

Clear Creek and Noyer Creek, and the steeper areas adjacent to these streams, are identified as

important natural landscape features in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features

Inventory".

All of this Rural Reserve is located within three miles of the Portland Metro Area Urban Growth
Boundary, except for a small area in the eastern parl of the Rural Reserve. This small area is

located within three miles of the City of Sandy's Urban Growth Boundary.

Conclusions and Analysis; The designation of this area as a Rural Reserve is consistent with
OAR 660-027, Division2T. Except for the steep blufß located adjacent to the Clackamas River,
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all of this area is identified as Foundation or Important Agricultural Land and is located within
three miles of an urban growth boundary. Pursuant to OAR 660-27-0060(4), no further
explanation is necessary to justify designation as a Rural Reserve all of this area except for the
aforementioned bluffs.

Designation as a Rural Reselve of the steep blufß, not identified as Foundation or Imporlant
AgriculturalLand, is consistent with the Rural Reserve Factors stated in OAR 660-021-0060(3).

1) This area is included in Metro's February 2007 "Natural Landscape Features Inventory".

2) This area is potentially subject to urbanization during the period described in OAR 660-
021-0040(2), because it is located proximate or adjacent to the cities of Damascus, Happy
Valley, and Oregon City, and the unincorporated urban area within Clackamas County.

3) Portions of this area aÍe located within the 100 year floodplain of the Clackamas River.
Most of the area has slopes exceeding 10%, with much of the area exceeding2}o/o.
Portions of the area along Deep Creek are subject to landslides.

4) This hillside area drains directly into the Clackarnas River, which is the source of potable
water for several cities in the region. The Rural Reserve designation will assist
protection of water quality.

5) These bluffs provide an important sense of place for Clackamas County, particularly for
the nearby cities and unincorporated urban area. Development is sparse. Most of the
hillside is forested.

6) This area serves as a natural boundary establishing the limits of urbanization for the
aforementioned cities and unincorporated urban arca and the Damascus Urban Resele
Area (Area 2A).

D. Clackamas County: Statewide Planning Goals

Goal 1- Cilizen Involvement

In addition to participation in Metro's process, Clackamas County managed its own process to
develop reserves recommendations :

Policy Advisory Committee

The county appointed a?I-member Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) made up of 7
CPO/Hamlet representatives, 7 city representatives, and 7 stakeholder representatives. The PAC
held22 meetings in 2008 and2009. The PAC made a mid-process recommendation identifying
reserye areas for further analysis, and ultimately recommended specific urban and rural reserve
designations. The PAC itself received significant verbal and written input from the public.
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Public Hearings

In addition to the meetings of the PAC, the county held a number of public hearings as it
developed the ultirnate decision on reserves:

2009

. Aug. 10: Planning Commission hearing on initial recommendations.
o Sept. 8: Board of County Commissioners ("BCC") hearing on initial recolnmendations
o Feb. 25: BCC Hearing on Intergovernmental Agreement

20t0

o March 8, 2010: Planning Commission hearing on plan and map amendments.
o April 21,2010: BCC hearing on plan and map amendments
o May 27,2010: BCC reading and adoption of plan and map amendments, and approval of

revised IGA.

Through the PAC, Planning Commission and BCC process, the county received and reviewed
thousands of pages of public comment and testimony.

Goal2 - Coordination

"Goal 2 requires, in part, that comprehensive plans be 'coordinated' with the plans of affected
governmental units. Comprehensive plans are "'coordinated" when the needs of all levels of
goveÍìment have been considered and accommodated as much as possible.' ORS 197.015(5);
Brown v. Coos County, 31 Or LUBA I42, 745 (1996).

As noted in the findings related to Goal 1, Clackamas County undertook continuous and
substantial outreach to state and local governments, including formation of the Technical
Advisory Committee. For the most part, commenting state agencies and local govemments were
supportive of the urban and rural reserve designations in Clackamas County. Where applicable,
the specific concems of other governments are addressed in the findings related to specific urban
and rural reserves, below.

Goal3 - Aericultural Lands

The reserves designations do not change the county's Plan policies or implementing regulations
for agricultural lands. However, the designation of rural reserves constrains what types of
planning and zoning amendments can occur in certain areas, and therefore provide greater

certainty for farmers and long-tenn preservation of agricultural lands.

Goal4 - Forest Lands

The text amendment does not propose to change the county's Plan policies or implementing
regulations for forest lands. However, the text does establish rural reserves, which constrain what
types of planning and zoning amendments can occur in certain areas, for the purpose of
providing greater certainty for commercial foresters and long-term preservation of forestry lands.
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al 5-

The text amendment does not propose to change the county's Plan policies or implementing

regulations for natural r."rour"è tands. However, the text does establish rural reserves, which

constrain what types of planning and zoning amendments can occur in certain areas' for the

purpose of prorriding for long{errn presefvation of certain of the region's most important,

ì¿".rti¡"¿ natural feãt.rr"r. the county has determined that other natural features may be better

protected through an urban reselve designation, and the eventual incorporation of those areas

into cities. In certain areas, for example Newell Creek Canyon, the protection of Goal 5

resources is enhanced by the adoption of planning principles in an Intergovemmental Agreement

between the CountY and Metro.

Goal 9 - Esonomy of the State

The proposed text amendment is consistent with Goal 9 because it, in itself, does not propose to

alter ihe supply of land designated for commercial or industrial use. However, the text does

establish urban reserves, which include lands suitable for both employrnent and housing' In

Clackamas County, specific areas were identified as appropriate for a mixed use center including

high intensity, mixed use housing (Borland area of Stafford) and for industrial employment

1eãstern port-ion of ClackanomaÐ. These areas will be available to create new employment areas

in the future if they are brought into the UGB'

Goal 10 - Housine

The proposed text amendment is consistent with Goal 10 because it, in itself, does not propose to

alter^the supply of iand designated for housing. However, the text does establish urban reserves'

which include-lands suitable for both emplo¡ment and housing. One of the urban reserve factors

addressed providing sufficient land suitable for a range of housing types' In Clackamas County,

there is an areal¿eãtine¿ as appropriate for a mixed use center including high intensity, mixed

use housing (Borland area of siaffãrd) and many other areas suitable for other types of housing.

Goal 4-U

The proposed text amendment is consistent with Goal 14. The program for identifying urban and

rural reserves was designed to identify areas consistent with the requirements of oAR Chapter

660, Divisi on}l.The text amendment does not propose to move the urban growth boundary or

to ciange the county's Plan or implementing regulations-regarding unincorporated communities'

Howevðr, the amenáment does adìpt a map that shapes future urban growth boundary

amendments by either Metro or the cities of canby, Molalla, Estacada or sandy.

VUI. SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS REGARDING THE DESIGNATION OF URBAN

RESERVES IN CLACKAMAS COUNTY

The findings in this Section VIII supplernent the findings adopted by the Metro Council in

Section VII.B regarding Clackamas County urban reserve areas 44, 4B.,4C, and 4D (collectively

referred to as 
.,stafford;¡. To the extent any of the findings in this section are inconsistent with

other findings in this document that were previously adopted in2011, the findings in this section

VIII shall govem.
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A. Senate Bill 1011 and the Discretionary Urban Reserve Factors

ln 2001 the Oregon Legislature enacted Senate Bill 1 01 1 , authorizing Metro and the three

counties to designate urban and rural reserves. Senate Bill 1011 was proposed by agreement

among a broad coalition of stakeholders in response to widespread frustration regarding the

existing process for Metro-area UGB expansions. In particular, the statutory requirements for
UGB decisions often fostered inefficient and inflexible decision-making, because the hierarchy
of lands listed in ORS 197.298 requires Metro to first expand the UGB onto the lowest quality
agricultural lands regardless of whether those lands could be cost-effectively developed. Senate

Bill 1011 addressed these problems by allowing Metro and the counties significant discretion to

identify urban and rural reselves outside of the existing UGB as the areas where future UGB
expansion will or will not occur over the next 50 years.

A primary goal of Senate Bill 1011 was to provide more flexibility to allow UGB expansions

into areas that would be the most appropriate for urbanization. To accomplish that goal, the

legislature authorized Metro and the counties to designate urban and rural reserve areas based on

discretionary "consideration" of several nonexclusive "factors" designed to help determine

whether particular areas are appropriate for development or for long-term protection. The

legislature purposely did not create a list of mandatory approval criteria requiring findings that

each standard must be satisfied. Rather, the reserve statute and rules allow Metro and the
counties to consider and weigh each factor in order to reach an overall conclusion regarding

whether a reserve designation is appropriate. All factors must be considered, but no single factor
is determinative.

The factors that must be considered regarding the designation of urban reserves are described in
the state rule as follows:

"When identifying and selecting lands for designation as urban reserves under this

division, Metro shall base its decision on consideration of whether land proposed for
designation as urban reserves, alone or in conjunction with land inside the UGB:

(1) Can be developed at urban densities in a way that makes efficient use of
existing and future public infrastructure investments;

(2) Includes sufficient development capacity to support a healthy economy;

(3) Can be served by public schools and other urban-level public facilities and

selices efficiently and cost-effectively by appropriate and financially capable

seruice providers;

(4) Can be designed to be walkable and served by a well-connected system of
streets by appropriate service providers;

(5) Can be designed to preserve and enhance natural ecological systems; and

(6) Includes suffrcient land suitable for atange of housing types;
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(7) Canbe developed in a way that preserves important natural resource features

included in urban reserves; and

(8) Can be designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects on farm and forest
practices, and adverse effects on important natural landscape features, on

nearby land including land designated as rural reserves."

After LCDC adopted rules implementing SB 1011 in January of 2008, Metro and the three

counties began a two-year public process that included an extensive outreach effort bringing

together citizens, stakeholders, local govemments and agencies throughout the region. That

process involved the application of the urban and rural reserve factors to land within
approximately five miles of the UGB, and resulted in three IGAs being signed by Metro and

each county in 2010 mapping the areas that were determined to be most appropriate as urban and

rural reserves under the statutory factors. Clackamas County and Metro agreed that, under the

factors, Stafford is an appropriate area fot future urbanization.

B. Application of the urban Reserve Factors Under Barkers Fíve

LCDC reviewed the reselve designations adopted by Metro and the counties and issued an

acknowledgement order approving all reserves in August of 2012. Twenty-two parties filed
appeals of LCDC's order with the Oregon Court of Appeals, including the City of West Linn and

the City of Tualatin (the "cities"). The cities argued that Stafford should not have been

designated as urban reserve because it cannot be efficiently and cost-effectively served by
transportation facilities and other public services. In support of that argument the cities pointed

to projected future traffic conditions in the Stafford area as estimated by Metro's 2035 Regional

Transportation Plan (RTP).

The Court of Appeals issued the Barkers Five opinion in February of 2074, affirming LCDC's
decision on the majority of the 26 assignments of eror raised by the opponents, and remanding

on three issues. Regarding Stafford, the court rejected the cities' argument that the eight urban

reserve factors are mandatory criteria that must each be independently satisfied for each study

area. Rather, the court held that the legislature's intent was not to create approval standards, but

rather "factors" to be considered, weighed and balanced in reaching a final decision.

However, the court agreed with the cities' argument that Metro and LCDC failed to adequately

respond to evidence cited by the cities in the 2035 RTP that traffrc in the Stafford area was

projected to exceed the capacity of certain roads by 2035. The court found that the cities had

presented "weighty counteruailing evidence" that transportation facilities in the Stafford area

could not support urbanizalion, and that LCDC and Metro failed to provide any "meaningful

explanation" regarding why, in light of the cities' conflicting evidence, the urban reserve

designation was still appropriate for Stafford.

In addition to their argument regarding transportation facilities, the cities also argued that they

had submitted evidence to Metro and LCDC showing that sewer and water services could not be

cost-effectively extended to Stafford, and that Metro and LCDC also failed to adequately

respond to that evidence. The Court of Appeals did not directly address this argument, because
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the court,s ruling regarding the transportation issues also requires consideration on remand of the

cities' evidence and argUment regarding water and sewer services'

Significantly for purposes of these findings, the Courl of Appeals upheld LCDC's interpretation

ofine phrase .,consiáe.ation of factors" in the statute and the urban reserve rules as being

intendåd to apply in the same manner as the factors that apply to a decision regarding the

location of a UGB expansion under Goal 14. The courl agreed with LCDC that there are three

key principles involvèd in the correct application of th_" urban reserve factors: (1) Metro must
.,upply anå evaluate" each factor, (2) rh" factors must be "weighed and balanced as a whole,"

*itf, 
"o 

single factor being determìnative, and (3) based on the evaluation of each factor, and the

weighing uid bulun"ing oiall factors, Metro must "meaningfully explain" why an urban reserve

designation is appropri ate. Barkers Five at 300-301'

As correctly explained by LCDC and affirmed by the Courl of Appeals, the statute and rules

governing itre dìsignation of urban reserves provide significantly more discretion to Metro

iegarding the..consideration of factors" thanthe cities choose to believe. In their submittal to the

Vãtro Cãuncil, the cities admit that the urban reserve factors are not approval criteria but assert

that the factors do not call for "discretionary" decisions. Given the clear description of the

decision-making process by the Court of Appeals it is difficult to understand why the cities do

not believe that Metro is afforded discretion regarding its consideration of the factors'

As explained by the court, Metro's obligation undel the factors is to provide a written evaluation

of each factor as it applies to an ur.u, *ãigh and balance all factors as a whole, and then provide

a meaningful explanation regarding its ultimate decision for designating the area. Under this

methodology, Metro is not rãquiteã to conclude that aparticular area has a high ranking under

each factorin order to nnd tnát an urban reserve designation is appropriate, so long as each

factor is evaluated, all factors are balanced, and the conclusion is explained. In fact, Metro could

conceivably conclude that Stafford completely fails under one or more of the factors, so long as

Metro provides a meaningful explanation regarding why an urban reserve designation is

nonetheless appropriate after all of the factors are "weighed and balanced" together. The very

nature of a prãcess that directs Metro to "weigh and balance" a list of factors against each other

inherently ùvolves the exercise of considerable discretion. Thus, Metro disagrees with the cities'

suggestion that Metro does not have significant discretion regarding its consideration of the

urban reserve factors.

The following Section C of these findings describes the reasons why Metro again concludes that

the Stafford area was coffectly designated as an urban resetve areain20ll, utilizing the

direction provided by the court of Áppeals regarding the correct methodology for considering

the urban reserve factors.

C. Reasons for Stafford Urban Reserve Designation

The designation of Stafford as an urban reserve area was the culmination of a lengthy and

collaboraltive regional process from early 2008 through 2010. Metro and the three counties

formed committees, began a public involvement process, and established a Reserves Steering

Cornmittee to advise tþ. Cotã 4 regardingreserves designations. The steering committee
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included 52 members and altemates representing interests across the region - business,

agriculture, conservation groups, cities, service districts, and state agencies. Technical analysis

rJgarding the application of the urban reservs factors to parlicular study areas was provided by

spãcialized .rp"rt gloups, including providers of water, sewer, transpoftation, education, and

other urban services.

The four study areas that comprise what is collectively referred to as "stafford" are shown on the

map attached to this staff reporl as Attachment 1. More specifically, the four areas are known as

Stafford (Area 4A), Rosemont (Area 4B), Borland (Area 4C) and Norwood (Area 4D)' As shown

on the map, Areas 4A,4P., and 4C together comprise the "triangle" area that is adjacent to the

cities of West Linn, Lake Oswego, and Tualatin. Those three study areas consist of
approximat ely 4,700 acres and were considered together as Area U-4 by Clackamas County in

their urban reserve analysis. Area 4D contains approximately 1,530 acres and is located to the

south and east of the "triangle," adjacent to the City of Tualatin on the north and the Washington

County border on the west. There are three other acknowledged Washington County urban

."r"*ê areas (Areas 4F.,4F, and 4G) that are located between Area 4D and the City of Tualatin'

In considering the designation of Stafford as an urban reserve area, it is important to remember

the context and purpose of the urban and rural reseryes designations. Because urban reserves are

intended to provide a land supply over a 50-year time horizon, the designation of urban reserve

areas must be based on their physical characteristics, including development capacity and future

serviceability, rather than the current desires of nearby jurisdictions or cuffent infrastructure

conditions. Although there are some impediments to development in parts of these four study

areas due to slopes and natural features - as there are in most areas of our region - most of the

land is suitable for urban-level development, and development concept plans have been prepared

for the Stafford area describing potential development scenarios.

Physically, the Stafford area is very similar to the cities of West Linn and Lake Oswego, which

ur. ,.r.""55fu11y developing at urban densities. The Stafford area is immediately adjacent to

existing urban developrrrelrl. in tluee cities, fäcilitating logical cxtcnsions ot'intiastruoturo.

Stafford is bisected by Interstat e 205 and is within three miles of Interstate 5. Unlike any other

urban reserve study area in the region, the 4,100 acres in the "triangle" that comprise study areas

4A,48 and 4C are actually surrounded on three sides by existing cities and attendant urban

infrastructure. While development levels would not be uniform across all four urban reserve

areas, due in part to topography and natural resource areas, the opportunity exists to create a mix

of uses, housing types and densities where the natural features play arole as amenities, while

complementing existing development in the adjacent neighborhoods.

It is also important to consider the designation of these areas in light of the overall regional

context. The reserve statute and rules require Metro to designate an amount of urban reserves

sufficient to provide a 5O-year supply of land for urban growth across the entire Metro region.

All four Stafford study areas are identified by the Oregon Department of Agriculture (ODA) as

"conflicted" agricultural land that is not suitable to sustain long-term agricultural operations.

Designation oithe Stafford area as urban reserve helps to avoid urban designation of other areas

in thã region, particularly in Washington County, that contain more important or "foundation"

agricultuial land. There are no other areas in the region that provide a similar amount of non-
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foundation farmland that are also sunounded on three sides by existing urban development and
rank as highly as Stafford under the urban reserve factors.

It is true that the Stafford area's status as conflicted agricultural land is not itself directly relevant
to Metro's application of the urban reserve factors, in that the factors do not consider soil type or
the presence of agricultural uses. However, it is also true that many of the reasons that resulted in
ODA's designation of Stafford as conflicted agricultural land are the same reasons that Stafford
ranks highly as an urban reserve area under the applicable factors, such as: proximity to existing
urban development, high land values that support urban development, the presence of existing
commercial, residential and institutional uses in the area, and high potential for future residential
development. The ODA Report describes the Stafford area as follows:

"The integrity of the agricultural lands located within this subregion is seriously
compromised. The few existing commercial operations located in the area are
compromised by surroundin g area development, parcelization and the potential
for future residential development within the exception areas located in the
subregion and at the edges along the UGB. Land values reflect the current
nonresource zoning andlor the speculative land market that exists in the area due
to its location. The core agricultural block is relatively small, providing little
opportunity for the island to stand-alone.

"South of the Tualatin River the few remaining agricultural operations are located
on lands zoned for rural residential use, in an area containing several nonfarm
uses that are generally not considered to be compatible with commercial
agricultural practices. Such uses include churches, schools and retail commercial.
High-density residential development also exists along the river. This area also
shares an edge with the City of Tualatin. Along this edge, inside the UGB, exist
high-density single-family and multifamily residential development. Finally, the
entire area south of the river is arecognized exception arealhat provides no
protection for farm use." ODA Repofi, page 35.

The conclusions of the ODA Report provide support for Metro's conclusion that the existing
characteristics of Stafford make iI an area that has high potential for future urban development,
which is the entire pu{pose behind Metro's application of the urban reserve factors - identifying
those locations across the region where future urbanization makes the most sense.

The following subsections of these findings provide the Metro Council's evaluation of each
factor as it relates to Stafford. The Metro Council adopts and incorporates the findings in Section
VIII.B above regarding the evaluation of each factor as applied to Areas 4A,4B,4C, and 4D. To
the extent any of those findings may conflict with the findings set forth in this section, the
findings in this section shall apply.

1. Can be developed at urban densities in a way that makes effïcient use
of existing and future public infrastructure investments.

The Metro Council finds that the primary focus of this factor is whether there is urbanizable land
in the study area within sufficient proximity to existing urban infrastructure to allow for efficient
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use of that infrastructure. In other words, does the area include developable land that is located in

such a way that future development may utllize existing roads, water and sewer services?

Regarding Stafford, the answãr to this question is a resounding yes. As described elsewhere in

theie find-ings, Stafford is the only urban reserve study areathat is physically surrounded on

three sides by existing city boundaries, dense urban development, and available public

infrastructure. It is alJo bisected by Inters tate 205 and located within three miles of Interstate 5.

Stafford is an anomalous rural are,atharis surrounded by urban development, and its unique

location between and adjacent to the cities of West Linn, Tualatin, and Lake Oswego facilitates

the logical and efficient extension of future development and related infrastructure, which is the

focus of factor #1.

There is no legitimate question regarding the future developability of the Stafford area,

particularly giu"n the proliferation of urban development on identical adjacent terrain. It is true

that there are hills and slopes in the northem portion of Area 4A - however none of the slopes

present development chalienges that are any different from existing development on the other

side of thos" .â*" hills in thã cities of West Linn and Lake oswego. The topography of Area 4A

is essentially identical to that of adjacent urbanized portions of those two cities' Further, existing

residential ãevelopment in the Atherton Heights subdivision in the northem portion of the

Stafford Basin is successfully located on a tall hillside that is significantly steeper than any of the

slopes in Area 4A. Development in many other parts of the Metro region, including Forest

Heights in the City of portland, has been successful on steeper hillsides that present more

chalienges to devålopment than the comparatively gentle and rolling hills of Stafford. Arguments

from the cities that the hills of Stafford are too steep to be developed are easily refuted by simply

looking at existing development in other parts of the region, or at development on the other side

of the same hills in West Linn and Lake Oswego'

It is true that any future development in the Stafford area would need to be varied in density

across the basin due to slopes and other natural features including riparian habitat areas that must

be protected. However, thãre are sufficient developable areas to create a vibrant and diverse

.rrbun area, as depicted in the conceptual development plan submitted by OTAK entitled

..Clackamas County's Next Great Neighborhood." As shown in those materials, the topography

of Stafford and the location of easily developed land in the Borland area (Area 4C) create the

possibility of a development pattem that includes a mix of existing smaller acreage home sites,

io*"'. density neighborhoods, medium density neighborhoods, and mixed use commercial and

office areas. Higher density residential, mixed use and employment areas could be located in the

relatively flat Bãrlan d area, closer to Interstat e 205. As depicted in OTAK's conceptual plan,

medium-density walkable neighborhoods could be developed along the east side of Stafford

Road, while existing low denslty neighborhoods and natural areas further to the north and east

could remain. The ñosemont area (Area 4B) could provide residential development that

complements existing sirnilar developrnent in the adjacent Tanner Basin neighborhood in West

Linn.

The Metro Council finds that the focus of factor #1 is primarily on the potential location of

future urban development in relation to existing infrastructure, while factor #3 considers whether

urban facilities and services may be provided cost-effectively. However, because the two factors
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have been addressed concurently in prior proceedings, the findings below regarding factor #3

are also expressly adopted here for purposes offactor #1.

2, Includes sufficient development capacity to support a healthy economy.

Areas 4A,4B, and 4C contain approximalely 4,700 acres and Area 4D contains approximately
1,530 acres. Together these areas are approximately 6,230 acres, and would provide the region
with a significant amount of developrnent capacity through the end of the urban reserve planning
horizon in2060. Metro and the three counties adopted a total of 28,256 acres of urban reserves,
which is an amount deemed sufficient to provide the Metro region with a 5O-year supply of
urbanizable land. Almost half of that amount, 13,87 4 acrss, was located in Clackamas County,
and the 6,230 acres located in the Stafford area therefore comprise ahnost half of the county's
total urban reserves. Since the enactment of House Bill 4078, which adopted Metro's 2011
addition of 1,986 acres to the UGB and fuilher reduced the amount of urban reserves in
Washington County by about 3,200 acres, the 6,230 acres in Stafford now comprise
approximately 27o/o of the total urban reserve area for the entire Metro region. Thus, based solely
on the math, the fact that the Stafford area provides a significant percentage of the 50-year
supply of urban reserves for the entire region supports a conclusion that Stafford provides future
development capacity sufficient to support a healthy economy under factor #2.

The Metro Council also relies upon its findings set forth immediately above under factor #1

regarding the developability of the Stafford area, as well as the OTAK conceptual development
plan discussed in that section, and the findings above in Section VILB in support of a conclusion
that Stafford can be developed at sufficient capacity to support a healthy urban economy. The
Metro Council finds that factor #2 calls for an inherently discretionary finding regarding what
amount of capacity might "support a healthy economy." The Metro Council further finds that
this factor does not establish any particular threshold amount of development that is required to
"support" a healthy economy; arguably, any amount of additional development capacity in
Stafford oould meet that very gencrally stated goal. Howevur', as tlesLrribed above in the fintlings
regarding factor #1 and in the OTAK conceptual plans, the Stafford area has the potential to
provide significant future development capacity that would be sufficient to "support a healthy
economy" as contemplated under factor #2.

3. Can be efficiently and cost-effectively served with public schools and
other urban-level public facilities and services by appropriate and
financially capable service providers.

The primary dispute regarding Stafford's designation as an urban reserve arises under factor #3.
Although addressed in tandem with factor #I by the cities, in the LCDC acknowledgment order,
and on appeal to the Court of Appeals, the cities' argunents regarding future provision of
facilities and services are focused on costs of roads and the cities' financial ability to provide
water and sewer services under this factor. As described above, the Metro Council finds that
factor #1 regarding "efficient use" of existing and future infrastructure is primarily focused on
the location of future urban development in relation to existingand planned infrastructure, while
factor #3 expressly considers the "cost-effective" provision ofurban facilities and services. The
cities' arguments related to costs of providing transportation, water and sewer sen¿ices are more
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appropriately considered under factor #3.10 However, the findings above regarding factor #l are

also expressly adopted for purposes offactor #3.

In its review of the Stafford urban reserve designations, the Court of Appeals held that Metro and

LCDC failed to adequately respond to evidence submitted by the cities regarding future traffic

conditions in the Stafford area as projected in Metro's 2035 RTP. Although the court did not rule

on the cities' arguments regarding the feasibility of providing water and sewer, those issues are

also consideredãs part of these findings. The remainder of this section responds to the evidence

submitted by the cities regarding the future provision of (a) transportation facilities, and (b)

water and sewer services.

ù, TransPortation Facilities

During the Metro and LCDC proceedings in 2011 the cities contended that Stafford should not

be desìgnated as an urban reserve because traffic projections in Metro's 2035 RTP (adopted in

2010) indicate that four principal roads in the Stafford area will be "failing" under Metro's

mobiiity policies in the RTP. The four facilities at issue are Stafford Road, Borland Road,

Highwáy4 3 , andportions of Interstat e 205 . The cities cited the 203 5 RTP as evidence that

Stafford did not comply with urban reserve factors #l and #3 regarding the provision of urban

services.

Specifically, the cities argued that because the RTP forecasted the roads at issue to be above

cãpacity in2035, future urban development in Stafford could not be effìciently or cost-

efiectively served by transportation infrastructure because there is no current funding to fix the

problems. Therefore the cities argued: (a) Stafford could not "comply" with the factors, and

iU) tft" Metro and LCDC decisions were not supported by substantial evidence in the record.

ihe Court of Appeals rejected the cities' first contention, holding that the urban reserve factors

are not uppro,rJt iteria and therefore "compliance" with each of the factors is not required.

Howevei, the court went on to agree with the cities that the evidence they cited regarding

transportation system forecasts in the 2035 RTP had not been adequately addressed by Metro.

Therèfore, the court concluded that LCDC failed to correctly review Metro's decision for

evidentiary support.

The primary flaw in the cities' argument regarding this factor is that the2035 RTP traffic

foreóasts and related mobility policy maps are not directly relevant to the question posed by the

urban reserve factors, which is whether Stafford can be efficiently and cost-effectively served

with transportation facilities within a S0-year horizon. The RTP traffic forecasts are constantly

evolving projections that provide a snapshot in time of the current estimates of future traffic

congestion in the next25 years. Those estimates are based on funding for system improvement

proþcts that are currently listed in the RTP, and are subject to significant change over the next

25 to 50 years. New improvement projects for roads and highways are added to the RTP project

list on aiegúar basis (sornetimes even between each four-year RTP update cycle, as occurred in

r0 Although factor #l and factor #3 are similar, they should not be construed to have an identical meaning, because

doing so would render one of them superfluous. When different language is used in similar statutory provisions, it is

presumed to have different intended meanings. Lindsey v. Farmers Ins. Co.,170 Or App 458 (2000).
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2013 viaMetro Resolutions 13-4420,13-4421,73-4422,13-4423, and 73-4424), and funding for

those projects is adjusted and prioritized based on need given existing and planned levels of
development. When new proposed improvement projects are added to the RTP project list, the

effects of those future improvements are then applied to the 25-year traffic congestion forecast

for the region as shown on the mobility policy rnaps in the RTP. When new road improvement

projects are added, there is a coffesponding decrease in projected congestion for areas that are

served by those roads.

The cities argued that the 2035 RTP demonstrates that there are no currently identified funds to

fix the problems associated with traffic forecasts on the roads they identified. But this argument

ignores how the planning process actually works for transportation projects, and the fact that new

improvement projects are added to the RTP list on a regular basis. It is true that in 2010, when

the snapshot was taken in the 2035 RTP of funding for the project lists and conesponding traffic

forecasts, there was no identified funding for transportation projects designed to serve an

urbanized Stafford. But when an area such as Stafford that is outside of the UGB is identified as

a potential location for new urban development, the planning process that is required for
urbanization will include identification of new and necessary transportation system

improvements to serve future urban development in that area, and those improvements will then

belncluded on the RTP project list. Adding those improvements to the RTP project list will then

reduce the amount of congestion forecasted on the RTP mobility policy maps for that area.

Thus, there is a "chickerVegg" problem with the cities' reliance on the traffic forecasts in the

2035 RTP as evidence that Stafford cannot be served by roads and highways in the area due to a

lack of funding. When the2035 RTP was adopted in 2010, the Stafford area was simply another

rural residential area outside of the UGB, and had not been specifically designated as an area for

future urban development. Therefore, the 2035 RTP did not prioritize funding for improvement

projects in the Stafford areathat would be necessary for new urban development arising out of a

UGB 
"*pu.rsion. 

In the absence of an existing plan for urbanization of Stafford in 2010, there is

no reason why the region would prioritize funding in the 2035 RTP for improving roads to

accommodats new urban development in that area.

In 2010 Metro adopted amendments to Title 11 of the Urban Growth Management Functional

Plan specifically designed to ensure that areas proposed for urbanization through a UGB

."punrion can and will be served with public facilities such as roads. Title 11 now requires that

loõal govemments must adopt concept plans for an urban reserve area prior to any such area

being added to the UGB by Metro. Concept plans must include detailed descriptions and

proposed locations of all public facilities, including transportation facilities, with estimates of
cost and proposed methods of financing. Concept plans must be jointly prepared by the county,

the city likely to annex the area, and appropriate service districts.

The Title 1 1 concept planning requirements will apply to Stafford if and when that area is

proposed for inclusion in the UGB by a city, and will require detailed planning regarding how

iransportation serices will be provided to the area, including a description of methods for

financing those services. That urban planning process will require adding specific transportation

improvement projects to the RTP project lists for purposes of ensuring there can be adequate

capacity to serve the Stafford area. At that point, once urban development in Stafford takes some
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planning steps towards potential reality, the region could decide to add and prioritize
improvement projects on the RTP project lists that would be necessary to facilitate new urban

development in that area. But in 2010, because Stafford was not in the UGB and not even an

urban reserve area, there was no reason to include or prioritize projects in the 2035 RTP to

facilitate its development.

The RTP is a constantly evolving document that rnerely provides a periodic snapshot forecast of
regional traffic congestion based on current funding priorities for improvement projects on the

RTP project list. The RTP project list is amended and revised on a regular basis. If at some point

in the future, a portion of Stafford is proposed to be added to the UGB, concept planning under

Title 11 must occur and necessary transportation system improvement projects would be added

to the RTP project lists at that time. The Metro Council finds that Lhe 2035 RTP does not

constitute compelling evidence that the Stafford area cannot be efficiently served by
transportation facilities over a 5O-year horizon.

Further, the more recently adopted 2014 RTP includes updated mobility policy maps that reveal

the fallacy of the cities' arguments. The2014 RTP shows that the 2035 RTP mobilitypolicy
maps relied upon by the cities are already outdated and do not constitute substantial evidence to

support a conclusion that it is not possible for Stafford to be served by roads on a 5O-year

planning horizon. On July 17,2014, the Metro Council adopted amendments to the 2035 RTP

via Metro Ordinance No. 14-1340, and also changed the name of the RTP to "2014 RTP."

The mobility policy maps in the 2014 RTP show significant improvement in forecasted traffrc

congestion on principal roads in the Stafford area for the new RTP planning horizon that ends in
2040, as compared to the mobility policy maps relied upon by the cities from the 2035 RTP.

Copies of the three most relevant 2014 maps are included in the record as Exhibit B to the

September 30,2015 staff report (these are close-up versions of the maps focused on the Stafford

area and do not show the entire region).

The maps relied upon by the cities from the 2035 RTP are included in the record as Exhibit C to

the September 30, 2015 staff reporl. Sections of roads that are shown in red are locations that in
2010 were projected to exceed acceptable volume-to-capacity ratios in2035, based on three

different funding scenarios for improvements identified on the RTP project lists. The first
scenario is the "no build" map (Figure 5.5), shown on Exhibit C-1, which essentially shows the

worst case scenario in that it assumes all of the usual projected increases in population, jobs and

new housing units for the region, but assumes that none of the improvements projects listed in
the 2035 RTP will actually be built by 2035. Therefore, this is the map with the most red lines.

The second scenario is the *2035 Federal Policies" map (Figure 5.7), shown on Exhibit C-2,

which assumes that all improvement projects identified on the RTP "financially constrained" list
are built (i.e.,projects using funds from existing identifiable revenue sources). This map shows

decreases in projected congestion compared to the "no build" map. The third scenario is the
*2035Investment Strategy" map (Figure 5.9), shown on Exhibit C-3, which assumes availability
of additional funding for improvement projects Ihat are listed on the RTP project list and are not

"financially constrained" by existing revenue sources, but could be constructed assuming that

other potential funding sources become available.
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Comparing the2014 RTP mobilitypolicymaps to the 2035 RTP maps reveals significant
improvements in projected traffic congestion levels in the Stafford area. The 2035 Investment
Strategy map shows all of IntersIate205, all of Highway 43, and most of Borland Road and

Stafford Road in red, meaning that they are projected to exceed Metro's mobility policy standard

of 0.99 v/c in 2035. Exhibit C-3 to September 30,2015 staff report. However, the corresponding
2040 Investment Strategy map from the 2014 RTP shows no portion of Interstat e 205 or Borland
Road in red, and much smaller portions of Highway 43 and Stafford Road in red. Exhibit B-3 to
September 30,2015 staff report. Therefore, to borrow the imprecise language ernployed by the
cities, these facilities are no longer projected to be "failing" as the cities previously claimed. The

dramatic change regarding the forecast for Interstate 205 in this area is due in part to new project
assumptions for the I-205 and I-5 system that had not been included in the 2035 RTP. One of the
specific investment strategies included in the 2014 RTP is to "address congestion bottleneck
along I-205;' (2014 RTP Appendix 3.1, page302).

The significant irnprovements in projected traffic congestion in the Stafford area in just four
years between Metro's adoption of the 2035 RTP and the 2014 RTP provide evidence that
refutes the cities' arguments and supports a conclusion that Stafford could be efficiently and

cost-effectively served by transportation facilities under the relevant urban reserve factors. This
evidence provides the "meaningful response" to the evidence cited by the cities from the 2035
RTP that the court of appeals found was lacking. At the same time, this evidence illuminates the
fundamental problem with the cities' arguments that were based on the 2035 RTP mobility
policy maps. As explained above, the 25-year RTP mobility policy maps reflect a constantly
changing set of projects and related funding assumptions that do not constitute substantial
evidence for purposes of determining whether Stafford may be efficiently and cost effectively
sen¿ed by transportation facilities on a 50-year planning horizon.

b. Water and Sewer Services

At the Court of Appeals, the cities also challenged the evidentiary support for Metro's findings
regarding the provision of water and sewer service to Stafford under urban reserve factors #I and

#3. The court did not specifically review these arguments, but instead remanded the entire
Stafford reserve designation based on its ruling regarding transportation issues.

The evidentiary record supporting Metro's consideration of each urban reserve factor is
extensive. Regarding provision of water and sewer to Stafford under urban reserve factors #1 and

#3, Metro adopted detailed fìndings citing specific evidence supporting an urban reserve

designation under the factors, set forth above in Section VII.B. Those findings note that technical
assessments provided to the Core 4 Reserves Steering Committee by working groups consisting
of experts and actual service providers rated the Stafford area as being "highly suitable" for both
water and sewer service.

A summary of the analysis regarding water service suitability is included in the record as Exhibit
E to the September 30,2015 staff report, which is a memorandum from the Core 4 Technical
Team to the Core 4 Reserves Steering Committee dated February 9,2009. The water service
analysis was coordinated by the Regional Water Providers Consortium, and involved review of
specific reserve study areas by alarge group of water service providers, who applied specific
criteria to each area including: (a) proximity to a curent service provider; (b) topography; (c) use
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of existing resources; and (d) source of water. Each area was analyzed by the group of expefis,
ranked as high, medium, or low suitability for providing water services, and mapped. The results
of the group's analysis were presented at a meeting of the technical committee of the Regional
Water Providers Consortium and the proposed map was provided to all members of the
committee for review and comment. As shown on the map attached to the Core 4 memo, the
Stafford area was ranked as being "highly suitable" for water service.

A summary of the analysis regarding sewer service suitability is included in the record as

Exhibit F to the September 30,2015 staff report, which is also a memorandum from the Core 4
Technical Team dated February 9,2009. The sewer service analysis was the result of work done
by a "sanitary sewers expert group" of engineers and key staff from potentially impacted service
providers, who applied their professional expertise and knowledge of nearby areas and facilities.
The expert group applied a set ofcriteria to each reserve study area, including (a) topography;
(b) proximity to a current waste water treatment plant; (c) existing capacity of that plant; and (d)
the ability to expand the treatment plant. Each area was analyzed by the group of experts, ranked
as high, medium, or low suitability for providing sewer services, and mapped. The results of the
group's analysis were digitized and sent to all participating service providers for comment. As
shown on the map attached to the Core 4 memo, the Stafford area was ranked by the expert
group as being "highly suitable" for sewer service.

Further analysis regarding water and sewer services in urban reserve areas was undertaken by
Clackamas County and provided in a technical memorandum dated July 8, 2009, included in the
record as Exhibit G to the September 30,2015 staff report. That memorandum provides a
detailed analysis of each reserve study area under the urban reserye factors and makes
recommendations for each study area. Regarding Stafford, the county analysis recommends
designating Stafford as urban reserve, based in part on the fact that it ranks "high" for both water
and sewer serviceability. As concluded by the county, the area can be relatively easily served
because of proximity to existing conveyance systems and pump stations.

The City of Tualatin submitted evidence challenging the Clackamas County analysis regarding
water and sewer based on a report prepared by engineering firm CH2M Hill, which was
forwarded to the Core 4 Reserves Steering Committee on October 13,2009.In that letter, the
city expresses disagreement with many of the county's conclusions regarding the suitability
rankings, and provided its own cost estimates regarding future provision of water and sewer
services.

Metro staff reviewed the analysis in the City of Tualatin's letter and the CH2M Hill materials
and prepared a responsive memorandum dated September 17,2015, attached as Exhibit I to the
September 30,2015 staff report. As described in that memo, the fundamental flaw in the city's
argument is that the city's analysis and cost estimates do not consider the same geographic area
that was studied by Clackamas County and Metro, and therefore the comparisons provided by
the city are not accurate. The map attached to Exhibit I illustrates the significant differences
between the two study areas. The county's analysis was for its urban reserve study arealJ-4,
which consisted primarily of the areathat became areas 4A and 48 - land between the existing
UGB and Interstate 205 - plus the portion of area 4C located north of I-205. However, the city's
analysis considers only the area proximate to the City of Tualatin, bounded by the Tualatin River
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to the north and Stafford Road to the east, thereby excluding all of areas 4A and 48, which

comprised the vast majority of the land analyzed by the county in its analysis. The flaws

resulting from this approach regarding application of the urban reserve factors are described in

the staff memorandum dated September 17, 2075.

4. Can be designed to be walkable and served with a well-connected
system of streets, bikeways, recreation trails and public transit by
appropriate service Providers.

The Metro Council finds that there are no impediments to the design of future development in

the Stafford areathat would prevent it from being served with a well-connected system of streets,

bikeways, walkable pedestrian paths and recreation trails, or public transit. The Stafford area is

already relatively developed, compared with many other urban reservs areas, and is currently

served with a well-connected system of streets. Designing a new urban area to be walkable and

bikeable is no more complicated than designing road improvements that include sidewalks and

bike lanes as portions of the new urban area develop. There is a sufficient amount of
undeveloped land in the Stafford areato design street, bicycle and pedestrian connections within
and across the area as part of future concept planning.

As noted in the findings above in Section VII.B, the location of Stafford immediately adjacent to

three existing cities and urban development on three sides makes it considerably easier to design

new urban areas that provide transportation connections to existing infrastructure. Any portions

of Stafford that are first proposed for inclusion inside the UGB will necessarily be adjacent to the

existing UGB and related transportation facilities. The Metro Council finds that there are few, if
any, other areas in the region that have the potential to create the same level and type of
pedestrian connections within and across the area.

As described elsewhere in these findings, any future proposals to include some poftion of
Stafford within the UGB will require that areato first be concept planned under Title 11 of
Metro's Urban Growth Management Functional Plan (UGMFP). Title 11 requires concept plans

for an area to include detailed descriptions and proposed locations of all public facilities,

including transportation facilities and connections of any new transportation facilities to existing

systems. Concept planning will require provision for bikeways, pedestrian pathways and, where

appropriate, recreational trails. The existing IGA between Metro and Clackamas County

regarding the designation of Stafford as an urban reserve area provides that any future concept

plans for the area will include the Borland Road area as being planned and developed as a town

center area serving the other parts of Stafford to the north (Area 4A) and south (Area 4D). The

IGA also specifically requires that future concept planning will ensure that areas suitable for a

mix of urban uses "will include designs for a walkable, transit-supportive development pattern."

A very preliminary conceptual development plan for Stafford was submitted by OTAK, entitled

"Clackamas County's Next Great Neighborhood." As shown in those materials, and as provided

in the IGA between Metro and the county, future planning for development across Stafford could

include a relatively dense and pedestrian friendly mixed use town center and office district in the

Borland area (Area 4C), as well as medium density walkable neighborhoods in the same area and

fuither to the north along Stafford and Johnson Roads. The OTAK plan also depicts conceptual

street design that includes the sidewalks and bike lanes that would be required as part of a
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concept plan proposal under Title 1 1 for future urbanization of any portion of the Stafford area'

The OTAK proposal supports Metro's finding that Stafford can be designed to be walkable and

served with streets and other altemative transporlation options.

The cities assert that Stafford could never be walkable and connected due to existing
parcelization and because they believe that some larger parcels are "unlikely to redevelop." The

Metro Council finds that the cities' opinion regarding whether or not particular parcels in the

Stafford aÍea are likely to redevelop does not affect the Council's evaluation under urban reserve

factor #4, which asks the question of whether the area "can be designed" to be walkable and

served with streets, bikeways, trails and public transit. The question is not whether or when

particular parts of Stafford may or may not be developed, the question is whether, assuming that

urbanization will occur at some point in the future, the area "can be designed" in a way to

accommodate future transportation needs, including alternative transportation and recreation.

The Metro Council finds that there is no reason the Stafford area cannot be designed in such a

manner, as evidenced by the OTAK conceptual plan.

5. Can be designed to preserve and enhance natural ecological systems.

Similar to urban reserve factor #4,the relevant question to be considered under this factor is

whether proposed future urban development in the Stafford atea"can be designed" to preserve

and enhance natural ecological systems. The Metro Council finds that there are no significant

challenges to designing future development in the Stafford area in a manner that will preserve

and enhance natural ecological systems in the area. In fact, the existing IGA between Metro and

the county specifically requires that any future concept planning for Stafford "shall recognize

environmental and topographic constraints and habitat areas," including the riparian areas along

creeks in the North Stafford Area, "recognizing that these areas include important natural

features, and sensitive areas that may not be appropriate for urban development." Thus, the intent

behind urban reserye factor #5 has been embedded in the requirements for planning any future

development in the Stafford area and those development plans can (and must) be designed to

protect and enhance natural ecological systems. Also, as noted in the findings above in Section

VII.B, any future development will be subject to state and Metro rules that are specifically

designed to protect upland habitat, floodplains, steep slopes and riparian areas.

The cities do not attempt to argue that future development in Stafford cannot be designed to

protect natural ecological systems. The cities instead contend that doing so will reduce the

amount of developable land and make connectivity, walkability and development of the

remaining lands "much more difficult and expensive." However, the question posed by urban

reserve factor #5 is not whether protecting ecological systems will make it more difficult or

expensive to develop other areas. The question is whether future development "can be designed"

to preserve and enhance ecological systems. The Metro Council finds that the answer to that

question is very clearly yes.

Metro's findings and the IGA with Clackamas County acknowledge the existence of some

environmentally constrained lands and the fact that those areas will reduce the total amount of
developable acreage in Stafford. However, that fact does not irnpact the overall analysis under

the factors, weighed and balanced as a whole, regarding whether or not the entire 6,230-acre

Stafford area should be designated as an urban reserve. As concluded elsewhere in these
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findings, even when environmental protections are taken into account Stafford provides
sufficient development capacity to support a healthy economy under factor #2 and includes
sufficient land suitable for a range of needed housing types under factor #6.

6. Includes sufflicient land suitable for a range of needed housing types.

The four areas that constitute the Stafford area contain approximately 6,230 acres. The
topography is varied, from the rolling hills in the north to the comparatively flat areas to the
south in Borland and Norwood. The variations in topography and existing development patterns
enhance the ability of Stafford to provide a diverse range of needed housing types across the
area. As depicted in the conceptual plan submitted by OTAK, and as provided in the IGA
between Metro and Clackamas County, the Borland area provides a potential mixed use town
center area, including higher density housing in the form of apartments or condominiums. The
area south of Luscher Farm along Stafford and Johnson Roads includes generally larger lots that
could be developed as medium-density neighborhoods that still focus jobs and housing closer to
the vicinity of Interstat e 205 . The OTAK proposal also identifies the northem portion of Area 4A
as being a potential location for somewhat lower density single-family neighborhoods. Types
and density of future development in Stafford would not be proposed until a concept plan is
prepared by one of the adjacent cities for some portion of the Stafford area, and Metro
determines there is a need to expand the UGB into that particular area. The Metro Council finds
there is sufficient land in the Stafford area to provide the full range of needed housing types.

7. Can be developed in a way that preserves important natural
landscape features included in urban reserves.

The Metro Council finds that the Stafford area can be developed in a way that preserves
important natural landscape features. The two important natural landscape features that have
been identified to date are the Wilson Creek and Tualatin River systems. For the same reasons
described above regarding factor #5, which requires evaluation of the ability to preserve Wilson
Creek and other riparian areas, these riparian areas may also be preserved as important natural
landscape features. Any future plans for development in Stafford will need to be made in
compliance with applicable state and Metro regulations that are specifically designed to protect
upland habitat, floodplains, steep slopes and riparian areas. There are no significant challenges to
designing future development in the Stafford area in a manner that will preserve natural
landscape features. The Metro Council expressly adopts the findings above regarding factor #5
regarding this factor.

8. Can be designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects on farm and
forest practices, and adverse effects on important natural landscape
features, on nearby land including land designated as rural reserve.

Stafford is an ideal candidate for urban reserve under this factor because of its location. Areas
4A and 4B are surounded on three sides by existing urban development, and future development
ofthose areas would have no potential adverse effects on farm or forest practices, or on any land
designated as rural reserve. Similarly, Area 4C is adjacent on the east and west sides to urban
development in the cities of Tualatin and West Linn, and its southern boundary is adjacent to an
undesignated area that consists of conflicted agricultural land. Area4D is adjacent to the City of
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Tualatin and to other large urban reserve areas (Areas 4E, 4F, and 4G) that are located between
Atea 4D and the cities of Tualatin and Wilsonville. Most of the eastern boundary of Area 4D is
adjacent to an undesignated area, with a small portion adjacent to a rural reserve areathat
consists of conflicted agricultural land. To the extent that any future development in the Stafford
area could have potential adverse effects on farm and forest practices, which appears very
unlikely based on its location, the Metro Council finds that future planning of ãèvelopment in
Stafford can be designed to avoid or minimize adverse effects on farm and forest pruõti"". on
nearby land.

9. Weighing and Balancing of the Factors and Explanation of 'Why an
Urban Reserve Designation is Appropriate for Stafford.

As explained by the Court of Appeals, Metro's role is first to apply and evaluate each factor;
next, the factors must be "weighed and balanced as a whole." As noted by the couft, no single
factor is determinative, nor are the individual factors necessarily threshoids that must be met.
Barkers Five at 300. Accordingly, even if Stafford entirely failed under one or more of the
factors as part of the evaluation, Metro could still conclude that an urban reserve designation is
appropriate after all of the factors are weighed and balanced together, so long as a "méaningful
explanation" is provided for that conclusion.

Based on the foregoing evaluation of the each of the urban reserye factors, the Metro Council
concludes that the Stafford area eaÍts a very high ranking under seven of the eight factors, and
an average ranking on factor #3 regarding cost-effective provision ofurban services. There is no
dispute that extending services to the Stafford area will be expensive; however, there are
significant costs and challenges associated with providing new urban services to any part of the
region where new urban development is being proposed. The Metro Council disagrees with the
cities' position that in order to be designated as an urban reserve, funding sources must be
identified for all future infrastructure needs and improvements n"".sury for the urbanization of
Stafford. That position is not consistent with the statutory purpose of urban reserves, which is to
designate a 5O-year supply of potential urban land for the region. The level of detail the cities
desire at this stage will be conectly considered at the time a particular area is proposed for
addition to the UGB, which may or may not occur for the entire Stafford u..ui,r.1. the next 50
years.

The process of future urban development of Stafford is likely to occur over the course of many
decades. The first step in any potential addition of a portion of Stafford into the UGB will ,.rquir"
one of the cities to propose a concept plan for a particular expansion area, as required by fitlå t t
of the UGMFP. Under Title 11, that plan must include detailed descriptionr und ptoporãd
locations of all public facilities, including transportation facilities, wilh estimates of cost and
proposed methods of fìnancing. In other words, the details regarding exactly how any portion of
Stafford will be served with infrastructure, and how that infrastructure will be paid for, must be
worked out at the time an area is considered for inclusion in the UGB so that a decision can be
made regarding whether actual urbanization is possible and appropriate.

The 5O-year growth forecast indicates that the Metro region will need to be able to accommodate
between 1.7 and l.gmillionnewresidentsby 2060. September 15,2009 COORecommendation,
App. 3E-C, Table C-2. The pu{pose of designating urban reserve areas is to identify locations
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across the region that would provide the best opporlunities for providing homes and jobs for
those new residents within the 50 year horizon. Urban reserve designations should not, and do

not, require the identification of all future sources of funding for infrastructure within the urban
reserve areas today.

Based on the analysis set forth above, and the weighing and balancing of all urban reserve

factors as a whole, the Metro Council concludes that Stafford is appropriately designated as an

urban reserve area under the applicable statutes and rules. Given the unique location of Stafford,
its proximity to existing cities, its size and ability to provide a significant amount of development
capacily in the form of a wide range of needed housing types as well as mixed-use and

employment land, its location in an area that consists of conflicted agricultural land where
adverse impacts on farm use can be avoided, and its high ranking under nearly all of the urban
reserve factors, Stafford is one of the most obvious candidates for an urban reserve designation
in the entire region.

IX. CONSISTENCY \ilITH REGIONAL AND STATE POLICIES

A. Regional Framework Plan

Policy 1.1: Urban Form (1.1.1(a)2.3)

The determination of the amount of urban reserves needed to accommodate growth to the year

2060 was based upon the current focus of the 2040 Growth Concept on compact, mixed-use,
pedestrian-friendly and transit-supportive communities and a new strategy of investment to use

land more efficiently. The reserves decision assumes that residential and commercial
development will occur in development patterns more compact than the current overall
settlement pattern in the UGB. In addition, amendments made by the reserves decisions to Title
11 (Planning for New Urban Areas) of the Urban Growth Management Functional Plan place
greater emphasis than the previous version of Title 11 on "great communities" that achieve levels
of intensity that will support transit and other public facilities and services.

The four governments selected urban reserves with factor OAR 660-027-0050(2) (healthy

economy) in mind. Rating potential urban reserves for suitability for industrial development,
using staff maps and the Business Coalition Constrained Landfor Development and
Employment Map produced by Group McKenzie, resulted in designation of thousands of acres

suitable for industrial and other employment uses as urban reserves. These reserves are

distributed around the region to provide opportunities in all parts of the region.

Policv 1.6: Growth Management (1.6.1(a))

See finding for Policy 1.1.

1c
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Policv 1.7 : UrbanlRural Transition

The four govemments inventoried important natural landscape features outside the UGB and

used those features to help make a clear transitions from urban to rural lands. The findings

above explain how the goveffìments applied the landscape features factors in OAR 660-027-

0060(3) in designation of urban and rural reserves and demonstrate the use of natural and built
features to define the extent of urban reserves.

Policv 1.1 I : eishbor Cities

The four govemments reached out to the non-Metro cities within the three counties and to

Columbia, Yamhill and Marion counties and their cities to hear their concerns about designation

of reserves near their boundaries. All expressed an interest in maintenance of separation

between the metro urban area and their own communities. The four governments were careful

not to designate urban reserves too close to any of these communities. As the findings above

indicate, the counties consulted with "neighbor cities" within their borders about which lands

near them should be left un designated so they have room to grow, and which lands to designate

rural reserve to preserve separation. The city of Sandy asked Metro and Clackamas County to

revise the three governments' agreement to protect a green corridor along Hwy 26 between

Gresham and Sandy. At the time of adoption of these decisions, the three governments agreed

upon a set of principles to guide revision to the agreement to use reserves to protect the corridor.

ture ource 2 1.t2.4

See section II of the findings for explanation of the designation of farmland as urban or rural

reserves. Metro's Ordinance No. 10-12384 revises Policy l.12to conform to the new approach

to urban and rural reserves.

Polic)¡ 1.13 Participation of Citizens

See sections III and IX (Goal 1) of the findings for fulI discussion of the public involvement

process. The findings for each county (sections VI, VII and VII! discuss the individual efforts

of the counties to involve the public in decision-rnaking.

Policv 2.8: The Natural Environment

The four govemments inventoried important natural landscape features outside the UGB and

used the information to identify natural resources that should be protected from urbanization'

The findings above explain how the governments applied the landscape features factors in OAR

660-021-0060(3) in designation ofrural reserves for long-term protection ofnatural resources'

B. Statewide Planning Goals

Goal 1 - Citizen Involvement

The four govefftments developed an overall public involvement program and, pursuant to the

Reserve Rule IOAR 660-027-0030(2)], submitted the program to the State Citizen Involvement

2
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Advisory Committee (CIAC) for review. The CIAC endorsed the prograrn. The four

golr"*-"nts implemented the proglam over the next two and a half years. Each county and

t4etro adapted the program to fit its own public involvement policies and practices, described

above. In all, the four govenìments carried out an extraordinary process of involvement that

involved workshops, op"n houses, public hearings, advisory committee meeting open to the

public and opportùnities to comment at the govemments' websites. These efforts fuIfilIthe
governments' responsibilities under Goal 1'

Goal 2 - Land Use Plannins

There are two principal requirements in Goal 2: providing an adequate factual base for planning

decisions and ènsuring cooìdination with those affected by the planning decisions. The record

submitted to LCDC contains an enorrnous body of information, some prepared by the four

govemments, some prepared by their advisory committees and some prepared by citizens and

órganizations that pârtiðipated in the many opportunities for comment. These fìndings make

reference to some of the materials. The information in the record provides an ample basis for the

urban and rural reserve designated by the four governments'

The four governments coordinated their planning efforts with all affected general and limited

purpose govefftments and districts and many profit and non-profit otganizations in the region

iutrà ro1¡" beyond the region, such as Marion, Yamhill and Polk Counties and state agencies)

and, as u r..rrit, received a great amount of comment from these govemments. The govemments

responded in writing to these comments at several stages in the two and one-half year efforl,

contained in the recórd submitted to LCDC. See Attachment2 to June 3, 2010, Staff Report,

Metro Rec._. These findings make an additional effort to respond to comments from partner

go,r"-r11.ntr lcities, districts, agencies) on particular areas. These efforts to notify, receive

comment, accommodate and respond to comment fulfill the govemments' responsibilities under

Goal2.

Goal 3-A tural Lands

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designatãns or land regulations for lands subject to Goal 3. Designation of agricultural land as

*ruir"r"*e protects the land from inclusion within an urban growth boundary and from re-

designation as urban reserye for 50 years. Designation of agricultural land as urban reserve

,n"uã, the land may be added to a UGB over the next 50 years. Goal 3 will apply to the addition

of urban reserves to a UGB. The designation of these urban and rural reserves is consistent with

Goal 3.

Goal4 - F Lands

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designations or land regulations for lands subject to Goal 4. Designation of forest land as rural

,"r"*" protects the land from inclusion within an urban growth boundary and from re-

designatìon as urban reserve for 50 years. Designation of forest land as urban reserve means the

landlmay be added to a UGB over the next 50 years. Goal 4 will apply to the addition of urban

reserves to a UGB. The designation of reserves is consistent with Goal 4.
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Goal 5 - Natural Resources. Scentc Historic Areas and Soaces

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designations or land regulations for lands inventoried and protected as Goal 5 resource lands'

Designation of Goal 5 resources as rural reserve protects the land from inclusion within an urban

growth boundary and from re-designation as urban reservs for 50 years. Designation of Goal 5

i"rorr."", as urban reserve means the land may be added to a UGB over the next 50 years. Goal

5 will apply to the addition of urban reserves to a UGB. The designation of reserves is consistent

with Goal5.

Goal6 - Air- Water and Land Oualitv

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designations or land regulations intended to protect air, water or land resources quality. Nor

does designation of reserves invoke state or federal air or water quality regulations. The

designation of reserves is consistent with Goal 6'

GoalT - Subiect to N I Hazards

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designations or land regulations intended to protect people or property from naturalhazatds'

Nonetheless, the four governments consulted existing inventories of areas subject to flooding,

landslides and earthquakes for pulposes of determining their suitability for urbanization or for

designation as rural reserve as important natural landscape features. This information guided the

reserves designations, as indicated in the findings for particular reserves, and supported

designation of some areas as rural reserves. Goal 7 will apply to future decisions to include any

urban reserves in the UGB. The designation of reserves is consistent with Goal 7.

Goal 8 - Needs

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designations or land regulations intended to satisff recreational needs. The designation of
reserves is consistent with Goal 8.

Goal 9 - Economic Development

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan

designations or land regulations for lands subject to Goal 9. All urban and rural reserves lie

outside the UGB. No land planned and zoned for rural employment was designated rural

reserve. Designation of land as urban reserve helps achieve the objectives of Goal 9. Much

urban reserve is suitable for industrial and other employment uses; designation of land suitable

for employment as urban reserve increases the likelihood that it will become available for

employment uses over time. The designation of reserves is consistent with Goal 9.

Goal 10 - Housing

All urban and rural reserves lie outside the UGB. No land planned and zoned to provide needed

housing was designated urban or rural reserve. The designation ofurban and rural reserves does
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not change or affect comprehensive plan designations or land regulations and does not remove or
limit opportunities for housing. The designation of reserves is consistent with Goal 10.

Goal 11 - Public Facilities and Services

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan
designations or land regulations and does not place any limitations on the provision of rural
facilities and services. The four govemments assessed the feasibility of providing urban
facilities and services to lands under consideration for designation as urban reserve. This
assessment guided the designations and increases the likelihood that urban reserves added to the
UGB can be provided with urban facilities and services efÍiciently and cost-effectively. The
designation of reserves is consistent with Goal 1 1.

Goal 12 - Transportation

The designation of urban and rural reseles does not change or affect comprehensive plan
designations or land regulations and does not place any limitations on the provision of rural
transportation facilities or improvements. The four governments assessed the feasibility of
providing urban transportation facilities to lands under consideration for designation as urban
reserve, with assistance from the Oregon Department of Transportation. This assessment guided
the designations and increases the likelihood that urban reserves added to the UGB can be
provided with urban transportation facilities efficiently and cost-effectively. The designation of
reserves is consistent with Goal12.

13-

The designation of urban and rural reserves does not change or affect comprehensive plan
designations or land regulations and has no effect on energy conservation. The designation of
reserves is consistent with Goal 13.

Goal 14 - Urbanization

The designation of urban and rural reserves directly influences future expansion of UGBs, but
does not add any land to a UGB or urbanize any land. Goal 14 will apply to future decisions to
add urban reserves to the regional UGB. The designation of urban and rural reseles is consistent
with Goal 14.

Goal 15 - Will River Greenwav

No land subject to county regulations to protect the Willamette River Greenway was designated
urban reserve. The designation of urban and rural reserves is consistent with Goal 15.
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INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT
STAFFORD URBAN RESERVE AREAS

THIS INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEMENT ("Agteement") is made this _ day
of May 2071, by Clackarnas County ("County"), Metro, the City of Lake Oswego, the City of
Tualatin, and the City of V/est Linn (individually a "City", collectively the "Cities") (together the
"Parties"). This is an addendum to the Intergovernmental Agreement between Metro and
Clackamas County To Adopt Urban and Rural Reserves entered into pursuant to ORS l95.l4l
and ORS 190.010 to 190.110 and dated March3,2010 ("Reserves IGA").

RECITALS

1. The Metro Council and the Clackamas County Commission are working together to ftnalize
the designation of urban and rural reserves by adopting findings in support of the decisions
made by Metro, Clackamas County, Multnomah County, and Washington County in 2010;

2. Under state law, Metro and the three counties in the region are tasked with identifying those
areas adjacent to the existing urban growth boundary (UGB) that are best suited for providing
land to accommodate urban growth in the region over the next 40 to 50 years;

3. The Cities have long opposed the designation of Metro study arcas 4A,4P.,4C and 4D
("Stafford") as urban reserve because of concems with regard to efficient use of existing and
currently planned future public infrastructure investments and whether urban level public
services can be efficiently and cost-effectively provided by appropriate and financially
capable service providers;

4. The Parties recognize that resolving the dispute over the designation of Stafford will enable
the parties to focus collaboratively on planning for and providing urban services and
prioritizingthe needed regional improvements to the transportation system, such as the
widening of I-205 from Oregon City to Stafford Road;

5. The Parties enter into this IGA in order to alleviate the concerns of the Cities and better
support the designation ofStafford under the Factors by ensuring an orderly process for any
urbanization of Stafford where the Cities will have control over the planning, process and
timing for the urbanization of Stafford, that the Parties will coordinate with one another and
with any affected special districts serving Stafford on the effective date of this Agreement,
and that Stafford will not be urbanized before appropriate urban services will be available;
and

6. The Parties also desire to recognize that the Stafford Hamlet and surrounding area is a unique
enclave in Clackamas County that has a long standing agricultural heritage, significant
environmental assets, and valued open space that should be preserved through the concept
planning process;

NOW, THEREFORE, it is mutually agreed that the Parties voluntarily enter into this
Intergovernmental Agreement addressing issues and concetns raised by the Cities regarding the
designation of Stafford as an urban reserve. Specifically, the Parties agree as follows:
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1. City Governânce. The Parties agree that Stafford will be governed by one or more
of the Cities upon expansion of the urban growth boundary and annexation. The
goveming City will have the authority to decide what land uses should be planned
for, and when and how municipal services will be provided. Notwithstanding
anlhing to the contrary in the Reserves IGA, Exhibit B, Section 4, or Metro Code
Sections 3.07 .1105 to 3.07 .I130 ("Title 1 1"), Metro and the County will oppose any
future effort to incorporate a new city. Metro and the County will similarly oppose
creation of any service district to provide water or sanitary sewer services in Stafford
outside of a city, unless there is no practicable alternative to creation or expansion of
a sewer district in order to remediate a health hazard created by development in
existence on the effective date of this IGA.

2. Completion of a City Concept Plan

a. The Parties recognize that the Cities will be the public bodies that have the
responsibility to plan for any future urbanization of Stafford and that the
urbanization of Stafford will only occur upon annexation to one or more of the
Cities. Prior to adding any part of Stafford to the UGB, the City that will be
responsible for annexingthatparl of Stafford must first have developed a

concept plan for the area describing how the area will be planned and
developed after inclusion in the UGB. The timing for commencement and
completion of a concept plan will be up to the City.

b. The Cities will coordinate concept planning with one another and with the
County and special districts serving Stafford on the effective date of this
Agreement to determine which City or special district is the appropriate urban
services provider for each part ofStafford. The Parties agree to develop a
preliminary concept plan to address transportation, density, community
character, and infrastructure issues to help ensure that future, more detailed
sub-area "concept plans" can be developed and coordinated. The parties
agree to participate in good faith in future planning efforts for Stafford, in
coordination with each other, and with other public, private, and community
stakeholders.

c. Each governing City will be responsible for deterrhining the pace and timing
of future development within an area to be incorporated into the UGB. The
form and character of development will be determined through the concept
planning process under Title 11 and Section 2 of this Agreement, and will be
consistent with community values and environmental requirements.

d. The County shall not amend the Comprehensive Plan or Zoning and
Development Ordinance or the Comprehensive Plan Map or zoning
designations:

To allow within Urban Reserve areas, new uses that were not allowed
on the date the Urban Resele areas were designated, except those
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uses mandated by amendments to the oregon Revised statutes or
oregon Administrative Rules enacted after designation of urban
Reserves.

ii. To allow within urban Reserve areas, the creation of new lots or
parcels smaller than allowed on the date urban Resele areas \ryere
designated, except as mandated by amendments to the oregon Revised
statutes or oregon Administrative Rules enacted after designation of
urban Reserves. The purpose of the designation is to preserve lands
for potential future urban development, not to facilitate or expedite
their development under County zoning.

e. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in Metro code 3.07.1110(d), Metro
agrees that the concept plan or plans developed pursuant to Section 2 of this
Agreement will be used to designate 2040 design types for Stafford and to
develop conditions in the Metro ordinance that adds any Stafford territory to
the UGB. The Parties agree that the concept plans will govem amendments to
the Cities and County comprehensive plans and land use regulations following
addition of the areato the UGB.

3' Citizen Involvement. The Parties agree that future decision-making regarding the
timing and content of concept planning and the expansion of the UGB must involve
the participation of citizens from the Stafford community, as well as other
stakeholders, and will take into account public testimony about desired community
character, preservation of natural features, and other community concerns when
developing the concept plans.

4. Urban Services Agreements. At such point in time that any portion of Stafford is
included within the UGB, the City that is responsible for urbanization of that area will
negotiate and enter into an urban services agreement pursuant to ORS 195.065 with
any special district that is providing services to that area ofstafford on the effective
date of this Agreement or that may be created thereafter pursuant to Section 1 of this
Agreement.

Grant Funding for Transportation Planning. Metro and the County will undertake
a transportation planning project using the $170,000 Community planning and
Development Grant from Metro to the County to study and plan for transportation
and other public infrastructure conditions and needs in the Stafford area. Work on this
planning project is anticipated to begin once Metro and the County have finali zed the
decision on urban reserves.

6. Support for Widening I-205. The Parties agree to continue to support the Joint
Policy Advisory Committee on Transportation's decision to make widening I-205
from Oregon City to Stafford Road a top priority for regional transportation projects
in order to help address the significant transportation infrastructure issues related to
future urbanization of Stafford as well as other regional transportation needs.

5
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7. Transportation and Infrastructure Improvements. Urbanization and urban
development will be planned to coincide with transportation and infrastructure
improvement necessary to serve such development.

The Findings. This IGA will be entered into the record of the Metro and Clackamas
County proceedings on the remand of the 2010 Stafford urban reserve designation.
The Metro and County remand findings will cite this IGA as evidence necessary to
meet the designation requirement under oRS 195.1a5(5)(c) and oAR 660-027:
0050(3) that the Stafford area can be served by urban level public facilities and
services efficiently and cost-effectively by appropriate and financially capable se¡ice
providers.

9. No Appeal by the Cities. In consideration for the promises and commitments made
herein, the Cities agree that the Cities will not challenge the designation of Stafford as
urban Reserve either before the State of oregon Land conservation and
Development commission or by appeal to the oregon court of Appeals.

10. Governing Law. The laws of the State of Oregon will govem this Agreement and
the Parties will submit to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State of Oregon.

11. Amendments. This Agreement may be amended at any time with the written consent
of all Parties.

12. Severability. If any covenant or provision of this Agreement is adjudged void, such
adjudication will not affect the validity, obligation, or performance of any other
covenant or provision which in itself is valid if such remainder would then continue
to conform with the terms and requirements of applicable law and the intent of this
Agreement.

13. Term. This Agreement shall be effective upon execution by all Parties identified
herein. This Agreement will terminate on the same date as the Reserves IGA,
December 3I,2060, unless terminated earlier by agreement of the Parties. If during
the term of this Agreement there is a change in applicable law or other circumstance
that materially affects compliance with one or more provisions of this Agreement, the
Parties agree to negotiate in a good faith a revision to this Agreement to ãddress such
law or circumstance in manner consistent with the intent of this Agreement.

ISignatures on Following Page]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, each party has caused this Intergovernmental Agreement to be
executed by its duly authorized representative on the date first mentioned above.

Dated: May _ ,2017
Metro Council

Dated: May _ ,2017
Clackamas County

Dated: May _ ,2017
City of Lake Oswego

Dated: May _ ,2077
City of Tualatin

Dated: May _ ,2017
City of West Linn
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COUNTY Ornc¡, or Countv Cour.¡s¡L

Public Hearing Staff Report to the Board of
Gounty Gommissioners

Hearing ltem: Response to Oregon Land Conservation and Development
Commission (LCDC) Remand Order 14-ACK-001867

Proposal: Approve revised findings that affirm the designation of urban
and rural reserves in the Metro region in response to the
remand by the Oregon Court of Appeals and the Oregon Land
Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC). The
revised findings focus on three primary issues:

Pu¡rlc Srnv¡crs BullolNc
ZO5 i Krcr Ro¡o OnrcoH Ctrv, OR 97045

Stephen L, Madkour
County Counsel

Kathleen Rastetter
chris Storey

Scott C. Ciecko
Alexander Gordon

Amanda Keller
Nathan K. Boderman

Christina Thacker
Shawn Lillegren

Jeffrey D. Munns
Assistants

1) Whether the Stafford Area designation as urban reserve is
supported by substantial evidence, particularly in light of evidence in
the record suggesting that primary transportation facilities currently
serv¡ng the area will be failing by 2035, and in light of claims made
that sewer and water serv¡ce cannot be efficiently and cost-
effectively provided to the Stafford Area;

2) Whether the proposed region-wide urban reserve designations
continue to meet the "amount of land" standard; and

3) Whether the proposed reqlon-wlde urban resorvc dcsignations
continue to nleet the "lrest achieves" stallclard.

Staff Gontact: Nate Boderman, Assistant County Counsel; 503-655-8364
Martha Fritzie, Sr. Planner/Planning & Zoning Division; 503-742-4529

Hearing Date: April 12,2017, 6 P,m

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the April 1 2, 2017 public hearing is to consider revised findings that
support the designation of urban and rural reserves in the Metro region. The revised
findings under consideration are responsive to the remand by the Oregon Court of
Appeals and the Land Conservation and Development Commission (LCDC) resulting
frc¡¡n [lre 2011 appealof the origirral reserve designations. ßarkers Five, LLCv. LCDC,
261 Or App 259, 323 P3d 368 (2014). Al lhe puhlic hearing, the Commission will have
the opportunity to accept evidence and to receive testimony related to issues identified
in LCDC's remand order, as described below.
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Back$r-qund and Summary of Signiflcjrnt Events:

2007: The 2007 Oregon Legislature authorized Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and
Washington counties ("Partner Governments")to designate Urban Reserves and Rural
Reserves following the process set forlh in ORS 195.137 - 195.145 (Senate Bill 101 1)
and implementing rules adopted by the Land Conservation and Development
Commission (LCDC) (OAR 660 Division 27).The Legislature enacted the new authority
in response to a call by the Partner Governments to improve the methods available to
them for managing growth.

2008 - 2MA: Metro and Clackamas, Multnomah and Washington counties worked
together and with the public to identify Urban Reserve and Rural Reserve lands to serve
the region for the next 50 years. Though each county designated its own Rural Reserue
lands and Metro designated Urban Reserve lands throughout the metropolitan area, the
new statute and rules made agreements among the Partner Governments a
prerequisite for those designations, The Partners'four ordinances are based upon
separate, formal intergovernmental agreements (lGAs) between Metro and each
county.

The Partner Governments submitted their ordinances with designated reserves to
LCDC on June 23, 2010. On October 29, 2010, LCDC gave its oral approval to all the
reserves designated in Clackamas and Multnomah counties, and to the Rural Reserves
and most of the Urban Reserves in Washington County. LCDC, however, rejected the
designations of two of Washington County's Urban Reserves and, in order to provide
flexibility, also remanded (or sent back) the Rural Reserves in Washington County for
further consideration.

Washington County and Metro responded to LCDC's oral decision by revising the IGA
between them and adopting ordinances to amend their respective Comprehensive Plan
and Reglutral Fr"alrework Platl nråps.

201'l: LCDC granted final approval of the revised metro-wide Urban and Rural
Reserves in early 2011. That decision was then appealed to the Oregon Court of
Appeals by 22 parlies, including the City of West Linn and the City of Tualatín (Barkers
Five, LLC v. LCDC, 261 Or App 259, 323 P3d 368 (2014)).

2014: ln February 2014, the Oregon Court of Appeals issued a ruling that remanded to
LCDC, for fudher action, the reserves designations in Clackamas, Multnomah and
Washington counties. The Court of Appeals found error with LCDC's order in the
following three respectsl :

l The Court of Appeals identified an additional procedural error with LCDC's decision. The error, that
LCDC could not affirm a local government's decision where its findings are inadequate even if the
evidence "clearly supports" the decision, can be addressed by virtue of submitting revised findings that
fully address the underlying substantive issues the Court of Appeals identlfied.
Response to LCDC Remand Order 14-ACK-001867
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1. The application of the rural reserve factors pertaining to agricultural land in
Washington County. On remand, the Court advised that LCDC must, in turn,
remand Washington County's reserves designation as a whole for
reconsideration and remand the submittal to Metro and the counties so that they
can ultimately assess whether any new joint designation, in its entirety, satisfies
the "best achieves" standard.

2. The "consideration" of the factors peñaining to the rural reserve designation of an
area designated as rural reserve in western Multnomah County (referred to as
"Area 9D"). The Court advised that, on remand, LCDC must determine the effect
of that error on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in íts entirety.

3. The failure to demonstrate that LCDC adequately reviewed Stafford's urban
reserve designation for substantial evidence. The Court advised that, on remand,
LCDC should meaningfully explain why the designation of Stafford as urban
reserves is supported by substantial evidence, even in light of the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) evidence that indicates that by 2035 almost all
transportation facilitíes serving Stafl'ord will be failing,

ln spring 2014, the state legislature established newUrban and Rural Reserves and
adjusted the urban growth boundary (UGB) in Washington County (House B¡ll 4078),
Ïhis bill, commonly referred to as the "Grand Bargain," resulted in additional changes to
both Urban and Rural Reserves in Washington County, negotiated and agreed to by
Washington County, Metro and other potentially affected parties. The Grand Bargain
effectively resolved the issues identified by the Coud of Appeals pertaining to the
reserve designations only in Washington County. As a result, the Urban and Rural
Reserves in Clackamas and Multnomah counties remained unresolved, leaving Metro,
Clackamas County and Multnomah County responsible for responding to the two
remaining substantive issues on remand from the Court of Appeals.

2015: On January 15, 2015, the director of the tJregon Department of Land
Conservation and Development (DLCD) issued a Remand Order (#14-ACK-001861)
responding to the Coutt of Appeals judgment. This order affirmed those portions of its
prior decisions that were either not appealed to the Court of Appeals or were affirmed
by the Court of Appeals, and further remanded to Multnomah County and Clackamas
County, respectively, the portions of the decision found to be in error. DLCD withdrew
the Remand order on February 5,2015 over objections by clackamas county and
others that the remand directive was inconsistent with the Court of Appeal's decision
because it was too restrictive by its terms.

On March 15,2015, the director of DLCD issued a revised Remand Order atfirming
those portions of its prior decisions that were either not appealed to the Court of
Appeals or that were affirmed by the cour1, and remanded "... Rural Reserve Area gD to
Multnomah County and Metro and Urban Reserve Areas 4A,4P,4C and 4D to Metro
and Clackamas County forfurther action consistent with the principals expressed in
Barkers Five, LLC v. LCDC...".

Response to LCDC Remand Order 14-ACK-001867
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On remand, at a minimum, Metro and Clackamas County are required to meaningfully

explain why the designation of the Stafford Area as urban reserve is supported by

substantial evidence, particularly in light of evidence in the record suggesting that
primary transportation facilities currently serving the area will be failing by 2035.

Additionally, the Court of Appeals decision and the revised Remand Order from LCDC

permit Metro and Clackamas County to consider taking other actions that would be

consistent with the principles expressed the Court's ruling. At the time DLCD was

preparing to take action to respond to the Court of Appeal's Barkers Five decision, the

County advocated for specific language to be included in LCDC's Remand Order to

clarify the scope of the remand. The County was responding to concerns that the

existing configuration and inventory of the urban reserves did not provide enough

flexibiliiy for future generations to provide enough land for continued employment
growth in Clackamas County. While there was a question under the initial Remand

Órder regarding whether Clackamas County could revise certain reserve designations
as part oi the remand, the language in the revised Remand Order clarified the County's

aU¡i¡ty to potentially add new urban reserve areas as part of the remand process2.

2016: ln February 2016, Metro adopted and submitted to Clackamas County for
consideration revised findings to address the issues on remand for Urban Reserve

areas 44, 48, 4C, and 4D (collectively termed "Stafford"). The County did not respond

to Metro's findings at the time and instead directed staff to study other areas in the
County to determine whether changes to the current reselve designations were

warranted.

2O17: ln January 2A17, Metro Council President Tom Hughes sent a letter to
Clackamas County that included a renewed request for the County to consider working

with Metro to revise and adopt the Findings related to the Stafford Urban Reserve

areas. The County responded by declaring its willingness to affirm the reserves

designations that were adopted in 2010 and directed staff to discontinue further work to

deteimine whether changes to the current reserve designations were warranted.

On March 2 and March 16, 2017, Metro held two separate public hearings to consider
revised findings in response to the remand by the Oregon Court of Appeals and LCDC.

At the March 16 hearing, Metro had the first reading of an ordinance (Metro No, 17-

13g7)to formally adopt the revised findings. Metro has scheduled the second reading of
Ordinance No. 17-1397 for April 1 3, 2017, at which time it could finalize adoption of the

revised findings.

ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED ON REMAND

StAffoqC Afea

2 The scope of the Revised Order directed Metro, Clackamas County and Multnomah County to take "... action

cons¡stent with the principals expressed in Barkers Fíve, LLC v. LCDC,261 Or App 259,323 P3d 368 12014),"

Response to LCDC Remand Order 14-ACK-001867
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One of the factors that Metro must consider when designating an area as urban reserve
under the state rules is as follows:

When identifying and selecting lands for designation as urban reserves under
this division, Metro sha// base ifs declsron on consideration of whether land
proposed for designafion as urban reserues, alone or in conjunction with land
inside the IJGB, can be developed at urban densifies in a way that makes
efficient use of exlsf ing and future public infrastructure investmenfs. OAR 660-
027-oo50(1).

On appeal before the Oregon Court of Appeals in 2011, the cities of West Linn and
Tualatin argued that the Stafford Area should not have been designated as an urban
reserve because it cannot be efficiently and cost-effectively served by transportation
facilities and other public services. The cities identified evidence, which the Court found
persuasive, in Metro's 2035 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) that illustrated that by
2035 future traffic in the area was projected to exceed the capacity of the major
roadways currently serving the area. The Court ultimately determined that the County
and Metro did not sufficiently respond to the cities' "weighty countervailing evidence"
that was submítted to demonstrate that the transportation facilities in the Stafford Area
could not support urbanization; therefore, the designation of Statford as urban reserve
was not supported by substantial evidence.

After considering evidence and argument regarding the application of the urban reserve
factors to the Stafford area, if the Board concludes that the urban reserve designation
remains appropriate, at a minimum a more complete response to the 2035 RTP
evidence and updated findings to reaffirm the urban reserves designation need to be
adopted in order to sufficiently respond to the Court's direction on remand.

ln furtherance of the cities' claims that the urban reserye designation was not
appropriate for thc Stafford Arca, the oities alan stthmittad argr"trnent anrl eviclancn
attempting to demonstrate that the area could not be efficiently and cost-effectively
served by sewer and water service. Because the Court concluded that the Stafford Area
urban reserve was not supported by substantial evidence based on the 2035 RTP, the
Courl did not elect to resolve the arguments and evidence related to sewer and water
service. Staff assumes issues pertaining to the efficient and cost-effective provision of
sewer and water service are not precluded by the prior Coutt determination and
adoption of updated findings may be appropriate in light of any new evidence or
testimony that may be received which is responsive to this specific matter.

Reqional Standards

"Amount of Land"

lJrban reserves designated under this division shall be planned to accommodate
estimated urban population and employment growth in the Metro area for at least
20 years, and nat more than 30 years, beyond the 2)-year period for which Metro

Response to LCDC Remand Order 14-ACK-001867
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has demonstrated a buildable land supply inside the UGB in the most recent
inventory, determinatian and analysis performed under ORS 197.296. Metro shatt
specify the particular number of years for which the urban rese/ves are intended
to provide a supply of land, based on the estimated land supply necessary for
urban population and employment growth in the Metro area for that number of
years. The 20 to 31-year land supply specified in this rule shall consisf of the
combined total supply provided by all lands designated for urban rese¡ves in all
counties that have executed an intergovernmental agreement with Metro in
accordance with OAR 660-027-0030. OAR 660-027-0040(2).

This rule, which has come to be referred to as the "amount of land" standard,
establishes an urban reserve planning period which is 20 to 30 years beyond the normal
20-year UGB planning period for the Metro area, which includes Clackamas, Multnomah
and Washington counties.

ïhe Grand Bargain (HB 4078) affected the overall amount of land designated as urban
reserves in the Metro area by:

. converting 2,449 acres of urban reserves to rural reserves and undesignated,

. converting 417 acres or rural reserves to urban reserves, and
* adding 1 ,1 78 acres of urban reserves to the UGB.

Removing 3,21A net acres of urban reserves from Washington County decreased the
overall amount of land designated as urban reserves in the Metro area. As a result of
this net reduction, additional findings need to be adopted to assess the impact on the
"amount of land" standard.

"Best Achieyes"

The objective of [Division 27] is a balance in the designation of urhan anrl r¡ral
reserues that, in its entirety, best achieves livable communities, fhe viabitity and
vitality of the agricultural and forest industries and protection of the important
natural landscape features that define the region for its residenfs. OAR 660-027-
0005(2).

This rule, which is commonly referred to as the "best achieves" standard, requires that
there be a balance in the designation of urban and rural reserves for the purposes
stated in the rule. Much like the "amount of land" standard, the "best achieves"
standard looks at the designations of land region-wide, to ensure that the overall
designations are appropriate. As discussed above, the removal of net acreage of urban
reserves from Washington County as a result of HB 4078 potentially affects these
region-wide acreage standards and additionalfindings need to be adopted to assess
the impact on the "best achieves" standard.

ACTION BY METRO AND THE PROPOSED FINDINGS

Response to LCDC Remand Order 14-ACK-00'1867
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Metro has been given authority under oAR 660-027-0020(j) to designate urban
reserves in the Portland Metropolitan Area. Since the issues on remand summarized
above affect urban reserve designations specifically, Metro has initiated the process to
respond to the remand by drafting the additional findings necessary to demonstrate that
an urban reserve designation for the stafford Area remains appropriate.

Last month, Metro held two separate public hearings to consider revised findings
addressing those issues. On March 16, Metro had thefirst reading of an ordinance
(Metro No, 17-1397) to formally adopt the revised findings. Metro has scheduled the
second reading of Ordinance No. 17-1397 for April 1 3,2017, at which time it could
finalize adoption of the revised findings.

Metro's ordinances and findings are attached to this staff report, as well as Metro staff
reports that explain how the findings specifically respond to the remand issues.

Metro Ordinance 16-1368, (Exhibit 3), contains findings which are responsive to
those issues associated with the urban reserve designation of the Stafford Area.
The associated staff report (Exhibit 1) provides a comprehensive summary of the
proposed findings and explains how the findings specifically respond to those
issues identified by the court of Appeals wíth regards to the stafford Area.

a

a Metro Ordinance 17-1397 (Exhibit 4) contains findings which are responsive to
those issues associated with the "amount of land" and "best achieves,'standards
The associated staff report and technical analysis (Exhibit 2) provide a
comprehensive summary of the proposed findings.

PROCESS

As previously noted, Metro has initiated the process to respond to the specific issues on
remand from LCDC and the Court of Appeals. The County's April 12, 2017 hearing will
be an opportunity for the public to comment on, and for the Board to consider, the
specific issues on remand and Metro's proposed responses to those issues. lf the
Board concludes that the urban reserve designation of the Stafford Area remains
appropriate and Melro's overall urban reserve designations are in compliance with the
regional standards, the Board can proceed to affirm or modify the findings that Metro
has provided.

Multnomah County is also preparing to take action in response to the remand by the
Court of Appeals and LCDC. Multnomah County is scheduled to consider the matter on
May 4 and May 11,2017 .

OAR 660-027'0080 requires that Metro and the applicable counties prepare a joint and
concurrent submittal of findings for consideration and review by LCDC. To facilitate this
joint submittal, stafl anticipates at the conclusion of Clackamas County's process that
the County will fonruard any adopted findings to Metro for final consent. Provided Metro
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concurs with the submittals provided by both Clackamas County and Multnomah
County, the three parties willjointly file the adopted materials with LCDC for final review"

PUBLIC OUTREACH

Since January 17,2017, when the County Board declared its willingness to affirm the
reserves designations adopted in 2010, the County has engaged in a robust public
outreach program with affected jurisdictions, community organizations and the public;
That outreach has included letters, newspaper editorials, news releases, websites,
presentations to community and business groups, one-on-one and small group
meetings with interested parties, and information sent by email.

ln addition to sharing information and making presentations to community and business
groups, county staff and elected officials have also had frequent contact and ongoing
discussions with Metro, cities adjacent to Stafford (Lake Oswego, Tualatin and West
Linn), and other interested jurisdictions and organizations.

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AGREEM ENT

On February 22,2017, the Clackamas County Administrator and the Metro Chief
Operating Officer issued a letter describing the components of a proposed
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the County and Metro. Since then, in
response to input from the community, discussions have resulted in a revised proposal
for an lntergovernmentalAgreement (lGA) between Metro and Clackamas County, with
the cities of West Linn, Lake Oswego and Tualatin joining as potential parties to the
lGA. The cities have yet to present any substantive language to be included in the lGA,
but staff anticipates that revisions will be forthcoming,

It should be noted that there is no requírement for an MOU or IGA as part of the
response to the remand. The Board may choose to adopt an lGA, but there is no legal
obligation for the Board to do so.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff is satisfied that the findings developed by Metro, attached as Exhibits 3 and 4,
adequately respond to issues on remand and can be adopted to affirm the urban
reserve designation for the Stafford Area.

The Clackamas Board of County Commissioners willtake evidence and testimony at
the public hearing on April 12. An additional hearing has been scheduled for
Wednesday, April 19 at 9:30 a.m. Staff recommends that the Commission continue the
hearing to April 19 to allow for additional testimony by those individuals that did not
testify at the April 12 hearing, and to allow staff sufficient time to evaluate newly
submitted evidence and testimony.

ATTACHMENTS
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1. Metro Staff Report: ln Consideration of the Remand by the Oregon Court of
Appeals and LCDC Regarding the Designation of Urban Reseryes in Clackamas
County; September 30, 2015

2. Metro Staff Report: ln Consideration of the Remand by the Oregon Caurt of
Appeals and LCDC Regarding the Designation of Urban Reseryes in Clackamas
Cou nty; February 23, 2017

- Attachment 1 to Metro Statf Report: Updated Assessmenl of the Amount of
Urban Reserues, February 22, 2017

3. Metro Ordinance 16-1368; February 4,2016
- Exhibit A Map: Urban and RuralReserves in Clackamas County

- Exhibit B Proposed Findings: Reasons for Designation of lJrban and Rural
Reseryes in Clackamas County

4. Metro Ordinance 17-1397 (Proposed); April,2017

- Proposed Findings; Exhibit A ta Ordinance 17-1397

5. Draft Intergovernmental Agreemenf; March 28,2017

6. Staff PowerPoint Presentation

7. Exhibits 1-19: Written testimony
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Ordinance No.{XXX EXHIBIT 2

Reasons for Designating Areas in Multnomah County as Urban Reserves or Rural
Reserves:

Sunnlemental findinss of statements of reasons and
conclrrsions- and conclusions of law

These supplemental findings of fact, statements of reasons and conclusions, and conclusions of
law relating to the designation of Multnomah County Area 9D as Rural Reserve ("supplemental
Findings") are adopted in response to the remand order in Barkers Five, LLC et al. v LCDC,26l
Or App 259,323 P.3d 368 (2014) and Remand Order 14-ACK-007867, Oregon Land
Conseruation and Development Commission (LCDC).

Because LCDC remanded this matter for "fufther action consistent with the principles expressed
in lBarkers Five]," the remand order in Barkers Fiv¿ serves as the basis for these Supplemental
Findings.

In Barkers Five, the Oregon Court of Appeals reviewed the designation of urban and rural
reserves in V/ashington, Multnomah and Clackamas Counties. With respect to Multnomah
County, the court denied all challenges to the reserve designations, except for a challenge to the
designation of Area 9D as rural reserve.

With respect to Area 9D, the court held that the County failed to meaningfully explain why, in
light of certain dissimilarities between the northern and southern porlions the Area, the County's
consideration of the rural reserye factors yields a rural reserve designation of all land in Area 9D.
Barkers Five, 267 Or App at 345-347, 364.

In addition, the court held that, on remand, a determination must be made regarding the effect of
the foregoing effor on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in its entirety. Barkers
Five,26I Or App at364.

A. Area 9D - Meaningful Explanation

1. The Remand Order

In relevant part, the court remanded the Rural Reserve designation of Area 9D due to inadequate
explanation:

"We conclude that, because the county failed to meaningfully explain why
its consideration of the rural reserve factors yields a rural reserve designation of
all larid in Area 9D, LCDC erred in concluding that the county's 'consideration'
of the factors was legally sufficient."

Barkers Five, LLC v. LCDC,261 Or App 259,345 (2014)
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The courl concluded that the County's explanation was not meaningful because the County had
not explained why consideration of the Rural Reserve factors yielded a designationof cill of the
land in Area 9D as Rural Reserue in light of the fact that application of the factors often yielded
different results as to the land in the area north of Skyline Boulevard and the land in the area
south of Skyline. Barkers Five,26I OrApp at345.

In addition, the court noted that, in the County's explanation of how Area 9D fared under the
factors, only a single sentence pertained to land in the southern portion in Area gD.Id. Similarly,
the coutt noted that the description of "why" Area 9D was designated Rural Reserve consisted of
a single paragraph with broad, unqualified declarations appearing to relate to some of the natural
landscape features factors in OAR 660-027-0060(3). Id. at 345-346.

From the foregoing assessment, the court concluded that the County should have explained its
designation of the entire area in light of the differences between the northern and southern
portions of Area 9D:

"a meaningful explanation as to why Area 9D, in its entirety, was
designated as rural reserve would have acknowledged that application of the
factors failed to yield similar results as to all of the land in the area but explained,
nonetheless, why the entire area should be designated as rural reserve."

Barkers Five,267 OrApp at346

Importantly, the court made three additional rulings relevant to this issue. First, the required
explanation "need not be elaborate;" instead such explanation must acknowledge the
dissimilarities and explain why, nonetheless, a Rural Reserve designation is suitable for all of the
land in Area9D.Id.

Second, the County is not required to justify the inclusion of any particular lot or parcel within a
Rural Reserve. Id.Instead, the County is obligated to meaningfully explain why its consideration
and application of the factors yield a Rural Reserve designation of all of the land in a given Rural
Reserve, such as Area9D.Id.

Third, where the evidence supports the designation of an area as either Urban Reserve or Rural
Reserve, the local govenìment may choose either designation and need nol demonstrate that it
has chosen the designation that "better suits" the area. Id. at 309-31 l.

Thus, in sumlllaly, the County's explanation of its Rural Reserue designation of Area 9D was
inadequate because it failed to acknowledged the dissimilarities between the northern and
southern porlions of that Area and explain why, nonetheless, a Rural Resele designation is
suitable for all of the land in Area 9D. Simple acknowledgement and explanation would suffice:
the explanation need not be elaborate; does not need to justify the designation of any parlicular
lot or parcel; and does not need to establish that the County has chosen the designátion that
"better suits" the area.
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With these rules in mind, the discussion turns to acknowledgement of the dissimilarities between
the northern and southem portions of Area 9D and fuither explanation of why, nonetheless,
consideration of the factors yields a Rural Reserve designation for all of the land in Area 9D.

2. Response: Consideration of the Factors Yields a Rural Reserve Designation for all
of the Land in Area 9D

As noted by the Court of Appeals, in considering the required factors, the County adopted and

relied upon a report prepared by County staff and the County's Citizen Advisory Committee
(CAC) commissioned for this task. Barkers Five,267 Or App a|345; Rec Att. C,289+-303I
(Mult. Co. Resolution 09-153 adopting CAC Report); more specffically Rec Att. C,2993-3003
(excerpt from CAC report setting forth the analysis of Area 9D, referred to as Area 6 in the CAC
Report; attached for convenience as Appendíx A).1

In the CAC report, the CAC and County staff applied each of the Rural Reserve factors to
evaluate all of the land in what is now referred to as Area 9D and then ranked how the land in
that study area fared under each of the factors. Barkers Five,26l Or App aT 345. As noted by the
court, the application of the reserve factors to this study area often yielded different results as to
the land in the area that is north of Skyline Boulevard and the land that is south of Skyline. .Id.

Nevertheless, as described in further detail below, the findings in the CAC Report clearly
establishes that application of the Rural Reserves factors yields a Rural Reserue designation for
both the northern and southern portions of Area 9D and, thereby, all of the land in Area 9D.

a. Acknowledging the Dissimilarities.

Dissimilarities exist between the northern and southern portions of Area 9D. The northem
portion is "primarily forested," has been mapped by the Oregon Department of Agriculture as

containing "wildland forest" and "mixed forest," "consists of a large block of forest land with
few non forest [sic] uses," and contains "high-value habitat, access to recreation, and other
values that define the area as a landscape feature important to the tegion." Rec at 2993,2995,
2997 . FurTher, this northern portion is subject to little risk of urbanization. Id. at 2993 , 2995 .

In contrast, the southern portion of Area 9D is "primarily farm area," has been mapped by the
Oregon Department of Agriculture as containing "important" farmland, has certain farming
limitations but "good integrity" overall, has "few non-farm uses" and edges compatible to
farming, and contains the "stream features of Abbey Creek mainstream, north fork, and

headwaters areas that are mapped as important regional resources and that separate urban from
rural lands." Rec at 2993, 2995, 2997. Further, this southem portion is subject to a risk of
urbanization. Id. aT 299 4, 2995.

Both portions "rank high for sense of place" and, like the northern portion, the southern portion
encompasses important upland habitat areas, albeit of lesser regional value overall than the
habitat present in the nofihern portion. Id. aT2997.

I All citations to the record refer to the record of proceedings before LCDC in the 2011 acknowledgment review
resulting in LCDC Order 12-ACK-001 8 I 9 as submitted to the Olegon Coult of Appeals (the "LCDC Record").
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b. Despite the dissimilarities, consideration of the factors yields a Rural Reserve
designation of all of the land in Area 9D.

Despite the dissimilarities between the northem and southem portions of Area 9D, the record
reflects that application of the Rural Reserves factors yields a Rural Reserve designation for each
portion of the Area and, thereby, all of the land inArea 9D.

(i) Farm and Forest Factors.

Except for a few instances noted below, application and consideration of the farm and forest
protection factors in OAR 660-027-0060(2) with respect to Area 9D yields the conclusion that
this Area ranks "high" for Rural Reserve designation with respect ro both the northern and
southern portions of the Area. Rec at 29931995. That is, both portions are highly capable of
sustaining long-term agriculture or forestry operations due to the availability of large blocks of
land and the clustering of farm or forest operations, adjacent land use patterns, and the
sufficiency of agricultural or forestry infrastructure (this latter sub-factor ranked as "medium-
high" in recognition of some limitation on the movement of farm equipment on rural roads due
to traffic). Rec at 2994-2995.

Delving into the details of these "high" rankings: forest use predominates in the northem porlion
of Area 9D; farm use (hay, pasture, Christmas trees, nursery stock, and orchard) predominates in
the southern portion; "[n]o limitations to long-term forestry have been noted for areas north of
Skyline Blvd;" and the southern portion "includes few nonfarm uses, limited urban edges, and
adequate 'block' size to maintain long-term agriculture." Rec2994.

In addition: all of Area 9D includes parcels suitable for both small and large scale farm and
forest management; a buffer exists befween resource and non-resource uses in the northern
portion of the Area (except in a few instances); and very substantial buffers are present in the
southern portion, including "the Powerline area and Abbey Creek headwaters, the east-west
lower Abbey Creek drainage, and Rock Creek running north-south immediately west of the
county line." Rec a|2995.

Where Area 9D did not receive a "high" ranking, it received, with one exception noted below, a
"medium" ranking. For instance, with respect to the suitability of the soils and water, the
southern portion of Area 9D ranked "medium" for Rural Reserye designation because of its
range in soils from Class II to IV and because of some uncefiainty on the part of the Oregon
Department of Agriculture regarding the abundance of groundwater (the County does not agree:
the CAC Report notes the existence of irrigated fields in the area). Rec at 2gg4.Withrespect to
these same points, the northern portion of the area ranked "high" for soils suitable to foresiry arrd
was not ranked for water as water is not understood to be a limitation for forestry. 1d.

Lastly, whereas the northem portion of Area 9D is not subject to a risk of urbanization, and,
therefore, received a "low" ranking forthat factor, the southern half ranked "high" forthis factor,
meaning it ranked "high" for protection through Rural Reserve designation. Rec 2993.
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Based on the foregoing analysis, the County concludes that "[Area 9D] is suitable for both farm
and forest reserve, as indicated by the 'important' farm land and 'wilãland, and ,mixed, forest
designations." Rec af 2995.

Further, in particular respect to the northem portion of Area 9D, a Rural Reserve designation is
appropriate because, in summary, "[t]he primarily forested area north of Skyline Blvd. consists
of a large block of forest land with few non forest uses, mainly associated iith M"Nu-ee Rd.
This area is not however, potentially subject to urbanization based on urban suitability
assessments to date."

Similarly, in particular respect to the southem portion of Area 9D, a Rural Reserve designation is
appropriate because, in summary:

"The primarily farm area south of skyrine, while containing soils and
topography that present limitations to intensive cultivation and uncertain
groundwater resources, maintains good integrity, has compatible edges, and few
non-farm uses. This area is within an area potentially subject to urbanization
based on analysis of key urban services. The area south of skyline
Blvd./Cornelius Pass Rd. intersection should be considered as highly suitablã for
rural reserve to protect farm and forest resources."

Id

Thus, in summary, application and consideration of the farm and forest protection factors in
OAR 660-027-0060(2) with respect to Area 9D yields a Rural Reserve designation of all of the
land in Area 9D (i.e., both the northern and southern portions of that Area).

(ii) Landscape Features Factors.

As with the farm and forest factors above, and except for a few instances noted below,
application and consideration of the landscape feature factors in OAR 660-027-0060(3) with
respect to Area 9D yields a Rural Reserve designation for both the northern and southern
portions of the Area and, thereby, all of the land inArea 9D. Rec at 2996-299g.

Both portions of Area 9D rank "high" for Rural Reserve as providing a sense of place and easy
access to recreational opportunities. Rec at 2997. ln particular, "[t]he southwést side of the
Tualatin Mtns [sic] is a large-scale landscape feature that provider à g.."tr connection between
Portland and the Coast Range." Id. In addition, the Area contains Metro's Ancient Forest
Preserue as well as bicycling and hiking opportunities. ft/.

With respect to important fish, plant and wildlife habitat, both portions ranked ,,high" for Rural
Reserve protection, with the exception that the Kaiser Road anà East-of-Abbey CÃek subareas
ranked ('medium"-however, 

although not mapped by the state or other regional entities, these
areas are identified locally by both Metro and the County as important habitaì areas. Rec at 2996.
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Area 9D did receive some "low" rankings. For instance, while some areas in the northem portion
of the area rank high for natural hazard, risks, "[t]he significant majority of the area rates ,low,
for relative hazard on the regional composite hazardmap." F.ec at2996.

Similarly, as applied to Area 9D, consideration of the factor conceming separation between cities
yields a "low" ranking because this factor applies to the separation be¡ween Metro UGB cities
and cities outside thatarea, which is not a concern in this lòcation. Rec at 2997.Thatsaid, the
County noted that the southem portion of Area 9D is important in providing separation between
the city of Portland and urban unincorporated areas to the west. 1d.

In addition, as applied to Area 9D, consideration of the factor conceming whether the Area
serves to buffer conflicts between urban and rural uses, yields a "low" rankìng for the northern
portion of the Area because such conflicts are not prevalent in that area, but, in-contrast, yields a
"high" ranking for Rural Reserve protection with respect to the southern portion of Area 9D due
to substantial natural and human-made buffers between urban and ruraf resources in this area.
P.ec at2997.

Further, although a Rural Reserve designation is not necessary to protect water quality in the
northern portion of Area 9D, the southern portion ranks '1nedium" for Rural Reservã designation
to protect Rock Creek and Abbey Creek, which are situated in a way that renders lypical
planning tools ineffective in protecting these resources if urban developmãnt were to occur here.
Rec at 2996-2997.

A similar pattem occurs with respect to the risk of urbanization-the risk is ,,low,, for the
northern portion of Area 9D, but "high,' for the southern portion.

Nofwithstanding this selection of "low" rankings, the record reflects that, upon application and
consideration of all ofthe landscape feature factors, a Rural Reserve designation is appropriate
for both the northern and southern portions of Area 9D and, thereby, all oi the land in Area 9D
for the following reasons:

"Areas north of Skyline Blvd. rank high for sense of place; they contain
high-value habitat, access to recreation, and other values that áefine the area as a
landscape feature important to the region. This area is not however, being studied
for urban reserve because it ranks low for efficiency to provide kJy urban
services.

"Areas south of skyline rank high for sense of place; they contain stream
features of the Abbey Creek mainstream, nofth fork, and headwaters areas that are
mapped as impoftant regional resources and that separate urban from rural lands.
upland habitat areas also exist, however there are patches in the landscape
features mapping indicating lesser regional value. All arèas south of Skyline Blvd.
continue to be studied for urbanization. On balance, and considering that the
broad objective of the Landscape Features factors is to protect areas that define
natural boundaries to urbanization and help define the region for its residents, the
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entire south-of-Skyline area should be considered as highly suitable for rural
reserve."

Rec at 29971998 (emphasis added).

Thus, in summary, application and consideration of the landscape feature factors in OAR 660-027-0060(3) with respect to Area 9D yields a Rural Reserve designation of all of the land inArea 9D (i.e., both the northem and southern porlions of that Area).

For the foregoing reasons, although application of the factors failed to yield similar results as tothe northern and southern porlions ãf Ar"a 9D, the record refleðts that application andconsideration of both sets of Rural Reserve factors, in" rut- and forest protectionäd landscapefeatures factors, yields a Rural Reserve designation for eachportion of the Area and, thereby, allof the land in Area 9D.

B' No Effect on the Designations of Reserves in Multnomah County in its Entirety

As noted above, in addition to identifying.the_meaningful explanation error with respect to Area9D discussed above ("Error"), the courl held that, oi ,.-*d, a determination must be maderegarding "the effect of that fE]rror on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in itsentirety." Barkers Five,26l Or App at364.

The Error had no effect on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in its entirety. TheError is corrected through adoption of these supplemental Findings. aaopiion of thesesupplemental Findings bolsters the county's prior u"ùånr in this matter ãnd fuffiis the County,sobligations to consider the factors, but doås not alter any prior, ultimate determination orconcluslon.

More specifically, corecting the Error through adoption of these Supplemental Findings doesnot result in any change to any reserve designation in Multnomatr county, does not require anychange in analysis or analytical approach *ith ...p."t to application and consideration of thefactors and designation ofreserves, does not require the consideration ofnew evidence, and doesnot impact any other material aspect of the designation of reserves in Multnomah County beyondcomecting an error specific and intemal to Area 9D.

To explain, if correction of the Error had resulted in a change in the reserve designation of Area9D (or any other area), then, due to the coordinated manrier in which ."r.*"ri." designated(e'g', oRS 195.143 (the designation of Rural Reserves is coordinated with the designation ofUrban Reserves)), it is possible that there could be some cascading effect on the designation ofreselves in Multnomah County or the Metro region in their entiiety. However, here, becausecorrection ofthe Error does not result in any change to any reserve designation, túere is no effecton the designations of reseles in Multnomah County in its entirety of the nature contemplated inthis paragraph.

3. Conclusion
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Similarly, if corection of the Error had prompted a change in analysis or anal¡ical approach
with respect to application and consideration of the factors and designation of reserves, then,
depending on the nature of that change, the propriety of apply such changed analysis or
analytical approach to other areas in Multnomah County is conceivable (albeit quite hypothetical
at present). However, here, because no such change in analysis or analytical approach has
occurred, there is no effect on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in its entirety
of the nature contemplated in this paragraph.

Likewise, if correction of the Error had required consideration of new evidence and such
evidence related in some way to areas beyond Area 9D, then, depending on the nature of such
evidence, an effect on other reserve designations is conceivable (albeit, again, quite hypothetical
at present).2 However, here, because correction of the Error did not require consideration of new
evidence there is no effect on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in its entirety of
the nature contemplated in this paragraph.

In conclusion, the Error had no effect on the designations of reserves in Multnomah County in its
entirety because, as it turns out, the Error is capable of correction in a manner that is wholly
specific and internal to Area 9D. Consequently, there is no effect on any other material aspect of
the designation of reselves in Multnomah County-the Error was a failure to explain
circumstances specific to Area 9D; that explanation is now provided in full without any reference
to or reliance upon any other aspect of the designations of reserves in Multnomah County
beyond the specific circumstances of Area 9D.

2 Of note, none of the contingencies conternplated here (change in designation, change in analysis or analytical
approach, and consideration ofnew evidence) would, ifthey occurred, necessarilyhave an effect on the designations
of reserves in Multnomah County in their entirety. Instead, these specific contingencies, as well as any other change
to a material aspect of the designation of reserves in Multnolnah County, merely could conceivably, under cerlain
circumstances, have an effect on other reserve designations. The converse is true as well-even if one or more of
these contingencies occurred, there still might not be any effect on the designations of reserves in Multnornah
County in their entirety.
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